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Elementary
Abouet, Marguerite
040455 Akissi: Even More Tales Of Mischief. Akissi is back with 
more stories of silliness and chaos in a West African village. In 
graphic novel format. Akissi. il. Sapin, Mathieu. [IL 7-10] 179 pages 
Flying Eye 741. K+ 19.46 
040456 Akissi: More Tales Of Mischief. The plucky, troublemaking 
Akissi is back with her mischief on The Ivory Coast! This time, she has to 
keep herself from drowning, stand up to a bully, make peace with her 
arch nemesis-the prettiest girl in school, and evade a witch doctor’s 
potion. In graphic novel format. Akissi. il. Sapin, Mathieu. [IL 7-10] 173 
pages Flying Eye 741. K+ 19.46
040458 Akissi: Tales Of Mischief. Collects the adventures 
of Akissi, a young West African girl who is always getting into 
trouble. In graphic novel format. il. Sapin, Mathieu. [IL 7-10] 183 
pages Flying Eye 741. B,L+ 19.46
Acevedo, Sylvia
040612 Path To The Stars: My Journey From Girl Scout To 
Rocket Scientist. The inspiring memoir for young readers about a 
Latina rocket scientist whose early life was transformed by joining 
the Girl Scouts and who currently serves as CEO of the Girl Scouts of 
the USA. il. [IL 10-12] 309 pages Clarion 369-A. K,L,M,Q (AR) 21.58
Adams, Jennifer
041334 Goodnight, Little Dancer. Bids sweet dreams to the 
youngest readers who identify as ballet dancers by day and 
tender, sleepy children by night. il. Marley, Alea. [IL 2-6] 26 pages 
Roaring Brook E. K 19.48
Addison, Amanda
041999 Boundless Sky. A chance encounter between a bird that 
flies halfway around the world looking for a place to nest ... and 
a young girl from northern Africa who flees halfway around the 
world looking for safety. il. Adreani, Manuela. [IL 5-8] 32 pages 
Lantana E. K-,L 18.43
Adler, David A.
043805 Run, Mo, Run! Mo and his friends will represent Class 2B 
in the relay race at the track meet after school, but Mo drops the 
baton every time they practice the handoff. Can Mo find a way 
to be the first one across the finish line? Penguin Young Readers. 
Level 3 Mo Jackson 6. il. Ricks, Sam. [IL 6-7] 32 pages Viking E. K 
(AR) 20.18
Agee, Jon
045911 Wall In The Middle Of The Book. A knight who feels 
secure on his side of the wall that divides his book discovers that 
his side is not as safe as he thought, and the other side is not as 
threatening. il. [IL 3-6] 42 pages Dial E. B+,C,K+,L,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
Ahmed, Samira
047050 Amira & Hamza: The War To Save The Worlds. Two jinn 
inform twelve-year-old Amira and her younger brother Hamza that 
they are the chosen ones who must defeat a monstrous demon of 
Islamic folklore to save the Earth and a parallel dimension. il.[IL 
8-12] 358 pages Little Fic. B,K+,L+,W 20.88
Ajmera, Maya
047524 Come Out And Play: A Global Journey. A spirited 
celebration of playtime around the globe. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Charlesbridge 790. L 20.88
Alessandri, Alexandra
050010 Feliz New Year, Ava Gabriela! Ava Gabriela is excited to 
celebrate the New Year with her extended family in Colombia but 
being around her loud relatives in an unfamiliar place makes her shy 
and quiet. Includes author’s note and glossary of Spanish words. il. 
Sonda, Addy Rivera. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. B,K+,L  20.88
Alexander, Kwame
050020 Acoustic Rooster’s Barnyard Boogie Starring Indigo 
Blume. Afraid of singing in front of a large crowd, Indigo dreams 
about Acoustic Rooster and his band and, after a storm flattens 
their barn, helps organize a concert fundraiser to rebuild it. il. 
Bowers, Tim. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Sleeping Bear Press E. W  20.88
050280 Crossover. Twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle 
with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his 

declining health. In graphic novel format. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. [IL 
9-12] 218 pages Houghton 741. B,K+,M,W (AR) 18.08
050446 How To Read A Book. Suggests a method of reading that 
begins with planting oneself beneath a tree and leads to a book 
party one hopes will never end. il. Sweet, Melissa. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Harper E. L+ (AR) 21.58
Alexie, Sherman
051042 Thunder Boy Jr. Thunder Boy Jr. wants a normal name 
... one that’s all his own. Dad is known as Big Thunder, but Little 
Thunder doesn’t want to share a name. il. Morales, Yuyi. [IL 3-6] 34 
pages Little E. B+,C+,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 22.28
Ali, A. E.
051046 Our Favorite Day Of The Year. Four kindergartners who 
think they have nothing in common become friends after sharing 
traditions of their holidays, including Eid-ul-Fitr, Rosh Hashanah, 
Christmas, and Pi Day. il. Bell, Rahele Jomepour. [IL 4-8] 34 pages 
Simon E. B,K+,L,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Alston, B. B.
055051 Amari And The Night Brothers. Thirteen-year-old Amari, 
a poor Black girl from the projects, gets an invitation from her 
missing brother to join the Bureau of Supernatural Affairs and join 
in the fight against an evil magician. Supernatural Investigations 
1. [IL 8-12] 408 pages Harper Fic. 21.58
Alznauer, Amy
054314 Flying Paintings: The Zhou Brothers: A Story Of 
Revolution And Art. The epic story of two Chinese brothers who 
became art-world legends. il. Zhou, Shan Zou. [IL 5-8] 42 pages 
Candlewick 759-C. C+,K,L,M,W 21.58
Title Entry
056386 Amazing Faces. An anthology of poems focusing on 
universal emotions selected by Lee Bennett Hopkins. il. Soentpiet, 
Chris K. [IL 6-10] 33 pages Lee & Low 811. B,K,L,Q,W+ (RC) 22.26
Anderson, Kirsten (Kirsten Stephanie)
061074 Who Is Kamala Harris? Biography denoting her legal 
and political career. Who HQ Now. il. Gutierrez, Manuel. [IL 8-12] 
49 pages Penguin Workshop 328-B. (AR) 13.79
Andrews, Troy
061757 Trombone Shorty. A picture book autobiography by 
Troy “Trombone Shorty” Andrews, who hails from the Treme 
neighborhood in New Orleans’ 6th Ward. By the time he reached 
six, this prodigy was playing trumpet and trombone in a jazz band 
led by his older brother. il. Collier, Bryan. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Abrams 
788-B. B,C,K+,L,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.56
Arena, Jen
068236 Salsa Lullaby. Parents put their young child to sleep with 
the help of some music and dancing. il. Meza, Erika. [IL 3-7] 26 
pages Knopf E. K-,L,W 21.58
Ashman, Linda
072926 Ways To Welcome. Illustrations and easy-to-read, 
rhyming text show how to give a friendly welcome at school, in 
the neighborhood, or at home. il. Chou, Joey. [IL 3-6] 34 pages 
Farrar E. K,L 22.28
Atinuke
074940 Baby Goes To Market. Join Baby and his doting mama at 
a bustling southwest Nigerian marketplace. A gentle introduction 
to numbers. il. Brooksbank, Angela. [IL 3-7] 31 pages Candlewick 
E. K,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Azua Kramer, Jackie
530542 I Wish You Knew. When Estrella’s father has to leave 
because he wasn’t born here, like her, she wishes people knew the 
way it affects her. A story about depression, divided families, and 
the importance of community in the midst of uncertainty. il. Mora, 
Magdalena. [IL 4-7] 32 pages Roaring Brook E. B,L 21.58
Baptist, Kelly J.
088578 Electric Slide And Kai. Everyone in the Donovan family 
can dance--and has a dance nickname--except Kai, but his family 
helps him practice his moves to prepare for his aunt’s wedding 
reception. il. Johnson, Darnell. [IL 5-8] 40 pages Lee & Low E. 
B,K+,L,M (AR) 22.96
088585 Isaiah Dunn Is My Hero. A boy discovers a love of poetry 
after finding his late father’s journal. [IL 8-10] 195 pages Crown Fic.
B+,C,K,L,M,W+ (AR) 20.88
088586 Swag Is In The Socks. Xavier Moon is not one to steal the 
show. But for Xavier’s twelfth birthday, he receives a pair of funky 
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socks and a challenge from his great-uncle, Frankie Bell, saying it’s 
time to swag out and speak up. [IL 8-12] 240 pages Crown Fic. K 20.88
Baptiste, Tracey
088588 Jumbie God’s Revenge. After two out-of-season 
hurricanes nearly destroy her island home, Corinne discovers that 
the god Huracan is angry and she, aided by friends and enemies 
alike, races to calm him. Jumbies. [IL 9-12] 264 pages Algonquin 
Books Fic. B, L (AR) 20.86
088592 Jumbies. Eleven-year-old Corinne must call on her 
courage and an ancient magic to stop an evil spirit and save her 
island home. Jumbies. [IL 9-12] 234 pages Algonquin Books Fic. E 
(AR/RC) 14.77
088608 Looking For A Jumbie. Mama tells Naya that mythical 
creatures called jumbies exist only in stories. So Naya sets out on a 
nighttime adventure to find out for herself. il. Ren, Amber. [IL 4-8] 
32 pages Harper E. B,K+,L+ 21.58
Barash, Chris
089365 Is It Sukkot Yet? When fall arrives, a family builds a 
sukkah for the celebration of the Jewish harvest festival, Sukkot. il. 
Psacharopulo, Alessandra. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. K,Q,W 6.50*
Barnes, Derrick
091584 I Am Every Good Thing. Illustrations and easy-to-
read text pay homage to the strength, character, and worth of 
a child. il. James, Gordon C. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Nancy Paulsen E. 
B+,C+,K+,M+,W+  21.58
Barnes, Derrick D.
091595 Crown: An Ode To The Fresh Cut. Celebrates the 
magnificent feeling that comes from walking out of a barber shop 
with newly-cut hair. il. James, Gordon C. [IL 3-8] 32 pages Bolden 
E. B,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.56
091593 King Of Kindergarten. Instilled with confidence by 
his parents, a young boy has a great first day of kindergarten. 
il. Brantley-Newton, Vanessa. [IL 3-6] 32 pages Nancy Paulsen E. 
B,C+,K+,L,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
Barton, Chris
095105 Whoosh!: Lonnie Johnson’s Super-Soaking Stream 
Of Inventions. The remarkable story behind the invention of the 
Super Soaker toy. il. Tate, Don. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Charlesbridge 
609-B. B,CA,K+,L,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.86
Bell, Kristen
106268 World Needs More Purple People. An energetic 
and joyous read-aloud that offers a wonderful message about 
embracing the things that bring us together as humans. il. 
Wiseman, Daniel. [IL 3-7] 33 pages Random E. K (AR) 21.58
Berne, Jennifer
114862 Look Up With Me: Neil deGrasse Tyson : A Life Among 
The Stars. A biography of famed astrophysicist Neil deGrasse 
Tyson and awe-inspiring facts about our universe. il. Nam, 
Lorraine. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Harper 520-B. W 21.58
Betancourt-Perez, Jessica
117194 Thousand White Butterflies. Isabella has recently 
arrived from Colombia with her mother and abuela. She misses 
Papa, who is still in South America. It’s her first day of school, but 
when classes are cancelled because of too much snow, Isabella 
misses warm, green, Columbia more than ever. Then Isabella 
meets Katie and finds out that making friends in the cold is easier 
than she thought! il. Maldonado, Gina Lorena. [IL 5-8] 34 pages 
Charlesbridge E. B+,K,L,M 20.88
Bidania, V. T.
119513 Astrid & Apollo And The Happy New Year. Astrid 
and Apollo are attending the Hmong New Year festival (which 
is held at a big arena in St. Paul or Minneapolis in November or 
December), but in the crowded arena they are soon separated 
from their parents and younger sister, and between rescuing 
a little lost boy, and getting mistaken for a pair of famous child 
singers, the festival turns into quite an adventure for the twins. 
Astrid & Apollo. il. Lee, Dara Lashia. [IL 6-9] 59 pages Capstone Fic. 
(AR) 20.41
119514 Astrid & Apollo And The Soccer Celebration. Twins 
Astrid and Apollo are excited to be going to the Hmong July 
Fourth Soccer Festival, but when they are told to babysit their 
baby sister, Eliana, it looks like they will miss the particular match 

their father is interested in--especially as they cannot figure out 
what the “yummy milk” Eliana demands is, and are forced to 
spend their money on buying different treats to keep her from 
throwing a tantrum. Astrid & Apollo. il. Lee, Dara Lashia. [IL 6-9] 59 
pages Capstone Fic. (AR) 20.41
Blackall, Sophie
123586 If You Come To Earth. In this picture book, a boy writes a 
letter to an imagined alien, explaining all the things he will need 
to know about Earth and the people who live here--and adding 
a postscript asking what the alien might look like. il. [IL 5-8] 74 
pages Chronicle E. B+,K,L+,M+,W+ (AR) 22.28
Boelts, Maribeth
130068 Those Shoes. Jeremy, who longs to have the black high 
tops that everyone seems to have, is excited when he sees them 
for sale in a thrift shop and buys them even though they are the 
wrong size. il. Jones, Noah (Noah Z.) [IL 5-8] 32 pages Candlewick 
E. B,C+,K,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 14.89
Borgert-Spaniol, Megan
134976 Amanda Gorman. Examines the life of National Youth 
Poet Laureate and activist Amanda Gorman. Checkerboard 
Biographies. il. [IL 8-12] 32 pages Abdo 800-B. 22.96
Bowles, David (David O.)
140158 My Two Border Towns. A boy and his dad have a 
weekend ritual. On many mornings, they rise with the sun to 
prepare for a visit to The Other Side/El otro lado. To get there, 
father and son drive their truck along the Rio Grande and over a 
bridge, where they’re greeted by a giant statue of an eagle. But the 
most important stop before the two head home is to check in with 
their friends seeking asylum and drop off much-needed supplies. 
il. Meza, Erika. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Kokila E. B+,K+,M+,W+ 21.58
Bowman, Chris
140513 Christopher Paul Curtis. A biography of Christopher 
Paul Curtis, his rise to award-winning author, and more. Blastoff! 
Readers. Level 4. Children’s Storytellers. il. [IL 6-9] 24 pages 
Bellwether Media 813-B. (AR/RC) 21.56
Brantley-Newton, Vanessa
147155 Becoming Vanessa. Vanessa is nervous she will not fit in 
on her first day of school, but she hopes a special outfit will show 
her new classmates she is someone they should know. il. [IL 3-7] 
34 pages Knopf E. B,K,W 21.58
675422 Just Like Me. Poems for girls of all kinds whether they’re 
shy or outgoing, live in the city or country, feel confident and 
powerful or feel afraid. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Knopf 811. B,K,L,M,W 
(AR) 21.58
Briscoe, Eyrn
152449 Amanda Gorman. Examines the life of National Youth 
Poet Laureate and activist Amanda Gorman. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. 
Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 24 pages Cherry Lake 811-B. 22.96
Brockenbrough, Martha
153688 I Am An American: The Wong Kim Ark Story. A timely 
and important picture book that introduces readers to Wong Kim 
Ark, who challenged the Supreme Court for his right to be an 
American citizen il. Kuo, Julia. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Little 305-B. K 22.28
Brooks, Gwendolyn
157348 We Are Shining. Just in time for the 100th birthday 
of Gwendolyn Brooks--U.S. Poet Laureate and the first African-
American to win the Pulitzer Prize--one of her poems on 
acceptance and opportunity comes to life in a picture book. il. 
Gilchrist, Jan Spivey. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper 811. Q 21.58
Brown, Monica
158095 Lola Levine And The Ballet Scheme. A new girl has 
joined Lola Levine’s second-grade class. When they get off on the 
wrong foot, they are forced to spend time together ... and learn 
they have more in common than they thought. Lola Levine 3. il. 
Dominguez, Angela. [IL 7-10] 82 pages Little Fic. B,Q (AR/RC) 13.81
158098 Lola Levine, Drama Queen. Lola Levine is given a non-
speaking part after getting stage fright during her class play 
audition. She saves the play after a couple of obstacles with the 
help of her grandmother. Lola Levine 2. il. Dominguez, Angela. [IL 
7-10] 88 pages Little Fic. B,Q (AR/RC) 20.18
158102 Lola Levine Is Not Mean! Second-grader Lola has a 
wonderful family, a great teacher, and the best friend ever, Josh, 
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and they all help her feel better after she is teased and forbidden to 
play team sports at recess for having accidentally hurt classmate 
Juan during a soccer game. Lola Levine 1. il. Dominguez, Angela. 
[IL 7-10] 88 pages Little Fic. B,C,K+,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 13.69
158100 Lola Levine Meets Jelly And Bean. Lola Levine finally 
gets a kitten, but when the family learns that Ben is allergic, 
they will have to find a new home for the pet. Lola Levine 4. il. 
Dominguez, Angela. [IL 7-10] 87 pages Little Fic. Q (AR/RC) 13.69
158156 Small Room, Big Dreams: The Journey Of Julian And 
Joaquin Castro. How twins Julian and Joaquin Castro rose from 
poverty in San Antonio, Texas, to become political leaders for 
change in America. il. Ortega, Mirelle. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Quill Tree 
300-C. B,K+,L 21.58
Brown, Tameka Fryer
158068 Brown Baby Lullaby. An illustrated lullaby featuring a busy, 
independent, beloved brown baby being prepared for bedtime. il. 
Ford, AG. [IL 2-6] 32 pages Farrar 811-E. B,C,K+,M (AR) 20.88
Brown, Waka T.
158062 Dream Annie, Dream. At the start of the seventh grade, 
Annie, a Japanese-American girl with big dreams, tries out for a 
school play in hopes of winning the lead, only to be faced with 
the barrage of microaggressions from her peers that make her 
question if the American Dream truly applies to everyone. [IL 
8-12] 224 pages Quill Tree Fic. 20.88
Browne, Eileen
162920 Handa’s Noisy Night. When Handa sleeps over at her 
friend Akeyo’s house, she hears lots of strange sounds in the night-
-snorts, chitter-chattering, and a big thud. Akeyo says it’s only her 
family, but is she right? A funny tale about nighttime fears, set in 
southwest Kenya. il. [IL 3-7] 27 pages Candlewick E. 14.89
Browne, Mahogany L.
163065 Woke: A Young Poet’s Call To Justice. A collection of 
poems to instruct and inspire kids to stay woke in their everyday 
lives. il. Taylor, Theodore III. [IL 6-11] 55 pages Roaring Brook 811. 
B,K+,L+,W (AR) 22.28
Bryan, Ashley
164271 Beautiful Blackbird. In a story of the Ila people, the colorful 
birds of Africa ask Blackbird, whom they think is the most beautiful 
of birds, to decorate them with some of his “blackening brew.” il. [IL 
3-7] 34 pages Atheneum 398-E. B,CA,K,L,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.98
Bryant, Howard
164404 Sisters & Champions: The True Story Of Venus And Serena 
Williams. A sports biography about two of the greatest female tennis 
players of all-time, outsiders who just happen to be sisters. il. Cooper, 
Floyd. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Philomel 796-C. B,Q (AR) 21.58
Bryon, Nathan
164457 Rocket Says Look Up! Aspiring astronaut Rocket draws 
her community together to see a rare appearance of the Phoenix 
Meteor Showers, hoping especially that her big brother, Jamal, 
will look up from his phone. il. Adeola, Dapo. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Random E. (AR) 21.58
Buckley, James Jr.
166488 Who Is Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson? Details superstar 
Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson’s legendary career from the wrestling 
ring to the big screen. Who HQ Now. il. Copeland, Gregory. [IL 
8-12] 49 pages Penguin Workshop 796-B. 13.59
166498 Who Were The Navajo Code Talkers? In order to win the 
war and protect its soldiers, the US Marines recruited twenty-
nine Navajo men to create a secret code that could be used to 
send military messages quickly and safely across battlefields. This 
book explains how these brave and intelligent men developed 
their amazing code, recounts some of their riskiest missions, and 
discusses how the country treated them before, during, and after 
the war. Who Was-- ? il. Copeland, Gregory. [IL 8-12] 112 pages 
Penguin Workshop 940-C. 13.99
Buitrago, Jairo
169856 Wounded Falcons. Adrian is always in trouble, at school 
and at home, while Santiago gets along quite well. But they are 
friends. When Adrian finds a wounded bird in an abandoned lot in 
the midst of the city, things begin to change. il. Yockteng, Rafael. 
[IL 4-7] 35 pages Groundwood E. B+,K+ (AR) 22.98
Burgos, Hilda Eunice
173444 Cot In The Living Room. A young Dominican American 
girl in New York City moves from jealousy to empathy as her 

parents babysit children whose families work overnight shifts. il. 
D’Alessandro, Gaby. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Kokila E. B,K,L,M,W 21.58
Byers, Grace
180028 I Am Enough. Shares a story of loving who you are, 
respecting others and being kind to one another. il. Bobo, Keturah 
A. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E. B,CA,K,L,Q 22.28
Cabrera, Cozbi A.
180225 Me & Mama. For a little girl on a rainy day, the best place 
to be is with Mama. il. [IL 4-8] 36 pages Simon E. B,K,L+,M+,W+ 
(AR) 21.58
180231 My Hair Is A Garden. After being teased yet again about 
her unruly hair, MacKenzie consults her neighbor, Miss Tillie, who 
compares hair care with tending her beautiful garden and teaches 
MacKenzie some techniques. Includes tips for shampooing, 
conditioning, and protecting black hair, and recipes for hair 
products. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. K,M,Q+ (RC) 20.88
Chanani, Nidhi
205840 What Will My Story Be? After spending an afternoon 
listening to her aunties tell her stories from their pasts, a young 
girl ruminates on all the tales that she can create using her 
imagination and begins to feel as if the possibilities for her future 
are endless. il. [IL 3-5] 32 pages Viking E. K,L 21.58
Charara, Hayan
207490 Three Lucys. A young Lebanese boy must learn to cope 
with loss and hope for a peaceful future after losing one of his 
beloved cats because of The July War. Based on the month-long 
conflict between Lebanon and Israel during the summer of 2006. il. 
Kahn, Sara. [IL 6-8] 40 pages Lee & Low E. B,K,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 22.26
Charles, Tami
207602 All Because You Matter. A lyrical, heart-lifting love letter 
to black and brown children everywhere. il. Collier, Bryan. [IL 4-8] 
34 pages Orchard 811. B,K+,M+,W+ (AR) 21.58
207645 My Day With The Panye. In the hills above Port-au-
Prince, a young girl named Fallon wants more than anything to 
carry a large woven basket to the market, just like her Manman. 
Fallon tries to twist her own braids into a scarf and balance the 
empty panye atop her head but realizes it’s much harder than 
she thought. il. Palacios, Sara. [IL 5-8] 33 pages Candlewick E. 
B,C,K,L+,W  21.58
207679 Zuri Ray Tries Ballet. Zuri Ray loves trying extraordinary 
new things but when Jessie, her Best Friend From Diapers, 
chooses ballet Zuri Ray finds it too challenging until the teacher 
encourages her to be herself. il. Sordo, Sharon. [IL 4-8] 33 pages 
Quill Tree E. K+,L+,W  21.58
Chase, Paula
208334 Keeping It Real. Fourteen-year-old Marigold’s family 
owns Flexx Unlimited, a hip-hop lifestyle company, and she 
attends the elite school Flowered Arms Academy, but she has 
never felt entirely comfortable in the mostly White school, and 
she prefers to hang out with Justice, relatively new to the school, 
but a star basketball player; so enrolling in Style High with him, a 
trainee program funded by Mari’s family, seems like a good way 
to spend the summer--until she meets Kara, who obviously hates 
Mari and seems determined to turn Justice against her. [IL 8-12] 
356 pages Greenwillow Fic. C,K,W 20.88
Cheng, Andrea
209653 Year Of The Book. Follows a young Chinese American 
girl, as she navigates relationships with family, friends, and her 
fourth-grade classroom, and finds a true best friend. Anna Wang 
Novel 1. il. Halpin, Abigail. [IL 7-11] 146 pages Houghton Fic. 
B,C,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 6.50*
209661 Year Of The Garden. Follows perceptive, astute Anna 
as she strives to grow a perfect garden -- only to realize that the 
garden she grows with her new friend is more than good enough, 
weeds and all. Anna Wang Novel 5. il. Barton, Patrice. [IL 6-9] 117 
pages Houghton Fic. C,K,L+,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*
209659 Year Of The Three Sisters. Twelve-year-old Anna’s 
friend Andee spearheads a campaign to bring Fan from China to 
Cincinnati on a year-long cultural exchange, but before Fan even 
arrives Anna is concerned that Andee and Fan are too different 
to get along. Anna Wang Novel 4. il. Barton, Patrice. [IL 7-11] 147 
pages Houghton Fic. K,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
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Cherry, Matthew A.
210147 Hair Love. A little girl’s daddy steps in to help her arrange 
her curly, coiling, wild hair into styles that allow her to be her 
natural, beautiful self. il. Harrison, Vashti. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Kokila 
E. B,L (AR) 21.58
Chung, Arree
214143 Mixed: A Colorful Story. Each believing that their hue is 
the best, the three primary colors live in separate parts of the city 
until Yellow and Blue meet, fall in love, and decide to mix. il. [IL 
4-8] 33 pages Holt E. K+,Q (AR) 22.28
215591 Efren Divided. While his father works two jobs, 
seventh-grader Efren Nava must take care of his twin siblings, 
kindergartners Max and Mia, after their mother is deported to 
Mexico. [IL 8-12] 263 pages Harper Fic. B+,C,K+,W+ (AR) 20.88
Clark, Zion
218220 Zion Unmatched. Explores Zion’s journey from a 
childhood lost in the foster care system to his hard-fought rise as a 
high school wrestler to his current rigorous training to prepare as 
an elite athlete on the world stage. il. [IL 6-9] 31 pages Candlewick 
726-B. B,K 21.58
Clickard, Carrie (Carrie L.)
222596 Dumpling Dreams: How Joyce Chen Brought The 
Dumpling From Beijing To Cambridge. The story of how Joyce 
Chen, a girl born in Communist China, immigrated to the United 
States and popularized Chinese cooking. il. Wu, Katy. [IL 4-8] 42 
pages Simon 641-B. B,K,L,Q (AR) 21.58
Cline-Ransome, Lesa
222872 Counting The Stars. The story of Katherine Johnson, an 
African American mathematician whose work was critical to the 
first US space flight. il. Colon, Raul. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Simon 510-B. 
B,K,L,W (AR) 21.58
222881 Finding Langston. Discovering a book of Langston 
Hughes’ poetry in the library helps Langston cope with the loss 
of his mother, relocating from Alabama to Chicago as part of the 
Great Migration, and being bullied. [IL 8-11] 107 pages Holiday 
House Fic. B+,C,K+,L,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
222877 Game Changers: The Story Of Venus And Serena 
Williams. The inspiring story of sisters, champion athletes, and 
tennis superstars Venus and Serena Williams. il. Ransome, James. 
[IL 5-9] 41 pages Simon 796-C. B+,C,K,L+,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
222887 My Story, My Dance: Robert Battle’s Journey To Alvin 
Ailey. The inspiring story of how Robert Battle came to be the 
artistic director of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. il. Ransome, 
James. [IL 5-9] 42 pages Simon 792-B. B,K+,L,Q,W (AR) 21.58
222907 Overground Railroad. A girl named Ruth Anne tells the 
story of her family’s train journey from North Carolina to New York 
City as part of the Great Migration. il. Ransome, James. [IL 4-8] 42 
pages Holiday House E. B+,K+,M,W+ (AR) 22.28
Cocca-Leffler, Maryann
225300 Belonging Tree. A young squirrel disagrees with his 
parents who want to exclude such newcomers as the blue 
jays, chipmunks, and beavers from the squirrels’ woodland 
neighborhood. il. Lombardi, Kristine A. [IL 3-7] 33 pages Holt E. 
K,L 22.28
Colleen, Marcie
230572 Bear’s Garden. A little girl’s creativity, dedication, and 
imagination turn a vacant city lot into a beautiful community garden. 
il. Oliver, Alison. [IL 4-7] 34 pages Imprint E. B,C,K+,L,W 22.28
Collier, Bryan
230885 We Shall Overcome. We Shall Overcome is one of the 
most recognizable anthems of the Civil Rights movement. Now, 
these inspirational, empowering, legendary lyrics are brought to 
life in a picture book. il. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Orchard 782. K+,L+ 22.28
Cooper, Abby
241520 Kwame Alexander. A biography of Kwame Alexander, 
children’s author and 2015 Newbery Medal winner for his book 
Crossover. Influential People. il. [IL 7-9] 32 pages Capstone 811-B. 
(AR) 23.03
Copp, Mary Wagley
242296 Wherever I Go. Abia is the self-proclaimed Queen of the 
Shimelba refugee camp, facing her displacement with strength, 
imagination, and pride. il. Mohammed, Munir D. [IL 5-8] 32 pages 

Atheneum E. B,K,W 21.58
Cornwall, Gaia
244066 Jabari Jumps. Working up the courage to take a 
big, important leap is hard, but Jabari is almost absolutely 
ready to make a giant splash. il. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Candlewick E. 
B,C+,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
244082 Jabari Tries. Jabari is inventing a machine that will fly all 
the way across the yard! But making it go from CRASH to WHOOSH 
will take grit, patience, and maybe even a little help from his sister. 
il. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Candlewick E. CA,K+,L (AR) 20.88
Cousins, Lucy
245978 Maisy’s Chinese New Year. Join Maisy and friends in a 
joyful celebration of Chinese New Year. Maisy First Experiences 
Book. il. [IL 3-7] 24 pages Candlewick E. L 18.08
Creech, Sharon
249387 One Time. Imaginative, eleven-year-old Gina, her 
mysterious new neighbor, Antonio, and their classmates are 
inspired by an unusual young teacher to see who they are and 
envision who they are meant to become. il. [IL 8-12] 253 pages 
Harper Fic. B,C,K,L,M,W (AR) 20.88
Crumble, P. (Paul)
251731 We Are All Equal. A diverse group of animals comes 
together to celebrate one very important idea: no matter our 
differences, we are all equal. il. Bentley, Jonathan. [IL 3-7] 24 pages 
Philomel E. K-  21.58
Davids, Sharice
261008 Sharice’s Big Voice: A Native Kid Becomes A 
Congresswoman. Tells the fascinating journey of Sharice Davids, 
one of the first Native American women elected to Congress, and 
the first LGBTQ congressperson to represent Kansas. il. Pawis-
Steckley, Joshua Mangeshig. [IL 4-8] 38 pages Harper 328-B. 
K+,L,W 21.58
Davis, Tanita S.
263034 Serena Says. After her best friend, JC, has a kidney 
transplant, Serena feels that they are falling out of touch, 
especially as JC makes a new best friend in the hospital. [IL 8-12] 
265 pages Harper Fic. B,M (AR) 20.88
Day, Christine
264346 I Can Make This Promise. When twelve-year-old Edie finds 
letters and photographs in her attic that change everything she 
thought she knew about her Native American mother’s adoption, 
she realizes she has a lot to learn about her family’s history and her 
own identity. [IL 8-12] 264 pages Harper Fic. K+ 15.29
De Alvarado, Aracely
264727 Luna Luminosa, Donde Estas?: Luminous Moon, 
Where Are You? Juanito looked outside one dark night and 
discovered the moon was nowhere to be seen! Where could it 
have gone? An introduction of the phases of the moon to children. 
il. Castillo, Victoria. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Pinata E. K 21.56
De Anda, Diane
264810 Mango Moon. Ten-year-old Maricela, her brother Manuel, 
and mother face many challenges when her father is taken away 
to face deportation, but love binds them close. il. Cornelison, Sue. 
[IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. CA,K (AR) 20.88
de la Pena, Matt
265895 Carmela Full Of Wishes. Carmela, finally old enough to 
run errands with her brother, tries to think of the perfect wish, 
while his wish seems to be that she stayed home. il. Robinson, 
Christian. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Putnam E. B,C,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
265916 Last Stop On Market Street. A young boy rides the bus 
across town with his grandmother and learns to appreciate the 
beauty in everyday things. il. Robinson, Christian. [IL 3-5] 32 pages 
Putnam E. B,C,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
265892 Milo Imagines The World. While Milo and his sister 
travel to a detention center to visit their incarcerated mother, he 
observes strangers on the subway and draws what he imagines 
their lives to be. il. Robinson, Christian. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Putnam E. 
B+,C+,K+,L,M+,W+ (AR) 22.28
Deans, Karen
267692 Swing Sisters: The Story Of The International 
Sweethearts Of Rhythm. The story of how the talented members 
of an integrated female orchestra overcome racism and sexism 
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through music. il. Cepeda, Joe. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Holiday House 
781. B,K,L,Q,W (AR) 6.50*
Deenihan, Jamie L. B.
268370 When Grandma Gives You A Lemon Tree. When 
Grandma gives you a lemon tree, definitely don’t make a face! 
Care for the tree, and you might be surprised at how new things, 
and new ideas, bloom. il. Rocha, Lorraine. [IL 3-7] 25 pages Sterling 
E. B (AR)  20.86
Delacre, Lulu
270901 Luci Soars. Luci has never cast a shadow, but she 
discovers that what sets her apart is her superpower. il. [IL 4-8] 32 
pages Philomel E. K 21.58
Denise, Anika
273552 Girl Named Rosita: The Story Of Rita Moreno: Actor, 
Singer, Dancer, Trailblazer! A picture book biography about 
Puerto Rican-American trailblazing superstar Rita Moreno. il. 
Espinosa, Leo. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Harper 791-B. CA,K,L+ 21.58
Denisevich, Kasya
273666 Neighbors. Lying in bed, a child reflects on her new 
apartment, and the neighbors living around and above her, and 
looks forward to meeting them and her new classmates. il. [IL 5-8] 
35 pages Chronicle E. B,K,M,W 22.28
Denos, Julia
273866 Here And Now. Illustrations and easy-to-read text celebrate 
mindfulness and the connectedness of everything on Earth. il. 
Goodale, E. B. [IL 4-7] 33 pages Houghton E. B,C+,K+,L,W+ (AR) 21.58
Di Bartolo, Jim
280273 Boy Who Became A Dragon: A Bruce Lee Story. The 
biography of martial arts films legend Bruce Lee. In graphic novel 
format. il. [IL 8-12] 233 pages Scholastic 791-B. B,K,L (AR) 19.48
Diaz, Junot
276582 Islandborn. Lola was just a baby when her family left the 
Island, so when she has to draw it for a school assignment, she 
asks her family, friends, and neighbors about their memories of 
her homeland ... and in the process, comes up with a new way 
of understanding her own heritage. il. Espinosa, Leo. [IL 5-8] 46 
pages Dial E. B+,C,K,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Diggs, Taye
279222 Why?: A Conversation About Race. Why? distills the 
conversations many children and adults are having about race, 
injustice, and anger in communities throughout our country. And 
gives it context that young readers can connect with. il. Evans, 
Shane W. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Feiwel and Friends E. 22.28
Dillard, J.
758084 J.D. And The Family Business. Eight-year-old kid barber 
J.D. joins forces with his sister, who has beauty shop dreams, to 
find stardom online. J.D. 2. il. Roberts, Akeem S. [IL 7-10] 160 
pages Kokila Fic. K 14.51
279257 J.D. And The Great Barber Battle. Eight-year-old J.D. 
has a big problem: he’s gotten his first and worst home haircut. 
When the steady stream of insults from the entire student body 
of Douglass Elementary becomes too much for J.D., he takes 
matters into his own hands and discovers that, unlike his mom, 
he’s a genius with the clippers. J.D. 1. il. Roberts, Akeem S. [IL 7-10] 
126 pages Kokila Fic. B,K+,M 14.44
279259 J.D. And The Hair Show Showdown. At only eight 
years old, kid barber J.D. already has an impressive resume. He beat 
his nemesis in the Great Barber Battle of Meridian, Mississippi, and 
the online hair tutorials he made with his sister landed him on local 
TV. Now J.D. steps onto a larger stage in Atlanta as the youngest 
competitor at a national hair showcase. He can handle the pressure 
and the amazing perks, but being away from Meridian has J.D. 
wondering--is victory as sweet without your hometown crew? J.D. 3. 
il. Roberts, Akeem S. [IL 7-10] 96 pages Kokila Fic. 14.44
DiPucchio, Kelly
280336 Oona. A humorous picture book starring a mischievous 
black mermaid, her sea creature friends, and their surprising finds 
during their quest for treasure. Oona v. 1. il. Figueroa, Raissa. [IL 
4-8] 32 pages Harper E. C,K,L+,W (AR) 21.58
Dittmer, Lori
280626 Diwali. An introduction to Diwali, covering the holiday’s 
history, popular traditions, such defining symbols as clay lamps 

and rangoli designs, and more. Seedlings. il. [IL 5-8] 24 pages 
Creative Education 294. L (AR) 14.44
Dominguez, Angela
285560 I Love You, Baby Burrito. One of the things new parents 
learn is how to swaddle their newborns to keep them safe and 
cozy, “like a baby burrito.” Inspired by that phrase, this book 
depicts the love and care that goes into the act of wrapping a 
little one up: tucking in each piemita, each bracito, everything 
except the baby’s sweet carita. il. [IL 2-5] 25 pages Roaring Brook 
E. K+,L,M,W 22.28
285582 Sing, Don’t Cry. A warm family story about finding joy in 
life, inspired by the author’s grandfather and the Mexican song Cielito 
Lindo. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Holt 781-B. B+,K-,L+,M,Q+ (AR) 21.58
285567 Stella Diaz Has Something To Say. Stella wants to be 
friends with a new boy in her class, but sometimes she accidentally 
speaks Spanish instead of English and pronounces English words 
wrong. To make her even more nervous, she is given an assignment 
to speak in front of her class about her favorite subject--marine 
animals. Will she overcome her fears? Stella Diaz. il. [IL 7-10] 202 
pages Roaring Brook Fic. B,C,K,L+,M,Q,W (AR) 20.88
285571 Stella Diaz Never Gives Up. Stella Diaz, a shy Mexican-
American girl, wants to save the ocean, but she knows she can’t 
do it alone. Stella Diaz. il. [IL 7-10] 194 pages Roaring Brook Fic. 
B,K,L,M (AR) 20.88
Donaldson, Julia
285887 Smeds And The Smoos. When Janet and Bill, a young 
Smed and Smoo, fall in love, their families strongly disapprove. But 
love conquers all ... il. Scheffler, Axel. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Scholastic E. 
B,K-,M,W (AR) 21.58
Donwerth-Chikamatsu, Annie
286900 Beyond Me. In the aftermath of a major earthquake, 
eleven-year-old Maya overcomes her own fear to help others 
at home and in northeast Japan, where a tsunami caused great 
damage. Includes author’s note about the facts behind the story. 
[IL 8-12] 290 pages Atheneum Fic. B+,K,W 21.58
Doyon, Samara Cole
290017 Magic Like That. While her mother works magic styling 
her hair, a young Black girl recalls how her hairstyles can reflect the 
natural world and show that her hair can be elegant, mischievous, 
or whimsical. il. Bowers, Geneva. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Lee & Low E. 
B,K+,W 22.26
290066 Magnificent Homespun Brown: A Celebration. A 
children’s picture book that celebrates in verse being a girl of 
color. il. Juanita, Kaylani. [IL 6-8] 32 pages Tilbury House E. L 20.86
Duncan, Alice Faye
295101 Just Like A Mama. Carol Olivia Clementine wishes her 
parents did not live so far away, but Mama Rose provides a home, 
loves her, and cares for her just like a mother would. il. Pinkney-
Barlow, Charnelle. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Simon E. B,C,K,M,W (AR) 21.58
Ehrenberg, Pamela
304188 Queen Of The Hanukkah Dosas. A boy is worried that 
his little sister’s climbing will spoil the first night of Hanukkah, 
when his family combines his father’s Jewish traditions with his 
mother’s East Indian cooking. il. Sarkar, Anjan. [IL 4-7] 32 pages 
Farrar E. B,K,L,M,Q+,W 20.88
Elliott, Zetta
307070 Place Inside Of Me: A Poem To Heal The Heart. A 
beautiful poem about a brown child discovering their emotional 
landscape. il. Denmon, Noa. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Farrar E. M,W 21.58
Engle, Margarita
311428 Light For All. Discover the myriad contributions that all 
immigrants have made as they come to join family or start their 
own lives together in a new country they call home. il. Colon, Raul. 
[IL 4-8] 40 pages Simon E. K+ 21.58
311490 Song Of Frutas. While visiting her abuelo in Cuba, a young 
girl helps him sell frutas, singing the name of each fruit as they walk, 
and after she returns to the United States, they exchange letters made 
of abrazos--hugs. Includes historical and cultural notes. il. Palacios, 
Sara. [IL 4-8] 38 pages Atheneum E. B+,C,K+,M,W+ 21.58
English, Karen
311464 Dog Days. Gavin wants to make a good impression at 
Carver Elementary, where no one knows he excels at soccer and 
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skateboarding, but an annoying big sister, a bully, and his great aunt’s 
Pomeranian are not helping. Carver Chronicles Bk. 1. il. Freeman, 
Laura. [IL 7-10] 122 pages Clarion Fic. B,K-,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 19.48
311508 New Kid. Third-grader Gavin and his friends aren’t sure 
what to make of the new boy in their class, Khufu. He doesn’t look 
or act like other kids. When Gavin’s bike goes missing, they think 
Khufu stole it, but did he? Carver Chronicles Bk. 5. il. Freeman, 
Laura. [IL 7-10] 124 pages Clarion Fic. K,Q (AR/RC) 20.18
311527 Red Shoes. Malika loves her new red shoes and wears 
them everywhere, but eventually she outgrows them, and her 
grandmother takes them to a second-hand shop--where they will 
become a special present for Amina (who fasted half the month of 
Ramadan) in Africa, who will enjoy her special red shoes every bit 
as much as Malika did. il. Glenn, Ebony. [IL 3-5] 32 pages Scholastic 
E. K (AR)  21.58
311535 Trouble Next Door. Third grader Calvin is dealing with 
his next door neighbors moving away--and the school bully 
moving in. Meanwhile, competition at the school science fair is 
heating up, and Calvin must decide what to do when his data 
doesn’t prove his theory. Carver Chronicles Bk. 4. il. Freeman, 
Laura. [IL 7-10] 139 pages Clarion Fic. B,C,K,Q (AR/RC) 20.18
Erskine, Kathryn
314638 All Of Us. A picture book that celebrates the shared 
world we all are a part of. il. Boiger, Alexandra. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Philomel E. B+,K,L+,M,W 21.58
Fakher, Bassel Abou
128824 Saving Stella: A Dog’s Dramatic Escape From War. A 
musician and his dog escape war-torn Syria. il. Kaadan, Nadine. [IL 
4-8] 33 pages Bloomsbury 636. L 22.28
Farish, Terry
322860 Luis Paints The World. Nico doesn’t have to join the 
Army to see the world--that’s what younger brother Luis tries to 
show by painting a mural in the neighborhood alley. But Nico is 
deployed and his small brother paints the world in the alleyway to 
hold on to him. il. Dominguez, Oliver. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Carolrhoda 
E. B (AR/RC) 22.98
Faruqi, Saadia
325420 Thousand Questions. Told in two voices, eleven-
year-olds Mimi, who is visiting her wealthy grandparents in 
Karachi, Pakistan, for the first time and Sakina, daughter of the 
grandparents’ cook, form an unexpected friendship. [IL 8-12] 310 
pages Harper Fic. K,M,W (AR) 20.88
325495 Yusuf Azeem Is Not A Hero. Yusuf is excited to start 
middle school in his small Texas town, but with the twentieth 
anniversary of the September 11 attacks coming up, suddenly it 
feels like the country’s same anger and grief is all focused on his 
Muslim community. [IL 8-12] 357 pages Quill Tree Fic. B,C,K,W 20.88
Feder, Tyler
327575 Bodies Are Cool. Illustrations and easy-to-read, rhyming 
text celebrate bodies of all shapes, sizes, ages, and colors, with 
different kinds of hair, eyes, spots, scars, and more. il. [IL 3-5] 32 
pages Dial E. B+,K+,L+,W+  21.58
Ferruolo, Jeanne Zulick
333282 Galaxy Of Sea Stars. Izzy struggles with her parents’ 
separation, starting middle school, and more, but especially the 
effect her friendship with her Muslim neighbor, Sitara, has on her best 
friends, Zelda and Piper. [IL 8-12] 330 pages Farrar Fic. B,C,K-,L 20.88
Fishman, Jon M.
339028 Coco Gauff. Tennis prodigy Coco Gauff has played in the 
most prestigious tournaments in her sport. And she is only just 
getting started. Sports All-Stars. il. [IL 7-11] 32 pages Lerner 796-B. 
(AR) 23.68
339048 Naomi Osaka. Born in the US, raised in a Haitian and 
Japanese household, and known for her tennis talent, Naomi 
Osaka is the first Asian player to hold the top ranking for singles 
tennis. Learn her story!  Sports All-Stars. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages 
Lerner 796-B. (AR) 23.68
339148 Tiger Woods. Tiger Woods is one of the most 
accomplished pro golfers of all time! Learn all about his career, 
highlights, and more through action-packed text and full-color 
photographs. Sports All-Stars. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Lerner 796-B. 
(AR) 23.68

Fitzpatrick, Insha
339704 Who Sparked The Montgomery Bus Boycott?: Rosa 
Parks. From refusing to give up her bus seat to a white passenger 
to sparking the civil rights protests across America, explore how 
Parks’s powerful act earned her the title “Mother of the Civil Rights 
Movement.” In graphic novel format. Who HQ Graphic Novel. il. 
Hayford, Abelle. [IL 8-12] 63 pages Penguin Workshop 323-B. 14.89
Florence, Debbi Michiko
343370 Jasmine Toguchi, Mochi Queen. Eager to do something 
her big sister has not done first, Jasmine Toguchi, eight, decides to 
pound mochi with the men and boys when her family gets together 
for New Year’s. Jasmine Toguchi Bk. 1. il. Vukovic, Elizabet. [IL 7-10] 
115 pages Farrar Fic. B,C,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.18
343375 Jasmine Toguchi, Super Sleuth. Jasmine has looked 
forward to spending Girls Day with her family and best friend, 
Linnie, but first her sister says she will not participate, and then 
Jasmine upsets Linnie. Jasmine Toguchi Bk. 2. il. Vukovic, Elizabet. 
[IL 7-10] 108 pages Farrar Fic. Q (AR)  20.88
Fox, Mem
348678 I’m An Immigrant Too! Illustrations and simple, rhyming 
text reveal how all of our lives are enriched by the vibrant cultural 
diversity immigrants bring to their new communities. il. Ghosh, 
Ronojoy. [IL 2-8] 32 pages Beach Lane E. B,L,Q,W 21.58
Franklin, Ashley
351883 Not Quite Snow White. Tameika is excited to audition 
for the school’s Snow White musical, but when she overhears her 
classmates say she is too tall, chubby, and brown to play Snow 
White, she questions whether she is right for the part. il. Glenn, 
Ebony. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper E. B,L (AR) 21.58
Gay, Marie-Louise
372224 Mustafa. Young refugee Mustafa feels invisible in his 
adopted home until a “girl-with-a-cat” extends a welcoming hand. 
il. [IL 4-8] 37 pages Groundwood E. B,K+,L+,M,Q 22.96
Gehl, Laura
372796 Happy Llamakkah! Happy Llamakkah! Follow along 
with the Llama family’s Hanukkah traditions as they light their 
menorah, spin the dreidel, fry latkes, and more. il. Nichols, Lydia. 
[IL 3-5] 24 pages AbramsAppleseed E. K,L,M 19.48
Gholz, Sophia M.
376199 Boy Who Grew A Forest: The True Story Of Jadav 
Payeng. The true story of young Jadav Payeng building a forest 
and an ecosystem, from the ground up, in his native India. il. Harren, 
Kayla. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Sleeping Bear Press 333-B. B,K,L,Q (AR) 
20.88
Giovanni, Nikki
380302 I Am Loved. A collection of poems Giovanni hand 
selected by Ashley Bryan and brought to life with his masterful 
flourish of color, shape and movement. il. Bryan, Ashley. [IL 4-8] 22 
pages Atheneum 811. B,K,L,M,Q+,W 21.58
Glynne, Andy
381980 Ali’s Story: A Real-Life Account Of His Journey From 
Afghanistan. Presents the real-life story of ten-year-old refugee 
Ali, who is forced to flee his home country of Afghanistan with his 
grandmother. Seeking Refuge. il. Maldonado, Salvador. [IL 5-8] 31 
pages Picture Window 305-B. Q (AR)  22.37
382135 Hamid’s Story: A Real-Life Account Of His Journey 
From Eritrea. Presents the real-life story of ten-year-old refugee 
Hamid, who flees Eritrea with his mother to escape war and 
threats to his family from the government. Seeking Refuge. il. 
Senior, Tom. [IL 5-8] 30 pages Picture Window 305-B. (AR) 22.37
382212 Juliane’s Story: A Real-Life Account Of Her Journey 
From Zimbabwe. Presents the real-life story of twelve-year-old 
refugee Juliane, who flees with her mother to escape the violence 
in their country of Zimbabwe. Seeking Refuge. il. Hammond, Karl. 
[IL 5-8] 32 pages Picture Window 305-B. Q (AR) 22.37
382251 Navid’s Story: A Real-Life Account Of His Journey From 
Iran. Presents the real-life story of Kurdish Iranian refugee, Navid, 
and describes the fear and uncertainty Navid and his mother feel 
after they are forced to flee Iran, as well as the long journey they 
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endure to be reunited with Navid’s father. Seeking Refuge. il. Topf, 
Jonathan. [IL 5-8] 30 pages Picture Window 305-B. (AR) 22.37
Goerz, Gillian
383044 Shirley & Jamila Save Their Summer. When ten-year-
olds Shirley and Jamila meet, Jamila is simply hoping for a friend 
in her new neighborhood, but Shirley is a detective and together 
they seek a missing gecko. In graphic novel format. Shirley & 
Jamila. il. [IL 8-12] 221 pages Dial 741. B,K,L,W+ (AR) 18.08
383050 Shirley & Jamila’s Big Fall. Starting a new school in the 
fall with her friend Shirley, everything is going well for Jamila 
until Shirley pulls her into a new assignment: stop Chuck Milton, 
a school bully who is using blackmail and intimidation to become 
school president--an assignment that will involve a bit of breaking 
and entering. In graphic novel format. Shirley & Jamila. il. [IL 8-12] 
235 pages Dial 741. K 16.68
Golio, Gary
384837 Carlos Santana: Sound Of The Heart, Song Of The 
World. The childhood story of Carlos Santana, a Mexican-
American rock star. il. Gutierrez, Rudy. [IL 5-9] 34 pages Holt 787-B.
B+,C,K-,L,M,Q 22.28
Golkar, Golriz
384843 Jason Reynolds. Jason Reynold’s books are beloved by 
many readers. Learn about how he became a bestseller! Influential 
People. il. [IL 7-9] 32 pages Capstone 813-B. B,L (AR) 23.03
Gravel, Elise
393591 What Is A Refugee? Introduces the term “refugee” 
to curious young children and explores what it means to be a 
refugee to help them better understand the world in which they 
live. il. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Schwartz & Wade 305. B,C,K-,L,W 21.58
Gray Smith, Monique
831147 When We Are Kind. This beautiful picture book looks at 
how the simple act of being kind, to others and oneself, affects all 
aspects of a child’s life. il. Neidhardt, Nicole. [IL 3-5] 31 pages Orca 
E. K,W 22.96
Greenawalt, Kelly
397519 I Am A Good Friend! In rhyming text, Princess Truly 
strives to use her magic powers to be a good friend whether it is 
in the park with her pug Noodles (who needs a little help making 
new friends), in the rainbow clubhouse which she and her best 
friend are building, or at her very first sleepover. Princess Truly 4. 
il. Rauscher, Amariah. [IL 3-6] 44 pages Scholastic E. 13.54
397523 I Am A Super Girl! In rhyming text Princess Truly, super 
girl, uses her super powers to help her friend Lizzie celebrate 
her cat’s first birthday, and when things go a little wrong, she 
gives Lizzie the confidence to believe that she too is a super girl. 
Princess Truly 1. il. Rauscher, Amariah. [IL 3-6] 44 pages Scholastic 
E. K (AR)  13.54
397527 I Am Brave! Princess Truly is going on a camping trip with 
her little brother and her trusty dog, Sir Noodles. Nothing can scare 
Princess Truly. But when Princess Truly gets the hiccups, will Ty be 
able to find a way to scare his fearless big sister? Princess Truly 5. il. 
Rauscher, Amariah. [IL 4-6] 48 pages Scholastic E. 13.69
397520 Off I Go! Told in rhyming text, Princess Truly uses her 
super powers to explore the world, whether it is visiting penguins 
with her brother in Antarctica or taking her timid pug Sir Noodles 
on a vacation in a rain forest. Princess Truly 2. il. Rauscher, Amariah. 
[IL 3-6] 44 pages Scholastic E. B,L (AR) 13.54
397524 Princess Truly In I Am Truly. Princess Truly’s rhyming 
adventures are a celebration of individuality, girl power, diversity, 
and dreaming big! Princess Truly. il. Rauscher, Amariah. [IL 3-5] 32 
pages Orchard E. B,K,L,Q 21.58
Greenfield, Eloise
400446 Thinker: My Puppy Poet And Me. Thinker isn’t just an 
average puppy--he’s a poet. So is his owner, Jace. Together they 
turn the world around them into verse. There’s just one problem: 
Thinker has to keep quiet in public, and he can’t go to school with 
Jace. That is, until Pets’ Day. But when Thinker is allowed into the 
classroom at last, he finds it hard to keep his true identity a secret. 
il. Abdollahi, Ehsan. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Sourcebooks E. L,M 20.18
Grimes, Nikki
353892 Kamala Harris: Rooted In Justice. The first-ever picture 
book biography on Senator Kamala Harris. il. Freeman, Laura. [IL 
4-8] 40 pages Atheneum 328-B. B,K,L,W (AR) 22.28

402551 Poems In The Attic. A young girl learns much about her 
mother as she reads a collection of poems written before she was 
born that capture her mother’s memories of living around the world 
and growing up as a child of an Air Force serviceperson. il. Zunon, 
Elizabeth. [IL 6-10] 42 pages Lee & Low 811. B,K+,L,M,Q+ (AR) 22.96
402554 Southwest Sunrise. Jayden expects to see nothing but 
brown his first morning in New Mexico, but after being surprised 
by colorful rocks, flowers, birds, and animals, he wonders if this 
place could become home. il. Minor, Wendell. [IL 3-6] 34 pages 
Bloomsbury E. B,K+,L,M,W  22.28
Hall, Michael
413913 Swing. As four very different letters arrive at the 
playground, each makes the next feel unwelcome, but once they 
begin to swing together, they have a wonderful time. il. [IL 4-8] 36 
pages Greenwillow E. B,K,M 21.58
Hansen, Grace
418348 Amanda Gorman: Poet & Activist. A biography 
of Amanda Gorman, including her early years, education, 
accomplishments, and more. History Maker Biographies. il. [IL 
4-8] 24 pages Abdo Kids 811-B. B 23.66
Harley, Bill
419821 Charlie Bumpers vs. The End Of The Year. Charlie 
springs into action when he learns that one of his best friends, 
Hector, who will move back to Chile at the end of fourth grade, is 
being bullied. il. Gustavson, Adam. [IL 7-10] 189 pages Peachtree 
Fic. B,K,Q (AR/RC) 19.46
Harris, Chris
421068 Alphabet’s Alphabet. Illustrations and easy-to-read text 
reveal that while letters of the alphabet resemble each other, each 
is also unique, as if they, like human beings, are part of the same 
family. il. Santat, Dan. [IL 4-8] 42 pages Little E. B,K+,L,M,W 21.58
Hegedus, Bethany
434058 Rise!: From Caged Bird To Poet Of The People, Maya 
Angelou. A biography of African American writer, performer, and 
activist Maya Angelou, who turned a childhood of trauma and 
emotional pain to become one of the most inspiring voices of 
our lifetime. il. Engel, Tonya. [IL 7-9] 48 pages Lee & Low 818-B. 
B,K,L,M,W (AR/RC) 23.66
Henderson, Leah
437708 Magic In Changing Your Stars. After bungling his 
audition to play the Scarecrow in The Wiz, fifth-grader Ailey is 
magically transported to 1930s Harlem where he meets his own 
grandfather and legendary tap dancer Bill “Bojangles” Robinson. 
[IL 8-12] 302 pages Sterling Fic. B+,K+,L+,W  20.86
Hernandez, Carlos Alberto Pablo
440508 Sal & Gabi Fix The Universe. When best friends Sal and 
Gabi try to repair the damage they created when they altered the 
universe to help their families, they end up creating even more 
chaos. Sal & Gabi Bk. 2. [IL 8-12] 423 pages Disney/Hyperion Fic. 
B+,K+,M,W (AR) 20.88
Herzog, Brad
441088 W Is For Welcome: A Celebration Of America’s 
Diversity. Following the alphabet this book uses poetry and 
expository text to celebrate America’s diverse population and 
showcase the remarkable achievements and contributions that 
have come from the many people who have chosen to make our 
country their home. Topics include well-known landmarks and 
famous citizens. il. [IL 6-10] 32 pages Sleeping Bear Press 305. B,K-
,L,Q (AR) 20.88
Higuera, Donna Barba
089588 Lupe Wong Won’t Dance. Lupe needs an A in all her 
classes in order to meet her favorite pitcher, Fu Li Hernandez, 
who’s Chinacan/Mexinese just like her. So, when the horror 
that is square dancing rears its head in gym? Obviously she’s 
not gonna let that slide. [IL 8-12] 263 pages Levine Querido Fic.
B+,C,K,L,M,W+ 21.58
Hill, Laban Carrick
445148 When The Beat Was Born: DJ Kool Herc And The 
Creation Of Hip Hop. The story of the start of breakdancing, 
hip hop, and their first DJ. il. Taylor, Theodore. [IL 6-10] 32 pages 
Roaring Brook 782-B. B,C,K+,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 21.58
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Hiranandani, Veera
446478 How To Find What You’re Not Looking For. Twelve-year-
old Ariel Goldberg’s life feels like the moment after the final guest 
leaves the party. Her family’s Jewish bakery runs into financial 
trouble, and her older sister has eloped with a young man from 
India following the Supreme Court decision that strikes down 
laws banning interracial marriage. As change becomes Ariel’s only 
constant, she’s left to hone something that will be with her always-
her own voice. [IL 8-12] 380 pages Kokila Fic. B,K+,L+ 21.58
Ho, Joanna
447618 Eyes That Kiss In The Corners. A young Asian girl 
notices that her eyes look different from her peers’. They have big, 
round eyes and long lashes. She realizes that her eyes are like her 
mother’s, her grandmother’s, and her little sister’s. Drawing from 
the strength of the powerful women in her life, she recognizes her 
own beauty and discovers a path to self-love and empowerment. 
il. Ho, Dung. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Harper E. B+,K+,W (AR) 21.58
447627 Eyes That Speak To The Stars. A young Asian boy learns 
to love his eyes by realizing they are like his father’s, grandfather’s, 
and younger brother’s. il. Ho, Dung. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Harper E. 22.28
Hoffmann, Susann
452799 You Are Awesome! An empowering picture book that 
challenges age-old assumptions about boys and girls. il. [IL 3-6] 32 
pages Philomel E. K 19.48
hooks, bell
462634 Skin Again. Invites the reader to both appreciate racial 
diversity and recognize that we aren’t defined by it. il. Raschka, 
Christopher. [IL 3-5] 32 pages Jump at the Sun E. Q+ 18.08
Hopkinson, Deborah
463347 Butterflies Belong Here: A Story Of One Idea, Thirty 
Kids, And A World Of Butterflies. An immigrant girl explains 
how she learned English by reading about Monarch butterflies, 
and how, troubled by their decline, she got her classmates and 
neighbors together to build a butterfly garden. il. So, Meilo. [IL 5-8] 
61 pages Chronicle E. M,W 22.28
Hudalla, Jamie
469461 Chance The Rapper: Independent Master Of Hip-
Hop Flow. Chance the Rapper rose to fame in the late 2000s. He 
collaborates with many other musicians and gives back to his 
home city, Chicago, Illinois. Learn more about Chance’s life as a 
famous rapper! Movers, Shakers, & History Makers. il. [IL 8-11] 48 
pages Capstone 782-B. (AR) 24.66
Hughes, Langston
469982 I, Too, Am America. A classic poem brought to life. il. 
Collier, Bryan. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Simon 811. B,K,L,Q,W+  6.50*
470460 My People. A modern interpretation of a classic poem 
through vivid black and white photographs of the faces, eyes, and 
souls of many different people. il. Smith, Charles R. [IL 4-8] 30 pages 
Atheneum 811. B,K+,L+,Q,W+ 22.98
Hyman, Fracaswell
477600 Summer In The City. Mango is invited to star in Yo, Romeo! 
in New York City, but must struggle to balance the opportunity of 
a lifetime with homesickness, insecurity, and staying close to her 
best friend long-distance. Mango Delight. il. [IL 8-12] 273 pages 
Sterling Fic. B,K  20.86
Ieronimo, Christine
478144 Thirst For Home: A Story Of Water Across The World. 
Alemitu lives with her mother in a poor village in Ethiopia, where 
she must walk miles for water and hunger roars in her belly. Even 
though life is difficult, she dreams of someday knowing more 
about the world. When her mother has no choice but to leave her 
at an orphanage to give her a chance at a better life, an American 
family adopts Alemitu. il. Velasquez, Eric. [IL 6-9] 32 pages Walker E. 
B,C,K,Q,W (AR) 6.50*
James, LeBron
487275 I Promise. Encourages kids to be their own biggest 
motivators and to be their best selves! il. Mata, Nina. [IL 4-8] 33 
pages Harper E. K,L,W 22.98
Johnson, Angela
493639 Girl Like Me. Empowers young readers to embrace their 
individuality, reject societal limitations, and follow their dreams. 
il. Crews, Nina. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Millbrook 811. K,L,M+,W 19.48

Johnson, Varian
495834 Playing The Cards You’re Dealt. Ten-year-old Anthony 
Joplin has made it to double digits! Which means he’s now old 
enough to play in the spades tournament every Joplin Man before 
him seems to have won. While Ant’s friends are stressing about fifth 
grade homework and girls, Ant is concerned about how he’ll measure 
up to his father’s expectations at the card table. When his best friend 
and spades partner is grounded, he does the unusual and partners 
with a girl in his class, but his father has a secret that may hurt the 
family. [IL 8-12] 309 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K+,W+ 20.88
496872 Twins. Twin siblings begin to drift apart once they enter 
middle school. In graphic novel format. Twins Bk. 1. il. Wright, 
Shannon. [IL 8-12] 247 pages Scholastic 741. K+,L+,M+ (AR) 18.08
Jordan, Deloris
501077 Salt In His Shoes: Michael Jordan In Pursuit Of A 
Dream. Michael Jordan learns that determination and hard work 
are more important than size. il. Nelson, Kadir. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Simon E.  B,C,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 15.79
Joy, Angela
502249 Black Is A Rainbow Color. A child reflects on the 
meaning of being Black in this anthem about a people, a culture, 
a history, and a legacy that lives on. il. Holmes, Ekua. [IL 4-8] 32 
pages Roaring Brook E. B+,K+,M+ 21.58
Juarez, Christine
503618 Ellen Ochoa. Describes the life and work of astronaut 
Ellen Ochoa. Pebble. Great Hispanic And Latino Americans. il. [IL 
4-7] 24 pages Capstone 629-B. Q (AR) 19.46
Kamkwamba, William
506354 Boy Who Harnessed The Wind. A boy learns to build 
a windmill to bring electricity to his village during a drought 
and famine. il. Zunon, Elizabeth. [IL 6-8] 32 pages Dial 621-B. 
B,C,K,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Katz, Karen
507913 My America. A picture book celebration of immigration 
to the United States told through the experiences of children 
who have come from around the world. il. [IL 2-6] 32 pages Holt E. 
B+,K-,L,W (AR) 21.58
Kendi, Ibram X.
513179 Antiracist Baby. Illustrations and rhyming text present 
nine steps Antiracist Baby can take to improve equity, such 
as opening our eyes to all skin colors and celebrating all our 
differences. il. Lukashevsky, Ashley. [IL 5-7] 26 pages Kokila E. 15.79
Khan, Hena
516473 Bounce Back. When an injury sidelines new captain 
Zayd, he must find another way to be a leader for his basketball 
team. il. Comport, Sally Wern. [IL 7-10] 131 pages Simon Fic. B,K,Q 
(AR/RC) 20.88
516475 Like The Moon Loves The Sky. Illustrations and prose 
inspired by the Quran celebrate a mother’s love and hopes for her 
child. il. Khan, Saffa. [IL 3-5] 30 pages Chronicle E. B,K,L,W+ 21.58
516472 On Point. Zayd is so excited to finally be on the Gold 
Team in basketball but when the team starts struggling and his 
best friend quits to play football he must step up for his team. 
Zayd Saleem, Chasing The Dream Bk. 2. il. Comport, Sally Wern. 
[IL 7-10] 130 pages Simon Fic. B,K,L,Q (AR) 20.88
516443 Power Forward. Fourth-grader Zayd yearns to play 
basketball on the Gold Team, but when he skips orchestra 
rehearsal to practice, his parents forbid anything basketball-
related, and tryouts are coming soon. Zayd Saleem, Chasing The 
Dream Bk. 1. il. Comport, Sally Wern. [IL 7-10] 126 pages Simon 
Fic. B,K,L,Q (AR) 20.88
516474 Under My Hijab. As a young girl observes that each of six 
women in her life wears her hijab and hair in a different way, she 
considers how to express her own style one day. il. Jaleel, Aaliya. 
[IL 4-8] 32 pages Lee & Low E. K (AR)  22.26
Khiani, Darshana
517032 How To Wear A Sari. Tired of being treated like a child, 
a young girl sets out to prove herself capable to her multi-
generational Indian-American family, but an ill-fated attempt at 
putting on a sari has an unexpected outcome. il. Lew-Vriethoff, 
Joanne. [IL 4-7] 32 pages Houghton E. C,K,L,M,W 21.58
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Kim, Anna
517927 Danbi Leads The School Parade. Danbi is thrilled to start 
her new school in America. But a bit nervous too, for when she 
walks into the classroom, everything goes quiet. Everyone stares. 
Danbi wants to join in the dances and the games, but she doesn’t 
know the rules and just can’t get anything right. Luckily, she isn’t 
one to give up. With a spark of imagination, she makes up a new 
game and leads her classmates on a parade to remember! il. [IL 
3-7] 34 pages Viking E. B,C,K+,L,W (AR) 21.58
Kim, Jessica
517941 Stand Up, Yumi Chung! When eleven-year-old Yumi 
Chung stumbles into a kids’ comedy camp she is mistaken for 
another student, so she decides to play the part. [IL 9-12] 306 
pages Kokila Fic. B+,K+,L,M,W (AR) 20.88
King, Shani Mahiri
518511 Have I Ever Told You Black Lives Matter. This book 
affirms that message repeatedly, tenderly, with cumulative power 
and pride. It honors Black culture and achievements in sports, 
music, art, literature, journalism, politics, law, science, medicine, 
social justice. il. Martin, Bobby C., Jr. [IL 8-12] 79 pages Tilbury 
House 305. B+,K,L+ 14.81
Krajnik, Elizabeth
530424 Families Through Adoption. Carefully approaches 
the different types of adoption and some of the challenges that 
families through adoption may face. It encourages young readers 
to consider how adoption affects a family and how they can 
understand peers who are adopted. All Kinds Of Families. il. [IL 
7-11] 24 pages PowerKids 362. 15.42
Krekelberg, Alyssa
532793 No One Is The Same: Appreciating Differences. Teaches 
young readers to appreciate the differences in others. Social And 
Emotional Learning. il. [IL 5-8] 24 pages Child’s World 302. (AR) 22.26
Krull, Kathleen
533309 Starstruck: The Cosmic Journey Of Neil DeGrasse 
Tyson. A picture-book biography on science superstar Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, the groundbreaking American astrophysicist 
whose work has inspired a generation of young scientists and 
astronomers to reach for the stars! il. Morrison, Frank. [IL 4-8] 42 
pages Crown 523-B. B,C,K,L+,Q,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Kuefler, Joseph
534137 Rulers Of The Playground. One morning, Jonah decided 
to become ruler of the playground. Everyone agreed to obey 
his rules to play in King Jonah’s kingdom ... everyone except for 
Lennox. il. [IL 4-8] 41 pages Harper E. B,K+,L,Q (AR) 21.58
Kunkel, Angela Burke
534870 Digging For Words: Jose Alberto Gutierrez And 
The Library He Built. In Bogota, Columbia, young Jose eagerly 
anticipates Saturday, when he can visit the library started by Jose 
Alberto Gutierrez, a garbage collector, and take a book home to enjoy 
all week. Includes note about Gutierrez’s life and Bogota. il. Escobar, 
Paola. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Schwartz & Wade E. B. CA,K+,M,W (AR) 21.58
Lajiness, Katie
537439 Cree. An introduction to the Cree people, including ways 
of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, and more. Native 
Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy Books 970. Q 22.96
537456 Crow. An introduction to the Crow people, including ways 
of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, and more. Native 
Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy Books 970. Q 22.96
537465 Dakota. An introduction to the Dakota people, including 
ways of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, and more. 
Native Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy Books 970. Q 22.96
537488 Mohawk. An introduction to the Mohawk people, 
including ways of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, 
and more. Native Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy 
Books 970. Q 22.96
537496 Ojibwe. An introduction to the Ojibwe people, including 
ways of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, and more. 
Native Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy Books 970. Q 22.96
537500 Pawnee. An introduction to the Pawnee people, including 
ways of life, social structure, homes, food, art, clothing, and more. 
Native Americans. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Big Buddy Books 970. Q 22.96

LaMotte, Lily
540028 Measuring Up. Twelve-year-old Cici has just moved to 
Seattle from Taiwan, and the only thing she wants more than 
to fit in is to celebrate Amah’s 70th birthday together. Since she 
can’t go to Amah, Cici cooks up a plan to bring Amah to her and 
surprise her parents-by winning the grand prize in a kids’ cooking 
contest to pay for Amah’s ticket. In graphic novel format. il. Xu, 
Ann. [IL 8-12] 205 pages Harper 741. C,K,L,M,W (AR) 18.08
Larkin, Shabazz
543064 Thing About Bees: A Love Letter. A love poem from a 
father to his two sons, and a tribute to the bees that pollinate the 
foods we love to eat. Children are introduced to different kinds 
of bees, taught how “not to get stung,” and how things we fear 
are often things we don’t fully understand. il. [IL 3-7] 32 pages 
Readers To Eaters E. B,K,L+  21.58
LaRocca, Rajani
543066 Bracelets For Bina’s Brothers. Bina has three older 
brothers and this year she wants to make them bracelets for 
Raksha Bandhan, an Indian holiday that celebrates brothers and 
sisters--but first she must come up with patterns that include only 
their favorite colors, plus one unique bead that celebrates their 
special interests. Storytelling Math. il. Prabhat, Chaaya. [IL 4-8] 32 
pages Charlesbridge E. B,K,W 20.18
Lawler, Janet
550511 Kindergarten Hat. Carlos Abredo loves building forts, 
playing soccer, and gardening but he does not want to start 
kindergarten, until his new teacher reaches out to make him and 
his fellow students feel welcome. il. Rodriguez, Geraldine. [IL 3-6] 
25 pages Little Bee E. K+,W 21.58
Le, Minh
554700 Drawn Together. A boy and his grandfather cross a 
language and cultural barrier using their shared love of art, 
storytelling, and fantasy. il. Santat, Dan. [IL 3-5] 34 pages Disney/
Hyperion E. B+,C+,K+,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
554733 Green Lantern: Legacy. When thirteen-year-old Tai 
Pham inherits his grandmother’s jade ring, he soon finds out he 
has been inducted into a group of space cops knows as the Green 
Lanterns. il. Tong, Andie. [IL 8-12] 143 pages DC Comics 741. K,L+ 
(AR) 15.79
554760 Lift. When Iris’s elevator button-pushing is disrupted by 
a new member of the family, she’s pretty put out. That is, until 
the sudden appearance of a mysterious new button opens up 
new worlds. il. Santat, Dan. [IL 3-5] 50 pages Disney/Hyperion E. 
B+,C,K+,L,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Ledyard, Stephanie Parsley
556137 Home Is A Window. A family learns what home really 
means when they leave their beloved house and move to another. il. 
Sasaki, Chris. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Holiday House E. K,L+,M+,Q+,W 22.28
Lee, Huy Voun
556488 Like A Dandelion. Like feathery seeds, a young girl and 
her mother take flight, putting down roots in an adopted country. 
Soon they blossom in their new home, strong and beautiful 
among hundreds of others just like them. il. [IL 4-8] 24 pages 
Harper E. B,L+ 21.58
Lee, Lyla
556541 Mindy Kim And The Lunar New Year Parade. Mindy is 
excited to go to the Lunar New Year parade in her new town with 
her father and her friend Sally. Mindy Kim Bk. 2. il. Ho, Dung. [IL 
7-9] 77 pages Aladdin Fic. (AR) 21.58
556543 Mindy Kim And The Trip To Korea. Mindy is super 
excited to go to South Korea to visit her grandparents! She has 
never taken such a big trip before, and she can’t wait to see her 
family again. Plus, Dad’s girlfriend, Julie, is also going to meet 
the family for the first time. Mindy and Julie decide to make a 
traditional Korean meal for the family as a thank-you for hosting. 
But after a few mishaps, Mindy fears they are cooking up a big 
disaster in the kitchen! Can Mindy and Julie make sure their meal 
passes the most important taste test of them all? Mindy Kim Bk. 5. 
il. Ho, Dung. [IL 7-9] 81 pages Aladdin Fic. 21.58
556596 Mindy Kim And The Yummy Seaweed Business. Mindy 
Kim wants to fit in at her new school, but her favorite lunch leads to 
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scorn, then a thriving business, and finally big trouble. Mindy Kim 
Bk. 1. il. Ho, Dung. [IL 7-9] 82 pages Aladdin Fic. B,K+,L (AR) 20.88
556623 Mindy Kim, Class President. It’s time to pick a class 
president, and Mindy really wants to win--and she’s basing her 
entire campaign on snacks and being kind, so how could she NOT 
be chosen? But there is one big thing that Mindy is not sure she 
can do--make a speech to her class about why she would be the 
best pick for president. Mindy Kim Bk. 4. il. Ho, Dung. [IL 7-9] 85 
pages Aladdin Fic. 21.58
Lendroth, Susan
559854 Natsumi! The festival of traditional Japanese arts is 
coming up, and little Natsumi’s big personality is too much for her 
family’s quieter traditions, until her grandfather introduces her 
to taiko drumming. il. Burris, Priscilla. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Putnam E. 
B+,L (AR) 20.88
Levy, Janey
567646 Toni Morrison. A biography of Toni Morrison, including 
her childhood in Lorain, Ohio, through her marriage, academic 
career, editing career, writing success, and more. Heroes Of Black 
History. il. [IL 8-11] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 813-B. (AR) 16.34
Lilly, Elizabeth (Elizabeth Marie)
573821 Let Me Fix You A Plate: A Tale Of Two Kitchens. A girl 
and her family go on a road trip to have meals with their extended 
family from two different cultures. il. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Holiday 
House E. C,K+,L,M 22.28
Loh-Hagan, Virginia
583996 Dorothy Vaughan. A biography of the life of NASA computer 
programmer and mathematician Dorothy Vaughan. My Itty-Bitty Bio. 
il. Bane, Jeff [IL 5-7] 24 pages Cherry Lake 510-B. (AR) 22.96
584003 Mary Jackson. A biography of the life of NASA aerospace 
engineer Mary Jackson. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 5-7] 24 
pages Cherry Lake 510-B. (AR) 22.96
584007 Nian, The Chinese New Year Dragon: A Beastly Tale. 
An illustrated retelling for young readers of the Chinese folktale 
about a dragon that threatens a village each spring and Mei, the 
young girl who is destined to defeat him. il. Banks, Timothy. [IL 
5-8] 32 pages Sleeping Bear Press 398-E. B,K,L,W 20.88
Lopez, Diana
586606 Sing With Me: The Story Of Selena Quintanilla. Follows 
Selena’s rise to stardom, from front-lining her family’s band at rodeos 
to performing in front of tens of thousands at the Houston Astrodome. 
il. Martinez, Teresa. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Dial 782-B. K+,L+ 21.58
Lord, Cynthia
587054 Ivy Lost And Found. Ivy was Anne the librarian’s doll 
when she was a young girl. But now she has moved to Anne’s 
library to be its newest Book Buddy-a toy that can be checked 
out just like a book. Ivy isn’t sure she wants to be borrowed. She’d 
rather just be Anne’s favorite toy. Fern, a child who visits the library 
with her stepfamily, also wishes things could go back to the way 
they were, when Fern had her dad all to herself. When Fern takes 
Ivy home, an unexpected outdoor adventure helps both adjust 
to change. Book Buddies Bk. 1. il. Graegin, Stephanie. [IL 6-9] 68 
pages Candlewick Fic. B+,W 18.08
Lumbard, Rabiah York
590650 Gift Of Ramadan. Sophia tries to fast for Ramadan for 
the first time, but her grumbling stomach and her little brother’s 
cookies are too much and she must find a different way to celebrate. 
il. Horton, Laura K. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. L,Q 20.88
Lyon, Lea
591323 Ready To Fly: How Sylvia Townsend Became The 
Bookmobile Ballerina. An inspiring picture book about the life 
of African American dancer, Sylvia Townsend, who taught herself 
how to dance ballet by reading books she borrowed from a 
bookmobile as a young girl. il. Gibson, Jessica. [IL 4-8] 40 pages 
Harper 792-B. K,L,W (AR) 22.28
Lyons, Kelly Starling
591556 Going Down Home With Daddy. Alan looks forward 
to the annual family reunion at the farm where Daddy grew up, 
but everyone is supposed to share something special; and Alan 
worries about arriving with empty hands. il. Minter, Daniel [IL 4-8] 
31 pages Peachtree E. B,L+ (AR/RC) 20.86

Maclear, Kyo
595061 Big Bath House. Soon after a young girl arrives in Japan, 
she, her grandmother, her aunties, and some cousins celebrate 
cultural traditions together while visiting a bath house. il. Zhang, 
Gracey. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Random E. C+,K+,W+ 21.58
595066 It Began With A Page: How Gyo Fujikawa Drew The 
Way. The most moving moments in the life of Gyo Fujikawa, 
a groundbreaking Japanese-American picture book artist 
whose work helped start the trend of depicting diversity in 
children’s books. il. Morstad, Julie. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Harper 740-B.
B+,C,K+,L+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Maddox, Jake
596282 Home Plate Heist. Fernando Higuera loves playing 
baseball. The game is in his blood. He comes from a family of 
skilled baseball players. However, during one game Fernando’s 
coach tells him to try a new move and steal second base. But he’s 
never tried that before. Fernando hesitates and ends up getting 
bagged out. He feels he let his team and family down. Luckily, his 
family has his back and teaches him everything they know about 
stealing bases. Will their advice help Fernando lead his team 
to victory at the next big game? In graphic novel format. Jake 
Maddox Graphic Novels. il. Vitrano, Erika. [IL 8-12] 67 pages Stone 
Arch 741. (AR) 22.05
596283 Point Guard Pride. Twelve-year-old Yasmin, a talented 
point guard on her school basketball team, learns about teamwork 
and standing up for oneself when she experiences racism at her 
new middle school. Jake Maddox JV Girls. il. Muniz, Berenice. [IL 
8-12] 89 pages Stone Arch Fic. (AR) 21.72
596313 Tennis Triumph. Mira Ravi is the first-seed singles star on 
Hilltop Middle School’s tennis team, but her life off the court is a 
much harder match to win as she juggles tough responsibilities 
at home, in school, and with her team. Jake Maddox JV Girls. il. [IL 
8-12] 89 pages Stone Arch Fic. (AR) 21.72
Mahin, Michael James
596894 When Angels Sing: The Story Of Rock Legend Carlos 
Santana. A picture book biography of the celebrated rock 
musician Carlos Santana. il. Ramirez, Jose. [IL 4-8] 42 pages 
Atheneum 787-B. B+,C,K+,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Maillard, Kevin Noble
597281 Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story. A picture 
book about family, tradition, and a Native American staple. 
il. Martinez-Neal, Juana. [IL 4-7] 41 pages Roaring Brook E. 
B+,CA,K+,L+,M,W+ 22.28
Malesevic, Draga Jenny
258446 Are You Eating Candy Without Me? Four different 
children from three different families ponder what the adults in 
their lives do during the day. Are they jumping on trampolines? 
Are they eating cake and ice cream while riding birthday ponies? 
Are they eating candy with other adults? il. Bruijn, Charlotte. [IL 
3-6] 30 pages Penguin Workshop E. C,K,L 21.58
Mallery, Sydra
613597 Most Unusual Day. Caroline is anxious all day at school, 
nervous about her newly-adopted sister’s arrival from far away. 
il. Goodale, E. B. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Greenwillow E. B,K+,L+,M,Q+ 
(AR) 21.58
Mandanna, Sangu
599558 Kiki Kallira Breaks A Kingdom. Kiki has always relied on 
drawing to soothe her many anxieties, but when she unwittingly 
falls into the lavish kingdom based on Indian mythology that she 
has illustrated, she must find the courage to confront the evil god 
there who intends to destroy the real world. Kiki Kallira. [IL 8-12] 
334 pages Viking Fic. C,L+ 21.58
Mandela, Zindzi
599577 Grandpa Mandela. A biography of the life of Nelson 
Mandela, world-renowned freedom fighter, South African 
President, and Nobel Peace Prize-winner. il. Qualls, Sean. [IL 4-7] 
40 pages Frances Lincoln 968-B. B,K,L,Q,W (AR) 21.58
600928 Chef Yasmina And The Potato Panic. Eleven-year-
old Yasmina and her single dad lead a modest life in a cramped 
apartment in a bustling city. But even though money is tight, they 
eat like kings. Every day, Yasmina uses her cookbooks and fresh 
vegetables from the community garden to whip up gourmet meals. 
That is, until the day the garden is bulldozed and replaced by a field 
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of scientifically enhanced potatoes that are addictive and that alter 
the behavior of those who eat them! In graphic novel format. il. [IL 
8-12] 140 pages First Second 741. C,K,L,W (AR) 19.48
Manushkin, Fran
602143 Happy In Our Skin. For families of all stripes comes a 
sweet celebration of what makes us unique--and what holds 
us together. il. Tobia, Lauren. [IL 4-6] 26 pages Candlewick E. 
K,L,Q,W+ (AR) 14.89
604075 Soft Place To Land. Twelve-year old Joy dreams of writing 
music for the movies, but first she has to survive her family’s move 
into a small apartment when her father loses his job. [IL 8-12] 281 
pages Harper Fic. B+,C,K,L,W 20.88
Marr, Shirley
604546 Glasshouse Of Stars. Inheriting First Uncle’s home after he 
dies tragically and unexpectedly, eleven-year-old Meixing and her 
family immigrate to the New Land, where it will take all of Meixing’s 
resilience and bravery to finally find her place of belonging in this 
new world. [IL 8-12] 246 pages Simon Fic. B+,K (AR) 21.58
Martin, Jacqueline Briggs
606232 Chef Roy Choi And The Street Food Remix. The story 
of the Korean American chef in Los Angeles who inspired new 
methods for the food truck movement and works to create a 
better community through food. il. Man One. [IL 5-9] 32 pages 
Readers To Eaters 641-B. K,L,W+ (AR/RC) 22.26
Martinez-Neal, Juana
594357 Alma And How She Got Her Name. Alma Sofia Esperanza 
Jose Pura Candela has way too many names: six! As she hears the 
story of her name, Alma starts to think it might be a perfect fit after 
all. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Candlewick E. B+,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.18
594356 Zonia’s Rain Forest. Every morning, the rain forest calls 
to Zonia, and every morning, she answers. She visits the sloth family, 
greets the giant anteater, and runs with the speedy jaguar. But one 
morning, the rain forest calls to her in a troubled voice. How will Zonia 
answer? il. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Candlewick E. B+,K-,L+,W 21.58
Masi, Dawn
609244 G My Name Is Girl. Illustrations and rhythmic text celebrate 
girls around the world and what makes each an individual, from 
adventurous Argentinians Alba and Ayelen, to zealous Zambians 
Zahra and Zena. il. [IL 3-7] 31 pages Doubleday E. K,W 21.58
Matheson, Christie
612444 Shelter. While ten-year-old Maya attends an elite private 
school on scholarship her classmates are unaware that she and 
her family are living in a homeless shelter, but on one poignant 
day Maya discovers having a house is not the only way to have a 
home. [IL 8-12] 179 pages Random Fic. CA,K,L 20.88
Mbalia, Kwame
604569 Tristan Strong Keeps Punching. The Strong family is 
having a reunion in New Orleans, and twelve-year-old Tristan is 
supposed to be keeping an eye on his younger cousin Terrance 
when several things happen at once: he sees his archenemy, King 
Cotton, and a mysterious girl grabs his magic cellphone--her name 
is Seraphine, and she seems to know everything about Tristan and 
the god Anansi (currently inhabiting the cellphone), and she has a 
mission for Tristan, one that is going lead to a final confrontation 
with haint King Cotton. Tristan Strong Bk. 3. [IL 8-12] 405 pages 
Disney/Hyperion Fic. K 21.58
McDaniel, Breanna J.
623026 Hands Up! A young girl lifts her hands up in a series of 
everyday moments before finally raising her hands in resistance 
at a protest march. il. Evans, Shane. [IL 5-6] 32 pages Dial E. 
K,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
McDonnell, Patrick
620773 Shine! A starfish named Little Hoshi struggles to find 
happiness in her underwater ocean world and wishes she could 
be a star in the sky, but with the help of her ocean friends, she 
discovers the shine within. il. Stoop, Naoko. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little 
E. B,K,L,Q,W (AR) 20.88
McGinty, Alice B.
626236 Water Lady: How Darlene Arviso Helps A Thirsty Navajo 
Nation. Darlene Arviso drives a school bus and picks up students 
for school. After dropping them off, she heads to another job: she 
drives her big yellow tanker truck to the water tower, fills it with 
three thousand gallons of water, and returns to the reservation, 

bringing water to many, many others. il. Begay, Shonto. [IL 4-8] 36 
pages Schwartz & Wade E. K+,L+,M,W 21.58
McKissack, Pat
628123 Goin’ Someplace Special. In segregated 1950s Nashville, 
a young African American girl braves a series of indignities and 
obstacles to get to the public library. il. Pinkney, Jerry [IL 4-8] 36 
pages Atheneum E. B+,C,K,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.28
628442 What Is Given From The Heart. Despite their own 
poverty since Daddy died, Mama tells nine-year-old James Otis 
they need to help Sarah, seven, whose family lost everything 
in a fire. il. Harrison, April. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Schwartz & Wade E. 
B,C,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
McKissack, Patricia C.
628053 Amistad: The Story Of A Slave Ship. In 1838, a slave ship 
named the Amistad took hundreds of kidnapped Africans on a 
long journey across the Atlantic. But the brave captives would not 
give up their freedom, taking over the ship so they could sail back 
to their homeland. Step Into Reading. Step 4. il. Stanley, Sanna. [IL 
7-9] 48 pages Random 326. 13.54
McManis, Charlene Willing
629471 Indian No More. When Regina’s Umpqua tribe is legally 
terminated and her family must relocate from Oregon to Los 
Angeles, she goes on a quest to understand her identity as an 
Indian despite being so far from home. [IL 8-12] 211 pages Tu 
Books Fic. B+,K,L+,M (AR/RC) 22.26
McQuinn, Anna
631006 Lola Gets A Cat. More than anything Lola would like a cat, 
but first she must learn how to care for it. il. Beardshaw, Rosalind. 
[IL 3-6] 25 pages Charlesbridge E. B,K,L,Q (AR) 20.18
631013 Lola Goes To School. Lola meets new friends and tries many 
new things on her fun but exhausting first day of school. il. Beardshaw, 
Rosalind. [IL 3-6] 25 pages Charlesbridge E. B,K,Q,W (AR) 20.18
631015 Lola Sleeps Over. Lola is excited for her first-ever 
sleepover at her cousin Hani’s house where together they play, 
learn, and try new things. il. Beardshaw, Rosalind. [IL 3-6] 32 pages 
Charlesbridge E. K 20.18
Meadows, Michelle
634324 Brave Ballerina: The Story Of Janet Collins. A picture 
book tribute to Janet Collins, the first African American principal 
dancer at the Metropolitan Opera House. il. Glenn, Ebony. [IL 4-8] 
32 pages Holt 792-B. B,K,L+,W (AR) 21.58
634326 Flying High: The Story Of Gymnastics Champion 
Simone Biles. A lyrical picture book biography of Simone Biles, 
international gymnastics champion and Olympic superstar. Who 
Did It First? Book. il. Glenn, Ebony. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Holt 796-B. 
B,K,L,W (AR) 22.28
Meddour, Wendy
634483 Lubna And Pebble. Lubna’s best friend is a pebble. 
Pebble always listens to her stories. Pebble always smiles when 
she feels scared. But when a lost little boy arrives in the World of 
Tents, Lubna realizes that he needs Pebble even more than she 
does. il. Egneus, Daniel. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Dial E. B+,L,Q (AR) 21.58
Medina, Juana
635012 Juana & Lucas. Juana, a spunky young Colombian girl, 
does not love learning English. But when Juana’s abuelos tell 
her about a special trip they are planning she begins to wonder 
whether learning the English might be a good thing. Juana & 
Lucas. il. [IL 7-10] 88 pages Candlewick Fic. B+,C,K,L,M+,Q+ (AR/
RC) 14.99 - Publisher's Binding Discount Does Not Apply
635008 Juana & Lucas: Big Problemas. When her mami meets 
someone new, Juana worries that everything will change. Juana & 
Lucas.  il. [IL 7-10] 88 pages Candlewick Fic. K+,M+,Q+ (AR) 19.48
Medina, Meg
635007 Evelyn Del Rey Is Moving Away. The bittersweet story 
of two girls who will always be each other’s numero uno, even 
though one is moving away. il. Sanchez, Sonia. [IL 5-7] 32 pages 
Candlewick E. B,C+,K+,L,W+ (AR) 21.58
635013 Mango, Abuela, And Me. When a little girl’s far-away 
grandmother comes to stay, love and patience transcend 
language. il. Dominguez, Angela. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Candlewick E. 
B+,C,K,L,M,Q+,W+ (AR) 14.89
Meltzer, Brad
636319 I Am Oprah Winfrey. A biography of the critically 
acclaimed talk show host Oprah Winfrey, who used her struggles 
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in childhood as motivation to become a cultural icon. Ordinary 
People Change The World. il. Eliopoulos, Chris. [IL 6-8] 40 pages 
Dial 791-B. B 20.18
Mendez, Yamile Saied
637197 What Will You Be? With her abuela’s loving guidance a 
young girl goes on a path of self-discovery and learns her potential is 
limitless. il. Alizadeh, Kate. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Harper E. B,K+,L,W 21.58
637196 Where Are You From? When a little girl is asked where 
she’s from she’s no longer as sure as she was about her reply. She 
turns to her abuelo for the real answer. However, he doesn’t quite 
give her the response she expects. il. Kim, Jaime. [IL 4-8] 33 pages 
Harper E. K+,L,Q,W 21.58
Menendez, Juliet
637219 Latinitas: Celebrating 40 Big Dreamers. Celebrates 
Latinas and Latin American women who followed their dreams. il. 
[IL 8-12] 102 pages Holt 920-C. B,K+,L (AR) 22.28
Michelson, Richard
641392 Fascinating: The Life Of Leonard Nimoy. A moving 
biography of the late Leonard Nimoy, the iconic Spock from Star 
Trek, whose story exemplifies the American experience and the 
power of pursuing your dreams. il. Rodriguez, Edel. [IL 4-8] 33 
pages Knopf 791-B. B,C,L,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Miller, Sharee
644677 Don’t Touch My Hair! Aria loves her soft and bouncy hair; 
but must go to extremes to avoid people who touch it without 
permission until, finally, she speaks up. il. [IL 4-7] 33 pages Little E. 
C,K+,L,Q (AR) 21.58
646354 Princess Hair. Little girls pretending to be princesses 
celebrate the different shapes, textures, and styles of their black 
hair. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Little E. E 14.65
Millner, Denene
647276 Fresh Princess: Style Rules! Fresh Princess Destiny finds 
a way to stand out at her new school. Fresh Princess Bk. 2. il. Jose, 
Gladys. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Harper E. (AR) 22.28
Mills, Claudia
647367 Vera Vance, Comics Star. Third-grader Vera, a budding 
artist who loves every minute of her after-school comic-book camp, 
searches for a way to get her mother’s permission to attend the camp’s 
final field trip to Comic-Con. After-School Superstars #2. il. Zong, 
Grace. [IL 7-10] 114 pages Holiday House Fic. B,C,K,L,M (AR) 20.18
Mirchandani, Raakhee
649502 Hair Twins. Follows a Sikh father and his daughter as 
they go through their daily hair routine. il. Hatam, Holly. [IL 4-8] 32 
pages Little E. K+,L,M,W+ 21.58
Mitchell, Malcolm
650008 My Very Favorite Book In The Whole Wide World. 
Henley hates to read, so his homework assignment to bring in his 
favorite book seems an impossible challenge--until his mother 
shows him a box of books he made himself when he was younger. 
il. Robertson, Michael. [IL 4-7] 32 pages Orchard E. (AR)  21.58
Moening, Kate
650652 Carla Hayden: Librarian Of Congress. A biography 
of Carla Hayden, including her being the first African American 
and the first woman to become Librarian of Congress, and more. 
Blastoff! Readers. Level 2. Women Leading The Way. il. [IL 6-8] 24 
pages Bellwether Media 027-B. 21.56
650643 Michelle Howard: Four-Star Admiral. A biography of 
Michelle Howard, the first female four-star admiral in the U.S. 
Navy! Blastoff! Readers. Level 2. Women Leading The Way. il. [IL 
6-8] 24 pages Bellwether Media 359-B. (AR) 21.56
Moises, Yesenia
650748 Stella’s Stellar Hair. Stella travels planet to planet visting 
her aunties looking for a stellar hairdo for the Big Star Little Gala, 
but she is not convinced by any of their suggestions. il. [IL 4-8] 34 
pages Imprint E. K+,L 22.28
Mora, Oge
658028 Saturday. When all of their special Saturday plans 
go awry, Ava and her mother still find a way to appreciate one 
another and their time together. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little E. 
B+,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR) 22.28
658025 Thank You, Omu! When the aroma of Omu’s homemade 
stew fills the air, her neighbors arrive, one by one, for a taste until 

all is gone except for her generous spirit. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little 
E. B,K+,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 22.28
Mora, Pat
657932 Beautiful Lady: Our Lady Of Guadalupe. Grandma 
Lupita tells her granddaughter Rose and Rose’s friend Terry the 
story of Our Lady of Guadalupe, a miracle that occurred near 
Mexico City in 1531. il. Johnson, Steve. [IL 5-8] 33 pages Knopf E. 
B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Morales, Areli
658036 Areli Is A Dreamer: A True Story. The author tells her own 
powerful and vibrant immigration story of moving from a quiet 
town in Mexico to the bustling and noisy metropolis of New York 
City. il. Uribe, Luisa. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Random 305. B+,K+,L 21.58
Morales, Yuyi
658024 Dreamers. An illustrated picture book autobiography 
in which award-winning author Yuyi Morales tells her own 
immigration story. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Holiday House 818-A.
B+,C+,K+,L,M+,Q,W+ 22.28
Moss, Caroline
661614 Blast Off Into Space Like Mae Jemison. Discover how 
Mae Jemison became the first African American woman in space 
and learn 10 key lessons from her work you can apply to your 
own life. Work It, Girl. il. Erkas, Sinem. [IL 8-12] 56 pages Frances 
Lincoln 629-B. B 20.18
Muhammad, Ibtihaj
663225 Proudest Blue: A Story Of Hijab And Family. Faizah 
relates how she feels on the first day her sister, sixth-grader Asiya, 
wears a hijab to school. il. Aly, Hatem. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little E. 
B+,C,K+,L,W+ (AR) 21.58
Murphy, Frank
664954 Girl Like You. Encourages every girl to embrace all of the 
things that make her unique, to be strong and kind, to stand up 
for herself, and more. il. Harren, Kayla. [IL 4-8] 25 pages Sleeping 
Bear Press E. 20.88
Murray, Julie
665522 Kwanzaa. Kwanzaa is an important holiday that celebrates 
African heritage and African-American culture, including gift 
giving, lighting Kinara candles each day, a big feast, and much 
more. Holidays. il. [IL 4-8] 24 pages Abdo Kids 394. (AR) 22.26
665525 Rosh Hashanah. Rosh Hashanah is a special holiday that 
celebrates the beginning of the Jewish New Year, including how 
Jews celebrate by enjoying festive meals, eating symbolic foods 
like apples dipped in honey, attending synagogue services, and 
more. Holidays. il. [IL 4-8] 24 pages Abdo Kids 296. (AR) 22.26
Myers, Carrie
666124 Michaela DePrince: From War-Torn Childhood To Ballet 
Fame. Michaela DePrince was born in Sierra Leone and grew up 
in the United States. She rose to fame as a ballet dancer in the 
late 2000s. Learn more about DePrince’s life as a famous ballerina! 
Movers, Shakers, & History Makers. il. [IL 8-11] 48 pages Capstone 
792-B. (AR) 24.66
Napoli, Donna Jo
667255 Words To Make A Friend: A Story In Japanese and 
English. When a young Japanese girl moves into her new house, 
she is happy to see a girl her age playing in the snow just outside 
her window. The only problem is the Japanese girl doesn’t speak 
English and the American girl doesn’t speak Japanese. But each 
girl’s love of the snow teaches them that they don’t need to speak 
the same language to have fun! il. Stoop, Naoko. [IL 4-8] 40 pages 
Random E. W 21.58
Nelson, Marilyn
670512 Lubaya’s Quiet Roar. A quiet girl makes a powerful 
impression through her artwork in this story of introversion and 
peaceful protest. il. Williamson, Philemona. [IL 5-8] 26 pages Dial 
E. B,K+,L,M 21.58
Newman, Leslea
674842 Here Is The World: A Year Of Jewish Holidays. This lyrical 
picture book celebrates the Jewish holidays in a way that small 
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children will appreciate. il. Gal, Susan. [IL 4-7] 48 pages Abrams 
296. B,K,L,Q,W 6.50*
Newman, Tracy
674750 Around The Passover Table. A family prepares for 
Passover in this simple story told in rhyme. il. Santos, Adriana. [IL 
4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. K,L,W 20.88
Nordling, Lee
679776 Belinda The Unbeatable. Two best friends take part in 
a game of musical chairs. There’s Belinda, a natural competitor 
with a good heart, and her shy friend Barbara. When the game 
starts, their school gym morphs into a colorful obstacle course. 
Game For Adventure. il. Roberts, Scott. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Graphic 
Universe 741. B+,K+,L,Q 14.79
Nuurali, Siman
684147 Sadiq And The Desert Star. Sadiq’s father is going on 
a business trip, but before he goes he tells Sadiq a story of the 
Desert Star, which fits in perfectly with Sadiq’s third grade class 
field trip to the planetarium and inspires Sadiq to build a simple 
telescope to study the stars when his father returns. Sadiq. il. 
Sarkar, Anjan. [IL 7-9] 56 pages Capstone Fic. L (AR) 20.42
684149 Sadiq And The Fun Run. Eight-year-old Sadiq wants to 
try out for the youth football team like his friends, but his parents 
feel he is too young, and instead suggest that he take up running 
and join the track club--Sadiq feels that running is wimpy, but the 
coach convinces him that running races can be fun as well. Sadiq. 
il. Sarkar, Anjan. [IL 7-9] 56 pages Capstone Fic. (AR/RC) 20.42
684164 Sadiq And The Green Thumbs. Even though it is summer 
Sadiq goes to religious school four days a week to study the 
Quran; he and his friends find their teacher, Mr. Kassim, strict and 
intimidating, but when Sadiq finds out that Mr. Kassim has an injured 
shoulder he decides to volunteer to help with the gardening--and 
he convinces his friends to volunteer as well. Sadiq. il. Sarkar, Anjan. 
[IL 7-9] 57 pages Capstone Fic. (AR/RC) 20.42
684172 Sadiq And The Pet Problem. Sadiq’s third grade class 
decides that they want a classroom pet, and their teacher, Ms. 
Battersby, is okay with the idea, so the students form a club to 
decide what kind of pet to get, and to research how to take care of it. 
Sadiq. il. Sarkar, Anjan. [IL 7-9] 57 pages Capstone Fic. (AR/RC) 20.42
Nyong’o, Lupita
684544 Sulwe. When five-year-old Sulwe’s classmates make fun 
of her dark skin, she tries lightening herself to no avail, but her 
encounter with a shooting star helps her understand there is 
beauty in every shade. il. Harrison, Vashti. [IL 4-8] 47 pages Simon 
E. B,L,M (AR) 21.58
O’Brien, Anne Sibley
684963 Someone New. When three children, Jesse, Jason, and 
Emma, are confronted with new classmates from different ethnic 
backgrounds, they strive to overcome their initial reactions, and 
to understand, accept, and welcome Maria, Jin, and Fatima. il. [IL 
5-8] 32 pages Charlesbridge E. B,K+,L,Q (AR) 20.88
Title Entry
690172 Once Upon An Eid: Stories Of Hope And Joy By 15 
Muslim Voices. Eid! The short, single syllable word conjures up a 
variety of feelings and memories for Muslims. Maybe it’s waking up 
to the sound of frying samosas or the comfort of bean pie, maybe 
it’s the pleasure of putting on a new outfit for Eid prayers, or maybe 
it’s the gift giving and the holiday parties, or carnival rides to come 
that day. Whatever the memories, it’s a cherished day of celebration. 
[IL 8-12] 263 pages Amulet 808-S. C,K+,M,W+ (AR) 14.89
O’Neill, Diane
690392 Saturday At The Food Pantry. Molly and her mom do not 
always have enough food, so when they visit their local food pantry 
Molly sees her classmate Caitlin who is embarrassed to be there, 
so Molly helps Caitlin realize everyone needs help sometimes. il. 
Magro, Brizida. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. B,K 20.88
Orbeck-Nilssen, Constance
690780 Vanishing Colors. As a young refugee girl takes shelter for 
the night, the world appears bleak. But as she starts thinking about 
her happy memories, she finds the courage to hope for a better 
future. il. Duzakin, Akin. [IL 5-9] 37 pages Eerdmans E. B,K+,M 21.59
Orr, Tamra
691990 Mexican Heritage. Explores the geography, languages, 
religions, food, and culture of Mexico. 21st Century Junior Library. 

Celebrating Diversity In My Classroom. il. [IL 7-10] 24 pages 
Cherry Lake 972. (AR) 22.96
Ortiz, Raquel M.
692029 Sofi And The Magic, Musical Mural = Sofi Y El Magico 
Mural Musical. On the way back from the bodega, Sofia is drawn 
into a life-like mural of Old San Juan where she dances, sings, and 
conquers her fear of the vejigante before being called back to 
the barrio by her mother. In English and Spanish. il. Dominguez, 
Maria. [IL 6-8] 32 pages Pinata E. K-,L,Q (AR) 6.50*
Otoshi, Kathryn
694148 Draw The Line. Two boys learn about imagination and 
play as well as conflict and forgiveness through simply drawing a 
line. il. [IL 3-6] 48 pages Roaring Brook E. B,K+,L+,Q 21.58
Palmer, Charly
697555 Legend Of Gravity: A Tall Basketball Tale From The 
Blacktop Of Milwaukee. Gravity is the new kid on the Hillside 
Projects basketball team, the Eagles. With Gravity on their side, the 
Eagles feel unstoppable. But when they face-off against the Flyers 
in the final round of Milwaukee’s pick-up basketball tournament, 
they realize that it may take a little more than Gravity to bring 
them to victory. il. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Farrar E. 22.28
Parks, Rosa
702017 I Am Rosa Parks. Rosa Parks describes her life from 
childhood and recounts the events that shook the nation. Step Into 
Reading. Step 4. il. Clay, Wil. [IL 7-9] 48 pages Random 323-B. 13.54
Patterson, James
050111 Becoming Muhammad Ali. A fictionalized biography 
of Muhammad Ali when he was a child. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. [IL 
8-12] 310 pages Little Fic. L+,M+,W+ (AR/RC)  20.88
Pellicioli, Anna
708933 Song Of The Old City. A little girl ventures through the 
old city of Istanbul, receives many kindnesses along the way, and 
practices the tradition of passing on what she receives. il. Atilgan, 
Merve. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Putnam E. C,K,L,W 21.58
Penfold, Alexandra
709117 All Are Welcome. Illustrations and simple, rhyming 
text introduce a school where diversity is celebrated and songs, 
stories, and talents are shared. il. Kaufman, Suzanne. [IL 4-8] 33 
pages Knopf E. B,K+,L,Q,W 21.58
Peoples-Riley, Daria
722009 America, My Love, America, My Heart. America, do you 
love me? A single question from a single child multiplies across the 
country with every page turn, inviting in more and more children 
of color--and their questions. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Greenwillow E. 
B,C+,K+,L,M+,W+ 21.58
Perez, Nomar
747935 Coqui In The City. When Miguel and his parents move 
from Puerto Rico to the U.S. mainland, Miguel misses their home, 
his grandparents, and his pet frog, Coqui, but he soon realizes 
that New York City has more in common with back home than he 
originally thought. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Dial E. K,L,W 21.58
Perkins, Mitali
709670 Between Us And Abuela: A Family Story From The 
Border. When Maria, Juan, and their mother go to the border 
between California and Mexico to visit their grandmother at 
Christmas, Maria must devise a way to get Juan’s gift over the fence. 
il. Palacios, Sara. [IL 4-8] 36 pages Farrar E. B,C,K-,L+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
709820 Home Is In Between. Immigrating to America, a young 
girl navigates between her family’s Bengali traditions and her 
new country’s culture. il. Naidu, Lavanya. [IL 3-7] 36 pages Farrar E. 
B+,C,K,L+,M,W+ 22.28
Phi, Bao
714438 My Footprints. Upset after being bullied, Thuy, a 
Vietnamese American, pretends she is different creatures, including 
an especially strong, wonderful being made up of her two mothers 
and herself. Includes note about the phoenix and the Sarabha. il. 
Tran, Basia. [IL 6-8] 32 pages Capstone E. B,K,L (AR) 18.79
Pilutti, Deb
718174 Ten Steps To Flying Like A Superhero. Lava Boy and Star 
Girl provide instructions for, and assistance to, their superhero 
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toys as action-figure Captain Magma tries to learn to fly. il. [IL 4-8] 
33 pages Holt E. K,L 22.28
Pimentel, Annette Bay
718260 Pura’s Cuentos: How Pura Belpre Reshaped Libraries 
With Her Stories. In this fictional biography, Pura Belpre breaks 
the rules of storytime by telling unpublished bilingual stories 
from her homeland of Puerto Rico. il. Morales, Magaly. [IL 4-8] 34 
pages Abrams E. B+,K+,L 22.28
Pinkney, Andrea Davis
718987 Bright Brown Baby: A Treasury. Dive into these five 
beautiful poems that celebrate the tender, cozy, early days 
between parent and child, and the exuberant joy of watching a 
brand-new life take shape. il. Pinkney, J. Brian. [IL 4-8] 63 pages 
Orchard E. K,L+ 22.28
Pinkney, J. Brian
719045 Time For Kenny. During his busy day, Kenny gets dressed, 
fights his fear of the vacuum cleaner, gets a soccer lesson from his 
sister, and prepares for bed, with his loving family always near. il. 
[IL 4-8] 40 pages Greenwillow E. B,C,K+,L+,M+,W+ 21.58
Pinkney, Jerry
718986 Little Mermaid. In this captivating reimagining of Hans 
Christian Andersen’s classic, Jerry Pinkney conjures a poignant 
friendship story and an epic tale of redemption. il. [IL 4-8] 41 
pages Little E. C,K,L+,M,W+ (AR) 22.28
Pizzoli, Tamara
720135 Tallulah The Tooth Fairy CEO. Tallulah the Tooth Fairy, a 
black businesswoman who runs one of the most successful tooth 
collecting organizations in the world, finds herself unexpectedly 
stumped when six-year-old Ballard Burchell leaves a note instead 
of his tooth under his pillow. il. Fabiani, Federico. [IL 4-8] 33 pages 
Farrar E. B+,K+,L,W 20.88
720114 When The Schools Shut Down: A Young Girl’s Story 
Of “Virginia’s Lost Generation” And The Brown v. Board Of 
Education Of Topeka Decision. Tells the story of a young African 
American girl who lived during the shutdown of public schools in 
Farmville, Virginia, following the landmark civil rights case Brown 
vs. Board of Education of Topeka. il. Morris, Keisha. [IL 4-8] 40 
pages Harper 344-B. 22.28
Polinsky, Paige V.
724014 Indra Nooyi: CEO Of PepsiCo. A biography of Indra Nooyi, 
including her childhood in India all the way up to her present-day 
work, and more. Blastoff! Readers. Level 2. Women Leading The 
Way. il. [IL 6-8] 24 pages Bellwether Media 338-B. (AR) 21.56
Pollack, Pam
107476 Who Is Neil DeGrasse Tyson? How astrophysicist Neil de 
Grasse Tyson became one of America’s beloved and best-known 
scientists. Who Was-- ? il. Gutierrez, Manuel. [IL 8-12] 107 pages 
Penguin Workshop 520-B. 14.05
Preller, James
730529 All Welcome Here. A fresh picture book collection of 
haiku poems about the first day of school. il. GrandPre, Mary. [IL 
4-7] 33 pages Feiwel and Friends 811. B,K-,L,W 22.28
Quan, Betty
736313 Grandmother’s Visit. Grandmother lives with Grace’s 
family. She tells her stories about growing up in China and together 
they savor the flavors of her childhood. Grandmother drops Grace 
off at school every morning and picks her up at the end of the day. 
Then, Grandmother stops walking Grace to and from school, and 
the door to her room stays closed. One day Grandmother’s room is 
empty. After the funeral, Grace’s mom turns on the outside lights 
so Grandmother’s spirit can find its way for one final goodbye. il. 
Mok, Carmen. [IL 4-7] 30 pages Groundwood E. B,K,L,Q (AR) 21.56
Quigley, Dawn
736424 Jo Jo Makoons: The Used-To-Be Best Friend. Jo Jo 
Makoons Azure is a spirited seven-year-old who moves through 
the world a little differently than anyone else on her Ojibwe 
reservation. It always seems like her mom, her kokum (grandma), 
and her teacher have a lot to learn-about how good Jo Jo is at 
cleaning up, what makes a good rhyme, and what it means to be 

friendly. Especially since Fern, her best friend at school, may not 
want to be friends anymore. Jo Jo Makoons v. 1. il. Audibert, Tara. 
[IL 7-10] 62 pages Heartdrum Fic. K+,M+ 13.79
Quintero, Isabel
736603 My Papi Has A Motorcycle. When Daisy Ramona zooms 
around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she 
sees the people and places she’s always known. She also sees a 
community that is rapidly changing around her. il. Pena, Zeke. [IL 
4-8] 40 pages Kokila E. C,K,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Rahman, Bahram
738118 Library Bus. Inspired by Kabul, Afghanistan’s first library 
bus and colored by family memories, a touching snapshot of one 
innovative way girls received education in a country disrupted by 
war. il. Grimard, Gabrielle. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Pajama Press E. K 22.26
Ramadan, Danny
738189 Salma The Syrian Chef. A little girl’s quest to make a 
traditional Syrian meal for her Mama. il. Bron, Anna. [IL 4-7] 40 
pages Annick Press E. 22.26
Ramos, NoNieqa
738254 Your Mama. Illustrations and easy-to-read text twist 
classic “your mama” jokes into a celebration of the beauty, power, 
and love of motherhood. il. Alcantara, Jacqueline. [IL 4-7] 32 pages 
Houghton E. B+,K+,W 21.58
Rappaport, Doreen
739730 Wilma’s Way Home: The Life Of Wilma Mankiller. A 
picture book biography of Wilma Mankiller, the first female chief 
of the Cherokee Nation. Big Words. il. Kukuk, Linda. [IL 6-8] 48 
pages Disney/Hyperion 973-B. B,C,K,L+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Rashid, Qasim
739811 Hannah And The Ramadan Gift. Hannah is too young 
to fast for Ramadan, but she learns how to celebrate it with good 
deeds and kindness that make all the difference. il. Jaleel, Aaliya. 
[IL 4-8] 34 pages Viking E. B,K,L (AR) 21.58
Raul the Third
740526 Vamos! Let’s Cross The Bridge. Little Lobo and his dog 
Bernabe have a new truck and they are using it to carry party 
supplies over the bridge with their pals El Toro and La Oink Oink. 
The line is long and everyone on the bridge is stuck. How will 
they pass the time? Eventually everyone comes together for an 
epic party on the bridge between two different countries. A lively 
follow-up to Vamos! Let’s Go Eat. il. Bay, Elaine [IL 4-7] 40 pages 
Versify E. B,K+ 19.48
740515 Vamos! Let’s Go Eat! Little Lobo returns to share his love 
of food and wrestling with readers using English intermingled 
with Spanish phrases. il. Bay, Elaine [IL 4-7] 40 pages Houghton E. 
B,K+,L+,M+,W+ (AR) 19.48
385679 Vamos! Let’s Go To The Market. Little Lobo, a Mexican 
American, and Bernabe, his dog, deliver supplies to vendors at 
the Mercado, a busy border town market. il. Bay, Elaine [IL 4-8] 40 
pages Houghton E. B,C+,K,L+,M+,Q+,W (AR/RC) 19.48
Redding, LaTisha
741875 Calling The Water Drum. A young boy loses both parents 
as they attempt to flee Haiti for a better life, and afterward is only 
able to process his grief and communicate with the outside world 
through playing the drums. il. Boyd, Aaron. [IL 5-9] 32 pages Lee & 
Low E. B,K+,Q (RC) 6.50*
Reid, Megan
744951 Maryam’s Magic: The Story Of Mathematician Maryam 
Mirzakhani. The first picture book about the trailblazing 
mathematician Maryam Mirzakhani, the first woman and Iranian 
to win the world’s most prestigious honor in mathematics. il. 
Jaleel, Aaliya. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Harper 510-B. B,K,L 22.28
745006 Who Did It First?: 50 Icons, Luminaries, And Legends 
Who Revolutionized The World. Features the iconic figures 
known all over the world whose “firsts” made an indelible mark in 
entertainment, science, politics, and sports. Who Did It First? Book 
3. il. Cruickshank, Jessica. [IL 9-12] 113 pages Holt 920-C. 22.28
Reul, Sarah Lynne
747663 Breaking News. A little girl tries her hardest to respond 
to devastating news as compassionately and empathetically as 
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possible, one small thing at a time. il. [IL 4-8] 42 pages Roaring 
Brook E. C+,K,L,M,Q+ (AR) 22.28
Reynolds, Jan
748587 Lion Queens Of India. An introduction to the Asiatic lion 
and the “lion queens,” or female forest rangers, of the Gir wildlife 
sanctuary in Gujarat, India. il. [IL 6-9] 32 pages Lee & Low 599. 
B,K,L,M 22.26
Reynolds, Peter H. (Peter Hamilton)
748488 Be You! A joyful celebration of individuality--and staying 
true to yourself. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Orchard E. K,L,W 21.58
Ringgold, Faith
754520 Tar Beach. A young girl dreams of flying above her 
Harlem home, claiming all she sees for herself and her family. 
Based on the author’s quilt painting of the same name. il. [IL 4-8] 
32 pages Crown E. L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 14.89
Ritchie, Scot
757108 See Where We Come From!: A First Book Of Family 
Heritage. Martin, Sally, Pedro, Nick, and Yulee are best friends, 
and they each have their own heritage. They discover the many 
ways they’re alike and also what makes them unique, which 
makes everyone feel like they belong! Exploring Our Community. 
il. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Kids Can 306. B,K 21.58
Roberts, Jillian
758088 On Our Street: Our First Talk About Poverty. Using 
illustrations, full-color photographs and straightforward text, this 
nonfiction picture book introduces the topics of homelessness 
and poverty to young readers. World Around Us. il. Heinrichs, 
Jane. [IL 6-9] 32 pages Orca 362. L,Q  6.50*
758087 On The News: Our First Talk About Tragedy. Introduces 
young children to the realities of natural disasters, terrorism and 
other forms of tragedy. Explains what tragedy is, the feelings it may 
create and how to manage those feelings. Emphasizes the good 
that can come out of tragedy, looking at how people help one 
another in caring, compassionate and heroic ways. World Around 
Us. il. Heinrichs, Jane. [IL 6-9] 31 pages Orca 303. K,Q 22.96
Robertson, David A.
758937 On The Trapline. A boy and Moshom, his grandpa, take 
a trip together to visit a place of great meaning to Moshom. A 
trapline is where people hunt and live off the land, and it was 
where Moshom grew up. Along the way, the boy finds himself 
imagining what life was like two generations ago-a life that 
appears to be both different from and similar to his life now. il. 
Flett, Julie. [IL 4-8] 41 pages Tundra E. B,K+,M+,W+ 22.28
Robinson, Christian
760904 You Matter. Illustrations and easy-to-read text remind 
the reader that no matter what happens or how one feels, he or 
she matters. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Atheneum E. B,K+,L,W+ 21.58
Rose, Tiffany
763925 M Is For Melanin: A Celebration Of The Black Child. 
An empowering alphabet book that teaches kids their ABCs and 
celebrates Black children! il. [IL 3-6] 33 pages Little Bee 305. (AR) 21.58
Rosenberg, Madelyn
805273 Not Your All-American Girl. Sixth-graders Lauren and 
Tara have always done everything together so it is only natural 
that they both try out for their middle school musical play, about 
an “all-American” girl in 1958; Tara gets the lead role, as usual, 
because in the teacher’s mind Lauren, half-Jewish and half-
Chinese, does not fit the image of all-American girl--Lauren is hurt 
but resolved to support her friend, but her two grandmothers are 
furious and they intend to do something about it. il. Danger, Chris. 
[IL 8-12] 243 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K,L,M (AR) 21.58
Rosewater, Kit
765371 Tomoko Takes The Lead. When they get lost in a strange 
city during roller derby camp, the Daredevils lose their confidence 
and their ability to work as a team, but shy Tomoko’s wilderness 
skills and navigational know-how help them escape the urban 
jungle. Derby Daredevils Bk. 3. il. Escabasse, Sophie. [IL 8-12] 164 
pages Amulet Fic. K,L 19.48
Rotner, Shelley
767708 All Kinds Of Friends. Photographs and simple text 
explore the many kinds of friends children have in their lives. il. [IL 
6-10] 32 pages Millbrook 177. B,K,L,Q 27.65

Roundtree, Dovey Johnson
617346 We Wait For The Sun. The author gives an account of 
a special time when her grandmother took her to pick berries 
from the nearby forest in the dark hours before the dawn and 
how they spent time admiring the sunrise after completing their 
mission. il. Figueroa, Raissa. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Roaring Brook 340-B.
B+,C,K+,L+,M,W+ 22.28
Rusch, Elizabeth
771829 Mario And The Hole In The Sky: How A Chemist 
Saved Our Planet. The true story of how a contemporary 
Mexican American scientist saved the ozone and the planet from 
environmental disaster. il. Martinez, Teresa. [IL 6-9] 40 pages 
Charlesbridge 363-B. K+,L (AR) 20.88
Ruurs, Margriet
773681 Birthdays Around The World. Tells the unique stories of 
how fourteen children from all around the globe celebrate a birthday. 
il. Barron, Ashley. [IL 3-8] 40 pages Kids Can 394. B,K,L,Q 22.28
773679 Elephant Keeper: Caring For Orphaned Elephants 
In Zambia. Inspired by the real-life Lilayi Elephant Nursery in 
Zambia, a moving story that powerfully demonstrates the plight 
of endangered animals everywhere. CitizenKid. il. Covo, Pedro. [IL 
7-10] 46 pages Kids Can Fic. B,K+,L,Q (AR/RC) 22.28
Saeed, Aisha
774509 Bilal Cooks Daal. Bilal and his father invite his friends to 
help make his favorite dish, daal, then all must wait patiently for it to be 
done. il. Syed, Anoosha. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Salaam Reads E. L (AR) 21.58
Saltzberg, Barney
775008 One Of These Is Not Like The Others. Points out the 
differences between subjects and celebrates them. il. [IL 2-5] 39 
pages Holiday House E. B,K,L,M,W 22.28
Sanchez Vegara, Ma Isabel (Maria Isabel)
775679 Prince. From a young age, Prince was obsessed with 
music. Combining funk, disco, soul, and almost every other genre 
out there, his songs are some of the best-loved all around the 
world. Little People, Big Dreams. il. Cachetejack. [IL 4-7] 30 pages 
Frances Lincoln 782-B. B 20.18
Sanders, Diwa Tharan
776885 Kaya’s Heart Song. Kaya is looking for her heart song 
in the vibrant jungles of Malaysia to experience the principles of 
mindfulness. il. Canzi, Nerina. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Lantana E. L (AR) 21.58
Sanna, Francesca
776890 Me And My Fear. When a young immigrant girl has to 
travel to a new country and start a new school, she is accompanied 
by her Fear who tells her to be alone and afraid. il. [IL 3-7] 34 pages 
Flying Eye E. B,K,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.56
Sarantou, Katlin
777476 Reshma Saujani. A biography of Reshma Saujani, 
founder of Girls Who Code. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 
24 pages Cherry Lake 340-B. L- (AR) 22.96
777478 Selena Quintanilla-Perez. Examines the life of singer 
Selena Quintanilla-Perez. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 24 
pages Cherry Lake 782-B. L (AR) 22.96
777482 Stevie Wonder. A biography of hit singer and songwriter 
Stevie Wonder. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 24 pages 
Cherry Lake 782-B. L- (AR) 22.96
777483 Tammy Duckworth. A biography of veteran and U.S. 
Senator Tammy Duckworth. My Itty-Bitty Bio. il. Bane, Jeff. [IL 4-7] 
24 pages Cherry Lake 328-B. L- (AR) 22.96
Schofield-Morrison, Connie
788358 I Got The School Spirit. As a new school year begins, a 
young girl is filled with school spirit as she zips her book bag shut, rides 
the bus, enjoys her classes, and eagerly anticipates the next day. il. 
Morrison, Frank. [IL 3-6] 32 pages Bloomsbury E. B,K+,L,W (AR) 21.58
Serkal, Maryam al
800642 Mira’s Curly Hair. Mira learns to love her naturally curly 
hair after some frustrating attempts to straighten it. il. Luciani, 
Rebeca. [IL 4-8] 25 pages Lantana E. K (AR) 21.58
Shea, Therese
809207 Sharon Draper: Author. A biography of Sharon Draper, 
a celebrated educator and author who has touched the lives of 
millions of young people around the world. Junior Biographies. il. 
[IL 7-10] 24 pages Enslow Elementary 813-B. L (AR) 15.97
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Sheth, Kashmira
811896 Sona And The Wedding Game. Sona is excited about 
attending her first Indian wedding, especially since her sister is the 
bride, but when she learns that tradition requires her to steal the 
groom’s shoes during the ceremony she must ask her annoying 
little cousin, Vishal, for help. il. Jaeggi, Yoshiko. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Peachtree E. C,K+,L,Q (AR)  6.50*
Shibutani, Maia
812433 Mystery Of The Masked Medalist. Accompanying their 
journalist parents to the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo, twelve-
year-old Andy Kudo and his eleven-year-old sister Mika find 
themselves immersed in an augmented reality game developed 
by a former Olympic medalist, that brings players together from 
all over the world to search Tokyo for virtual medals and clues to 
the secretive creator’s identity. Kudo Kids 1. il. Ma Van As, Yaoyao. 
[IL 8-12] 263 pages Razorbill Fic. B,K,L,W 20.88
Simons, Lisa M. B.
821682 Jacqueline Woodson. Explore the life and career of 
Newbery-award-winning author Jacqueline Woodson. First Facts. 
Your Favorite Authors. il. [IL 6-8] 24 pages Capstone 813-B. L,Q 
(AR) 21.11
Singh, Simran Jeet
822700 Fauja Singh Keeps Going: The True Story Of The Oldest 
Person To Ever Run A Marathon. The inspiring true story of Fauja 
Singh, who broke world records to become the first one hundred-
year-old to run a marathon. il. Kaur, Baljinder. [IL 4-8] 41 pages 
Kokila 796-B. B,C,K,L,W+ (AR) 21.58
Slade, Suzanne
823629 Computer Called Katherine: How Katherine Johnson 
Helped Put America On The Moon. The inspiring story of NASA 
mathematician Katherine Johnson, an African-American woman 
who made major contributions to the field of space exploration. il. 
Miller Jamison, Veronica. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little 510-B. B,K+,L,M,W 
(AR) 22.28
823765 Exquisite: The Poetry And Life Of Gwendolyn Brooks. 
A picture book biography of celebrated poet Gwendolyn Brooks, 
the first black American to win the Pulitzer Prize for poetry. il. 
Cabrera, Cozbi A. [IL 6-8] 48 pages Abrams 811-B. K,M+ (AR) 21.58
823767 Swish!: The Slam-Dunking, Alley-Ooping, High-Flying 
Harlem Globetrotters. The true story of the high-flying Harlem 
Globetrotters--the team that changed basketball forever. il. Tate, 
Don. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Little 796-C. B,C,L,M,W (AR) 21.58
Smith, Elliott
827220 Trae Young. Atlanta Hawks point guard Trae Young 
is an up-and-coming basketball prodigy with elite offensive 
skills. Sports fans will love this high-action book about one of 
basketball’s newest stars. Sports All-Stars. il. [IL 7-11] 32 pages 
Lerner 796-B. (AR) 23.68
Smith, Heather
830043 Phone Booth In Mr. Hirota’s Garden. The story of a 
young Japanese boy who loses his dad in a tsunami. il. Wada, 
Rachel. [IL 6-8] 32 pages Orca E. B+,CA,K+,L+,M (AR) 22.96
Sorell, Traci
835948 At The Mountain’s Base. A family, separated by duty and 
distance, waits for a loved one to return home to her Cherokee 
family from serving as a pilot. il. Alvitre, Weshoyot. [IL 4-8] 26 
pages Kokila E. B+,K,L,M,W (AR) 21.58
836002 We Are Grateful: Otsaliheliga. Modern Native American 
life as told by an enrolled citizen of the Cherokee Nation. il. Lessac, 
Frane. [IL 3-7] 32 pages Charlesbridge 975. K+,L+,M+,Q (AR) 21.58
836056 We Are Still Here!: Native American Truths Everyone 
Should Know. A group of Native American kids from different 
tribes presents twelve historical and contemporary time periods, 
struggles, and victories to their classmates, each ending with a 
powerful refrain: we are still here. il. Lessac, Frane. [IL 6-9] 39 pages 
Charlesbridge 973. B+,K,L+,M  21.58
Soundar, Chitra
836811 Sona Sharma, Very Best Big Sister? Sona Sharma’s house 
is full of three generations of people who joke often and argue 
sometimes. Relatives come over unannounced, the phone rings 
frequently, and friends drop by all the time. Then one day Amma 

tells Sona that she is going to have a baby. Is that good? Sona isn’t 
so sure. She doesn’t want to share her room or her things with a 
new baby, not to mention the attention of Amma, Appa, Thatha, 
and Paatti. il. Khatun, Jen. [IL 7-10] 102 pages Candlewick Fic. 
B,C+,K,L+ 19.48
Steptoe, Javaka
849233 Radiant Child: The Story Of Young Artist Jean-
Michel Basquiat. A picture book biography about modern art 
phenomenon Jean-Michel Basquiat of New York City. il. [IL 4-8] 39 
pages Little 740-B. B,CA,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Steptoe, John
849234 Stevie. Robert wishes Stevie, a house guest, would go 
away but when he does Robert realizes how much fun they had 
together. il. [IL 4-8] 24 pages Harper E. 15.29
Stevens, Cat
800667 Peace Train. Readers are invited to hop on the PEACE 
TRAIN and join its growing group of passengers who are all ready 
to unite the world in peace and harmony. il. Reynolds, Peter H. 
(Peter Hamilton) [IL 4-8] 34 pages Harper 782. L+ 22.28
857100 Clean Getaway. Set against the backdrop of the 
segregation history of the American South, take a trip with an 
eleven-year-old boy who is about to discover that the world hasn’t 
always been a welcoming place for kids like him. il. Anyabwile, 
Dawud. [IL 8-12] 227 pages Crown Fic. B+,C,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
857289 Fast Pitch. Shenice Lockwood dreams of leading the 
Fulton Firebirds to the U12 softball regional championship. But 
Shenice’s focus gets shaken when her great-uncle Jack reveals 
that a career-ending-and family-name-ruining-crime may have 
been a setup. It’s up to Shenice to discover the truth about her 
family’s past--and fast--before secrets take the Firebirds out of the 
game forever. [IL 8-12] 179 pages Crown Fic. K+,L,M,W+ 21.58
857367 Shuri. Shuri, younger sister of T’Challa the Black Panther, 
must travel from Wakanda in order to discover what is killing 
the Heart Shaped Herb, and how she can save it. Shuri, A Black 
Panther Novel #1. il. [IL 8-12] 262 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K,L,W 
(AR) 21.58
857355 Symbiosis. Shuri is a skilled martial artist, a genius, and a 
master of science and technology. But she’s also a teenager. And a 
princess. This story follows Shuri as she sets out on a quest to save 
her homeland of Wakanda. Shuri, A Black Panther Novel #3. [IL 
8-12] 272 pages Scholastic Fic. 21.58
857366 Vanished. Shuri, the Princess of Wakanda, hears whispers 
of exceptionally talented young girls across the world going 
missing. A young environmental scientist in Kenya, a French 
physics prodigy -- the list of the missing keeps growing and 
growing and Shuri is determined to not let them be forgotten. 
Shuri, A Black Panther Novel #2. il.[IL 8-12] 264 pages Scholastic 
Fic. B,L (AR) 21.58
Sullivan, Deirdre
863678 Ming Goes To School. Ming goes to preschool, where 
she bravely plays all kinds of games with new friends and old, 
but she is still not quite ready for the big red slide. il. Green, Maja 
Lofdahl. [IL 3-6] 31 pages Sky Pony E. L+ (AR) 20.88
Suzhen, Fang
866500 Grandma Lives In A Perfume Village. Xiao Le’s 
grandmother lives in a faraway village. A visit with Grandma is 
always a special event, but this time she is frail. With encouragement 
from his mom, Xiao Le plays with and helps Grandma. When 
Grandma dies shortly thereafter, Xiao Le comforts his mom. il. 
Danowski, Sonja. [IL 4-8] 41 pages NorthSouth E. L,Q (AR) 6.50*
Tahe, Rose Ann
870981 First Laugh Welcome, Baby! A Navajo family welcomes 
a new baby into the family with love and ceremony, eagerly 
waiting for that first special laugh. Includes brief description of 
birth customs in different cultures. il. Nelson, Jonathan. [IL 4-8] 32 
pages Charlesbridge E. K,Q (AR) 20.88
Tan, Shaun
871806 Eric. A foreign exchange student comes to live with a 
typical suburban family, and cultural misunderstandings ensue. il. 
[IL 6-8] 31 pages Scholastic E. K+ (AR) 22.98
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Tavares, Matt
872781 Dasher. A brave little doe meets Santa and changes 
Christmas forever. il. [IL 4-8] 39 pages Candlewick E. K,M,W (AR) 21.58
Taylor, Susan
874020 Women In World War II. Tells the story of the women of 
World War II and the accomplishments they were rarely given the 
recognition for that they deserved, or the same benefits as their male 
counterparts. True Book. il. [IL 8-10] 48 pages Children’s 940. 14.47
Tentler-Krylov, Victoria
875346 Building Zaha: The Story Of Architect Zaha Hadid. A 
picture book biography about British-Iraqi architect Zaha Hadid, 
who was a pioneer in her field. il. [IL 4-8] 42 pages Orchard 720-B.
B+,K,M+ (AR) 22.28
Thomas, Joyce Carol
879094 Blacker The Berry. A collection of poems, including 
“Golden Goodness,” “Cranberry Red,” and “Biscuit Brown,” 
celebrating individuality and Afro-American identity. il. Cooper, 
Floyd. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Harper 811. B,CA,K+,L,M,Q+ (RC) 20.88
Thompkins-Bigelow, Jamilah
856029 Mommy’s Khimar. A young Muslim girl puts on a head 
scarf and not only feels closer to her mother, she also imagines 
herself as a queen, the sun, a superhero, and more. il. Glenn, 
Ebony. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Simon E. B,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
879846 Your Name Is A Song. Frustrated by a day full of teachers 
and classmates mispronouncing her beautiful name, a little girl 
tells her mother she never wants to come back to school. In 
response, the girl’s mother teaches her about the musicality of 
African, Asian, Black-American, Latinx, and Middle Eastern names 
on their lyrical walk home through the city. Empowered by this 
newfound understanding, the young girl is ready to return the 
next day to share her knowledge with her class. il. Uribe, Luisa. [IL 
5-8] 41 pages Innovation Press E. K+,W (AR) 20.88
Thong, Roseanne
881516 One Is A Pinata: A Book Of Numbers. In rhyming text, 
Hispanic children count the things, like pinatas and maracas, that 
can be seen in their neighborhood. il. Parra, John. [IL 3-6] 33 pages 
Chronicle E. B,K,L+ 20.88
Tonatiuh, Duncan
884826 Danza!: Amalia Hernandez And El Ballet Folklorico 
De Mexico. The inspirational story of dancer Amalia Hernandez, 
founder of Mexico’s Folkloric Ballet. il. [IL 6-10] 29 pages Abrams 
792-B. B+,C,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.26
884829 Funny Bones: Posada And His Day Of The Dead 
Calaveras. Jose Posada was a Mexican artist whose skeleton 
drawings are emblematic of Mexico’s Dia de los Muertos. Explores 
the life of the man who created these iconic images. il. [IL 6-10] 40 
pages Abrams 769-B. B+,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 22.28
Trimmer, Christian
890674 Mimi And Shu In I’ll Race You! Mimi the kitten and Shu 
the mouse set off on an epic race to win a spot in the Chinese 
Zodiac--and cupcakes. il. Van der Paardt, Melissa. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Atheneum E. K,Q (RC) 6.50*
Uhlberg, Myron
897626 Bar Mitzvah Boys. Seventy years after he turned thirteen 
in a concentration camp, a man joins his beloved grandson in the 
Jewish ritual of coming of age when they are bar mitzvahed together. 
il. Arcabascio, Carolyn. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Whitman E. B,K- 20.88
Umrigar, Thrity N.
897754 Binny’s Diwali. Binny’s class is learning about different 
holiday traditions, and today it is time for Binny to share the 
story of her favorite holiday, Diwali, the Festival of Lights--and 
she even has some special treats to give her classmates. Includes 
information on the five days of Diwali, what it commemorates, 
and its special traditions. il. Chanani, Nidhi. [IL 4-8] 32 pages 
Scholastic E. B,K (AR) 21.58
897793 Sugar In Milk. A young girl in modern times comes from 
India to live in America with her extended family. She feels so 
alone--like she’s not wanted--and then remembers a story her 
mother once told her about a group of Persians who were ousted 
from their country and who sailed to the western shores of India 
in search of a new home. The young girl realizes that she, too, is 

being accepted by those in her neighborhood and that she can 
finally start feeling like a part of this new American society. il. Le, 
Khoa. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Running Press E. K+,L+,M  21.58
Underwood, Deborah
898214 Every Little Letter. In a world where all the letters of the 
alphabet live in separate cities surrounded by walls, little h and small 
i’s newfound friendship inspires all the divided communities to 
connect and form such words as courage, cooperate, and kindness. 
il. Ruiz, Joy Hwang. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Dial E. K,L+,W (AR) 21.58
Varon, Sara
906059 My Pencil And Me. Step into the studio of Sara Varon 
and see how she faces her insecurities and overcomes creative 
roadblocks. il. [IL 3-7] 40 pages First Second E. B,K,M,W 22.28
Velasquez, Eric
907194 Looking For Bongo. When a boy’s abuela accuses him 
of being careless with his beloved Bongo, he devises a trap and 
catches the toy thief red-handed. il. [IL 3-6] 32 pages Holiday 
House E. B,K,L,Q (AR) 20.86
Venkatraman, Padma
907375 Born Behind Bars. In Chennai, India, after spending his 
whole life in jail with his mother, who is serving time for a crime 
she did not commit, nine-year-old Kabir is suddenly released and 
has to figure out how to survive on his own in the outside world. 
[IL 8-12] 265 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. B+,CA,K+,W  21.58
Vescio, Robert
908717 Voyage. The powerful story of a family fleeing their war-
torn country and making a dangerous trip across the ocean to a 
new life in a new land. il. Edmonds, Andrea. [IL 3-6] 32 pages EK 
Books E. 21.58
Walker, Tricia Elam
915801 Dream Street. Real-life cousins pay gorgeous homage to 
the street they grew up on and the loving community that made 
their childhood special. il. Holmes, Ekua. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Ann 
Schwartz E. K+,L+,M+,W+ 21.58
916119 Nana Akua Goes To School. Zura is worried about 
how her classmates will react to her Ghanaian Nana’s tattoos on 
Grandparents Day, but Nana finds a way to show how special and 
meaningful they are. il. Harrison, April. [IL 4-8] 33 pages Schwartz 
& Wade E. B+,C,K+,L+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Wang, Andrea
919416 Magic Ramen: The Story Of Momofuku Ando. Every 
day, Ando Momofuku would retire to his lab--a little shed in his 
backyard. For years, he’d dreamed about making a new kind of 
ramen noodle soup that was quick, convenient, and tasty to feed 
the hungry people he’d seen in line for a bowl on the black market 
following World War II. “Peace follows from a full stomach,” he 
believed. Day after day, Ando experimented. Night after night, he 
failed. But Ando kept experimenting. With persistence, creativity, 
and a little inspiration, Ando succeeded. This is the true story 
behind one of the world’s most popular foods. il. Urbanowicz, 
Kana. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Little Bee 641-B. B,L (AR) 21.58
Warren, Sarah
921476 Beyonce: Shine Your Light. Celebrates the legendary 
icon’s rise from a shy little girl to a world-famous superstar. il. 
Bowers, Geneva. [IL 4-7] 34 pages Houghton 782-B. (AR/RC) 20.88
922618 Some Places More Than Others. Amara visits her 
father’s family in Harlem for her twelfth birthday, hoping to better 
understand her family and herself, but New York City is not what 
she expected. [IL 8-12] 194 pages Bloomsbury Fic. B,C,K,L,M,W 
(AR/RC) 20.88
923594 Ways To Grow Love. In the summer before fifth grade, 
Ryan Hart continues to grow through changes and challenges, 
such as waiting for a new baby sister to be born, a summer camp 
trip, and more. Ryan Hart 2. il. Mata, Nina. [IL 8-11] 182 pages 
Bloomsbury Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M (AR) 20.88
922614 Ways To Make Sunshine. The Hart family of Portland, 
Oregon, faces many setbacks after Ryan’s father loses his job, but 
no matter what, Ryan tries to bring sunshine to her loved ones. 
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Ryan Hart 1. il. Mata, Nina. [IL 8-11] 177 pages Bloomsbury Fic. 
B+,K+,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Weatherford, Carole Boston
924767 Dreams For A Daughter. A black mother describes her 
dreams for her newborn daughter, and her hopes for a future 
in which her little one will grow to cross borders and bridge 
boundaries, be her best self, and find love. il. Pinkney, J. Brian. [IL 
4-8] 31 pages Atheneum E. K,W 21.58
924784 In Your Hands. A powerful picture book that speaks of a 
black mother’s hopes and dreams for her child. il. Pinkney, J. Brian. 
[IL 4-8] 29 pages Atheneum E. B+,K,L+,M,Q+,W+ 21.58
924801 Roots Of Rap: 16 Bars On The 4 Pillars Of Hip-Hop. 
Explore the roots of rap and the history of hip-hop music. il. Morrison, 
Frank. [IL 4-8] 41 pages Little Bee 782. B+,K+,L+ (RC) 22.28
Wetzel, Dan
936887 Zion Williamson. Following Zion Williamson’s record-
breaking season at Duke University and his electric NBA debut, 
basketball fans are already calling him the NBA’s Crown Prince, 
drawing comparisons to all-time greats like Michael Jordan, LeBron 
James, and Kobe Bryant. Now a member of the New Orleans 
Pelicans, he’ll set out to prove that he truly deserves to be the 
new King of Basketball. But for all the expectations and accolades, 
Zion remains a humble, dedicated teammate. Epic Athletes 10. il. 
SanAngelo, David. [IL 8-12] 135 pages Holt 796-B. B 20.88
Wilkins, Veronica B.
170017 Tolerance. Learn what tolerance is, how and why to show 
it, how to use mindfulness to better practice tolerance, and how 
to encourage it in others. Mindful Mentality. il. [IL 7-9] 24 pages 
Blue Owl 179. 22.26
Wilson, Jamia
955402 Young Gifted And Black: Meet 52 Black Heroes From 
Past And Present. This book brings together 52 icons of color from 
the past and present in a celebration of achievement. il. Pippins, 
Andrea. [IL 7-10] 64 pages Quarto Library 920-C. B,L+ (AR) 25.78
Wilson, Lakita
955319 What Is Black Lives Matter? Tells the history of an 
international political and social movement that protests racially 
motivated violence against black people. Who HQ Now. il. Copeland, 
Gregory. [IL 8-12] 49 pages Penguin Workshop 305. 13.54
Wilson-Max, Ken
955418 Astro Girl. A little girl acts out her wish to be an astronaut-
-inspired by a very special person. il. [IL 4-8] 25 pages Candlewick 
E. B,K,L,M (AR)  21.58
Winter, Jeanette
956928 Sisters: Venus & Serena Williams. The story of champion 
tennis players--and sisters--Venus and Serena Williams. il. [IL 5-8] 
48 pages Beach Lane 796-C. C,K,W (AR) 21.58
956964 World Is Not A Rectangle: A Portrait Of Architect Zaha 
Hadid. A biography of architect Zaha Hadid, who grew up in 
Baghdad and went on to design buildings all over the world. il. [IL 
5-10] 56 pages Beach Lane 720-B. B+,C,K+,L,M,Q,W+ (AR) 21.58
Withey, Elizabeth
958656 One With The Scraggly Beard. A young boy asks his 
mother questions about a homeless man he’s observed. il. 
Scurfield, Lynn. [IL 3-5] 33 pages Orca E. K 22.96
Wood, Susan
962385 Esquivel!: Space-Age Sound Artist. A picture-book 
biography of Juan Garcia Esquivel, musical innovator and the father 
of space-age, bachelor-pad lounge music. il. Tonatiuh, Duncan. [IL 
6-9] 32 pages Charlesbridge 780-B. B,C,K,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 6.50*
Woodson, Jacqueline
964789 Day You Begin. Other students laugh when Rigoberto, an 
immigrant from Venezuela, introduces himself but later, he meets 
Angelina and discovers that he is not the only one who feels like 
an outsider. il. Lopez, Rafael. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Nancy Paulsen E. 
B,C+,K+,L,M,Q,W+ (AR) 22.28
964971 Each Kindness. When Ms. Albert teaches a lesson on 
kindness, Chloe realizes that she and her friends have been wrong 
in making fun of new student Maya’s shabby clothes and refusing 
to play with her. il. Lewis, Earl B. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Nancy Paulsen E. 
B+,K,L,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58

Wrecks, Billy
967394 Black Panther Rules! Follow the Black Panther’s 
challenges to become a warrior king and one of Earth’s mightiest 
heroes. In graphic novel format. il. Crisp, Dan. [IL 7-10] 127 pages 
DK Publishing 741. 21.58
Yang, James
971317 Boy Named Isamu: A Story Of Isamu Noguchi. Imagines 
a day in the boyhood of Japanese American artist, Isamu Noguchi, 
while wandering through an outdoor market, through the forest, 
and then by the ocean, seeing things Isamu sees through the eyes of 
a young artist. il. [IL 3-7] 34 pages Viking E. B+,C,K+,L,M+,W+ 21.58
Yang, Kao Kalia
971369 Map Into The World. Paj Ntaub, a young Hmong 
American girl, spends a busy year with her family in their new 
home, and seeks a way to share the beauty of the world with a 
grieving neighbor. il. Kim, Seo. [IL 5-8] 32 pages Carolrhoda E. 
C,L,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Yang, Kelly
971354 Room To Dream. After years of hard work, Mia Tang finally 
gets to go on vacation with her family -- to China! A total dream 
come true! Mia can’t wait to see all her cousins and grandparents 
again, especially her cousin Shen. As she roams around Beijing, 
witnessing some of the big changes China’s going through, Mia 
thinks about the changes in her own life. Front Desk Novel. [IL 
8-12] 305 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K+ 21.58
971389 Three Keys. The motel is struggling; and a new 
immigration law is looming. But if anyone can find the key to 
getting through turbulent times, it’s Mia Tang! Front Desk Novel. 
[IL 8-12] 271 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Yim, Natasha
973081 Luna’s Yum Yum Dim Sum. For Luna’s birthday the whole 
family goes out for dim sum, but when Luna drops her pork 
bun she and her two brothers argue over how to divide up the 
remaining buns. Storytelling Math. il. Kim, Violet. [IL 3-6] 32 pages 
Charlesbridge E. 14.85
Youngblood, Leslie C.
975776 Forever This Summer. When eleven-year-old Georgie 
and her sister Peaches relocate to Bogalusa, Louisiana, with their 
mother to help their Great Aunt Vie, Georgie becomes involved in 
the search for the truth about her new friend Markie’s mother. [IL 
8-12] 323 pages Little Fic. B,K+,L+,W+ 20.88
Yusuf, Basim
976284 Magical Reality Of Nadia. Nadia loves fun facts. She 
plans to win the contest to design a new exhibit at the local 
museum. But then a new kid shows up and teases Nadia about 
her Egyptian heritage. It’s totally unexpected, and totally throws 
her off her game. And something else happens that Nadia can’t 
explain: Her amulet starts glowing! She soon discovers that the 
hippo is holding a helpful -- and hilarious -- secret. Magical Reality 
Of Nadia Bk. 1. il. Holgate, Douglas. [IL 8-12] 166 pages Scholastic 
Fic. B,K,L+,W (AR)  19.48
976292 Middle School Mischief. Nadia is determined to win a 
new school contest to choose a new school mascot and is ready 
to kick butt writing for the school newspaper. But a couple of 
weeks in, the newspaper is a big mess; and the mascot contest is 
mayhem. Then Nadia and Titi discover her hippo amulet holds a 
second secret that’s super-powerful and super scary. Now Nadia 
is on the case. If she can solve the mystery of the ancient amulet, 
then winning the mascot contest and acing reporter assignments 
should be easy, right? Magical Reality Of Nadia Bk. 2. il. Holgate, 
Douglas. [IL 8-12] 171 pages Scholastic Fic. 19.48
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Middle School
Abdul-Jabbar, Kareem
040201 Becoming Kareem: Growing Up On And Off The Court. 
An autobiography about Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and his life 
growing up in New York, becoming the basketball star he’s known 
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to be, and getting involved in the world around him as an activist 
for social change. il. [IL 10-14] 289 pages Little 796-B. B+,K+,L,M,Q 
(AR/RC) 22.28
040183 Stealing The Game. When eighth-grader Chris’s older 
brother, Jax, is caught betting on the pick-up basketball games 
that Chris and his friends play, Chris becomes involved in the 
police investigation. Streetball Crew Bk. 2. [IL 8-12] 293 pages 
Disney/Hyperion Fic. K,Q (AR) 20.88
Acevedo, Sylvia
040612 Path To The Stars: My Journey From Girl Scout To 
Rocket Scientist. The inspiring memoir for young readers about a 
Latina rocket scientist whose early life was transformed by joining 
the Girl Scouts and who currently serves as CEO of the Girl Scouts of 
the USA. il. [IL 10-12] 309 pages Clarion 369-A. K,L,M,Q (AR) 21.58
Ada, Alma Flor
040829 Island Treasures: Growing Up In Cuba. The author’s 
inspiring look at her own childhood in Cuba. il. Rodriguez, Edel. 
[IL 8-12] 227 pages Atheneum 813-B. K,L,Q (AR) 6.50*
Ain, Beth Levine
047491 Cure For Cold Feet: A Novel In Small Moments. Now in 
sixth grade, Izzy continues to face the ups and downs of everyday 
life in middle school including dances, her brother’s increasing 
distance, and her father’s serious relationship. [IL 8-12] 212 pages 
Random Fic. B,K,L,Q (AR) 20.88
Al-Mansour, Haifaa
047611 Green Bicycle. Since girls do not ride bikes in Riyadh, 
Saudi Arabia, eleven year old Wadjda has to scheme to get her 
own. [IL 10-14] 346 pages Dial Fic. B,C,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Alexander, Kwame
050142 Booked. Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer and hates books, 
but soon learns the power of words as he wrestles with problems at 
home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the girl of his dreams. 
[IL 10-12] 314 pages Houghton Fic. B+,C,K+,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
050144 Booked. Twelve-year-old Nick loves soccer and hates 
books, but soon learns the power of words as he wrestles with 
problems at home, stands up to a bully, and tries to impress the 
girl of his dreams. In graphic novel format. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. 
[IL 10-12] 320 pages Houghton 741. 18.08
050280 Crossover. Twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle 
with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores his 
declining health. In graphic novel format. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. [IL 
9-12] 218 pages Houghton 741. B,K+,M,W (AR) 18.08 
050290 Crossover. Fourteen-year-old twin basketball stars Josh 
and Jordan wrestle with highs and lows on and off the court 
as their father ignores his declining health. [IL 9-12] 237 pages 
Houghton Fic. B,C+,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
050295 Crossover. Twin basketball stars Josh and Jordan wrestle 
with highs and lows on and off the court as their father ignores 
his declining health. In Spanish. [IL 9-12] 249 pages Houghton Fic. 
B+ 14.89
050639 Rebound. In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old 
Chuck Bell is sent to stay with his grandparents, where he 
discovers jazz and basketball and learns more about his family’s 
past. il. Anyabwile, Dawud. [IL 10-12] 414 pages Houghton Fic. 
B+,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Alifirenka, Caitlin
365741 I Will Always Write Back: How One Letter Changed 
Two Lives. The true story of an all-American girl and a boy from 
Zimbabwe and the letter that changed both of their lives forever. 
[IL 12-17] 392 pages Little 305. CA,L (AR/RC) 22.28
Allen, Crystal
053468 Mya In The Middle. Things have changed in the Tibbs 
house, and Mya isn’t happy about it. She’s stuck in the middle 
between an exceptionally cute baby sister and an exceptionally 
smart older brother. And her tired parents seem to only notice the 
“exceptional” kids in the house. So when a class project lassoes 
Mya into starting her own school newspaper, she’s sure this will 
earn her the star status she wants from her parents. But the same 
project also gives Mya’s archenemy, Naomi Jackson, a chance to 
prove she is a better friend to the twins, Skye and Starr, than Mya 
is ... and soon Mya feels caught in the middle again, just like at 
home. Magnificent Mya Tibbs Bk. 3. il.[IL 8-12] 270 pages Harper 
Fic. Q (AR) 20.88

053862 Spirit Week Showdown. First of the series--Nine-year-
old Mya is excited about participating in School Spirit Week, even 
making a pinky promise with her best friend Naomi to be her 
partner, but when she accidentally gets paired with the biggest 
bully in school, Mean Connie, Naomi is mad at Maya for breaking 
her promise, so she must learn to work with Mean Connie and try 
and get her friend back. Magnificent Mya Tibbs. il. Kaban, Eda. [IL 
8-12] 227 pages Harper Fic. Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Title Entry 
318656 America Border Culture Dreamer: The Young 
Immigrant Experience From A To Z. Teenagers who immigrated 
to the U.S. from all around the world create a stunning, surprising 
catalog of their experiences from A to Z. il. [IL 10-14] 59 pages 
Little 305. L,Q 22.28 
Anderson, Kirsten (Kirsten Stephanie)
061079 Who Is Michael Jordan? A biography about NBA 
superstar Michael Jordan. Who Was-- ? il. Putra, Dede. [IL 8-12] 107 
pages Penguin Workshop 796-B. (AR/RC) 13.99
Arce, Julissa
065394 Someone Like Me: How One Undocumented Girl 
Fought For Her American Dream. Julissa Arce explores her days 
in Mexico separated from her parents and her daily fears while 
growing up undocumented in Texas. il. [IL 10-14] 226 pages Little 
305-B. B+,Q (AR) 20.88
Arnez, Lynda
069745 Native Peoples Of The Arctic. An introduction to the 
peoples of the North American Arctic, including tools, homes, 
clothing, survival, and more. Native Peoples Of North America. il. 
[IL 7-10] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 970. 16.34
069736 Native Peoples Of The Great Plains. Presents the 
lifestyles of the peoples of the Great Plains, including their societal 
structure, relationship with early European settlers, and more. 
Native Peoples Of North America. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Gareth 
Stevens 978. 16.34
Aronson, Marc
071106 Rising Water: The Story Of The Thai Cave Rescue. The 
incredible true story of the twelve boys trapped with their coach 
in a flooded cave in Thailand and their inspiring rescue. il. [IL 10-
14] 148 pages Atheneum 796. B,C,K+,L,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Athaide, Tina
074780 Orange For The Sunsets. In alternating voices, friends Asha 
and Yesofu, one Indian and one African, find their world turned upside-
down when Idi Amin decides to expel Asian Indians from Uganda in 
1972. [IL 8-12] 328 pages Harper Fic. B,K+,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Atkins, Jeannine
074991 Grasping Mysteries: Girls Who Loved Math. A 
biographical novel in verse of seven girls from different time 
periods who used math to explore the mysteries of the universe 
and grew up to do innovative work that changed history. [IL 10-
14] 305 pages Atheneum Fic. B,C,K,M 21.58
081984 Count Me In. Told from two viewpoints, sixth-graders 
Karina and Chris use social media to stand up to racism in Houston, 
Texas, after an attack puts Karina’s Indian American grandfather in 
the hospital. [IL 10-14] 175 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. (AR) 20.88
Balcarcel, Rebecca
085729 Other Half Of Happy. This is a heartfelt poetic portrayal 
of a girl growing up, fitting in, and learning what it means to 
belong. [IL 9-12] 317 pages Chronicle Fic. L (AR/RC) 20.88
Baptiste, Tracey
088592 Jumbies. Eleven-year-old Corinne must call on her courage 
and an ancient magic to stop an evil spirit and save her island home. 
Jumbies. [IL 9-12] 234 pages Algonquin Books Fic. (AR/RC) 14.77
Behar, Ruth
102016 Lucky Broken Girl. In 1960s New York, fifth-grader Ruthie, 
a Cuban-Jewish immigrant, must rely on books, art, her family, 
and friends in her multicultural neighborhood when an accident 
puts her in a body cast. [IL 10-14] 243 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. 
B,C,K+,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Bird, James
120325 Brave. A middle-grade novel about a boy with an OCD 
issue and his move to a reservation to live with his biological 
mother. [IL 9-12] 311 pages Feiwel and Friends Fic. B+,L+ (AR) 20.88
Title Entry
123464 Black Boy Joy. Today’s top and rising-star Black male 
and nonbinary authors contribute genre-spanning stories to 
this fresh and vital middle-grade anthology about the joys and 
complexities of Black boyhood. il.[IL 9-12] 296 pages Delacorte 
808-S. C,K+,L+,M,W 20.88
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Bolden, Tonya
130484 Pathfinders: The Journeys Of 16 Extraordinary Black 
Souls. Brief bios of African American figures who paved the way 
for themselves and others in America. il. [IL 10-14] 124 pages 
Abrams 920-C. B,C,K+,L+,Q,W+ (AR) 26.46
Borngraber, Elizabeth
135490 People And Culture Of Venezuela. An introduction to 
Venezuela, including its history, cultural traditions, festivals, music, 
art, dance, cuisine, and more. Celebrating Hispanic Diversity. il. [IL 
9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 987. L 15.99
Bow, Erin
139201 Stand On The Sky. Twelve-year-old Aisulu defies the 
expectations of her Kazakh family and tradition to train an 
eagle in order to save her brother, Serik, and prevent her family 
from giving up their nomadic life forever. [IL 10-12] 329 pages 
Houghton Fic. B,C,L,M (AR/RC) 20.88
Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker
144101 Fighting Words. Ten-year-old Della can rely on her older 
sister, Suki, for anything, but when Suki attempts suicide, Della 
must seek help and speak out about the sexual abuse they’ve 
both suffered at the hands of their mother’s boyfriend. [IL 9-12] 
259 pages Dial Fic. B+,C+,K+,L+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Broaddus, Maurice
153818 Usual Suspects. When a gun is found at a neighborhood 
hangout, class clown special ed student Thelonius and his pals 
become instant suspects. Thelonius may be guilty of pulling crazy 
stunts, but a criminal? He isn’t about to be on the hook for something 
he didn’t do. [IL 8-12] 280 pages Harper Fic. B+,K+,L,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Bruchac, Joseph
163297 Peacemaker. A twelve-year-old Iroquois boy rethinks 
his calling after witnessing the arrival of a mystical figure with a 
message of peace in this historical novel based on the creation 
of the Iroquois Confederacy. [IL 9-12] 156 pages Dial Fic. B,C,K-
,L,M,W (AR) 20.88
163295 Rez Dogs. Twelve-year-old Malian lives with her 
grandparents on a Wabanaki reservation during the COVID-19 
pandemic and ends up befriending one of the dogs there. [IL 
8-12] 185 pages Dial Fic. B,C,K+,L+,M,W 20.88
Budhos, Marina Tamar
166646 Long Ride. In New York in 1971, Jamila and Josie are 
bused across Queens where they try to fit in at a new, integrated 
junior high school while their best friend, Francesca, tests the 
limits at a private school. [IL 10-14] 200 pages Wendy Lamb Fic. 
B,C,K+,M,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Cartaya, Pablo
196174 Epic Fail Of Arturo Zamora. Save the restaurant. Save 
the town. Get the girl. Make Abuela proud. Can thirteen-year-old 
Arturo Zamora do it all or is he in for a BIG, EPIC FAIL? [IL 10-14] 
236 pages Viking Fic. B+,CA,K+,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
196186 Marcus Vega Doesn’t Speak Spanish. After a fight at 
school leaves Marcus facing suspension, Marcus’s mother takes 
him and his younger brother, who has Down syndrome, to Puerto 
Rico to visit relatives they do not remember or have never met, 
and while there Marcus starts searching for his father, who left 
their family ten years ago and is somewhere on the island. [IL 10-
14] 249 pages Viking Fic. B,C,K,L+,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Cervantes, Angela
203940 Lety Out Loud. Lety Andrade’s first language is Spanish; and 
she loves volunteering at the Furry Friends Animal Shelter because 
the dogs and cats there don’t care if she can’t find the right word. But 
she fears her position there may be in jeopardy when the volunteers 
agree to an unapproved secret competition among themselves. [IL 
8-12] 197 pages Scholastic Fic. CA,K+,L+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Chanani, Nidhi
205845 Pashmina. A heartfelt young adult graphic novel about 
an Indian-American teen’s attempt to reconnect with her mother’s 
homeland through a magical pashmina shawl. il. [IL 10-14] 161 
pages First Second 741. C,K,L+,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Chapman, Elsie
207198 All The Ways Home. In the wake of his mother’s death, 
a boy travels to Japan to spend time with his estranged father 
where he discovers what home truly means to him. [IL 8-12] 216 
pages Feiwel and Friends Fic. C,M (AR) 20.88
Charles, Tami
207634 Like Vanessa. It is 1983 and Vanessa Martin, a thirteen-
year-old African American girl in Newark’s public housing, dreams 
of following in the footsteps of the first black Miss America, 

Vanessa Williams; but with a dysfunctional family (mother in jail, 
father withdrawn, drunken grandfather, gay cousin) the odds 
are against her--until a new teacher at school organizes a beauty 
pageant and encourages Vanessa to enter. [IL 10-14] 284 pages 
Charlesbridge Fic. B+,C,K+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Chase, Paula
208370 So Done. When best friends Metai and Jamila are reunited 
after a summer apart, their friendship threatens to combust from 
the pressure of secrets, middle school, and looming auditions for 
a potentially life-changing new talented-and-gifted program. [IL 
8-12] 296 pages Greenwillow Fic. Q (AR/RC) 20.88
208407 Turning Point. Best friends Rasheeda and Monique 
navigate the ups and downs of a teenagers’ summer, Mo at home 
in the Cove; Sheeda at a sleepaway ballet intensive. [IL 8-12] 370 
pages Greenwillow Fic. M (AR) 20.88
Cline-Ransome, Lesa
222872 Counting The Stars. The story of Katherine Johnson, an 
African American mathematician whose work was critical to the 
first US space flight. il. Colon, Raul. [IL 4-8] 31 pages Simon 510-B. 
B,K,L,W (AR) 21.58
222871 Leaving Lymon. Raised by his grandparents, first in 
Mississippi then in Wisconsin, ten-year-old Lymon moves to 
Chicago in 1945 to live with the mother he never knew, while 
yearning for his father. [IL 8-12] 199 pages Holiday House Fic. 
B,K+,L,M+ (AR) 21.58
Colbert, Brandy
226329 Only Black Girls In Town. In a predominately white 
California beach town, the only two black seventh-graders, 
Alberta and Edie, find hidden journals that uncover family secrets 
and speak to race relations in the past. [IL 8-12] 355 pages Little 
Fic. B+,C,K+,L,M,W+ (AR) 20.88
Colfer, Eoin
230480 Illegal. A powerful, moving graphic novel that explores 
the current plight of illegal immigrants. il. Rigano, Giovanni. [IL 10-
14] 122 pages Sourcebooks 741. M,Q (AR/RC)  22.98
Connor, Leslie
235961 Truth As Told By Mason Buttle. Mason Buttle is the 
biggest, sweatiest kid in his grade, and everyone knows he can barely 
read or write. Mason’s learning disabilities are compounded by grief. 
Fifteen months ago, Mason’s best friend, Benny Kilmartin, turned up 
dead in the Buttle family’s orchard. An investigation drags on, and 
Mason, honest as the day is long, can’t understand why Lieutenant 
Baird won’t believe the story Mason has told about that day. [IL 8-12] 
326 pages Harper Fic. B,C,K,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Craft, Jerry
247072 Class Act. Jordan, Drew, and Liam are newly minted 
eighth graders, ready for another year of navigating friendships 
and awkward situations at their posh, racially homogeneous 
school, Riverdale Academy. Drew, in particular, who is no stranger 
to the life lesson that when you’re black, “you have to work twice as 
hard to be just as good.” Everyone at Riverdale, except for his best 
friends, expects a lot from him. Too much maybe. In graphic novel 
format. il. [IL 8-12] 249 pages Harper 741.  B+,C+,K+,L+,M+,W 
(AR/RC) 18.08
247077 New Kid. Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing 
more than drawing cartoons about his life. But instead of sending 
him to the art school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a 
prestigious private school known for its academics, where Jordan 
is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade. As he makes the 
daily trip from his Washington Heights apartment to the upscale 
Riverdale Academy Day School, Jordan soon finds himself torn 
between two worlds--and not really fitting into either one. Can 
Jordan learn to navigate his new school culture while keeping 
his neighborhood friends and staying true to himself? In graphic 
novel format. il. Callahan, Jim. [IL 8-12] 256 pages Harper 741.
CA,K+,L+,M,Q,W+ (AR/RC)  18.08
Creager, Ellen
249111 Life As A Syrian American. Explores the lives of Syrian 
American immigrants today, their modern history, the unique and 
enriching ways they bring their culture to the United States, and 
more. One Nation For All: Immigrants In The United States. il. [IL 
9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 362. L (AR) 15.99
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249134 Life As An Indian American. Explores and celebrates 
the lives of Indian American immigrants today, the meaningful 
ways they bring their culture to the United States, and more. 
One Nation For All: Immigrants In The United States. il. [IL 9-13] 32 
pages PowerKids 973. L (AR) 15.99
249157 Life As An Iraqi American. Explores the lives of Iraqi 
American immigrants today, critical events in modern history, the 
unique and valuable ways they influence contemporary American 
culture in the United States, and more. One Nation For All: 
Immigrants In The United States. il. [IL 9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 
362. L (AR) 15.99
Cruz, Marie Miranda
265868 Everlasting Nora. After the loss of her father and home, 
twelve-year-old Nora lives with her mother in Manila’s North 
Cemetery but then her mother disappears, sending Nora on a 
dangerous quest to find her. [IL 9-11] 287 pages Starscape Fic.  
(AR/RC) 20.88
Cummings, Pat
252391 Trace. An African-American middle schooler who has 
recently lost both his parents sees a ghost wearing old-fashioned 
clothing in the basement of the New York Public Library. [IL 8-12] 
307 pages Harper Fic. B,C,K-,L+,M,Q,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Curtis, Christopher Paul
253841 Bud, Not Buddy. Ten-year-old Bud, a motherless boy 
living in Flint, Michigan, during the Great Depression, escapes a 
bad foster home and sets out in search of the man he believes 
to be his father. il.[IL 9-12] 245 pages Delacorte Fic. B,C,L+,M,W+ 
(AR/RC) 20.88
DasGupta, Sayantani
258839 Serpent’s Secret. Up until her twelfth birthday, Kiranmala 
considered herself an ordinary sixth-grader in Parsippany, New 
Jersey, but then her parents disappear and a drooling rakkhosh 
demon shows up in her kitchen, and soon she is swept into 
another dimension, full of magic, winged horses, talking birds 
(very annoying), and cute princes--and somehow Kiranmala 
needs to sort it all out, find her parents, and basically save the 
world. Kiranmala And The Kingdom Beyond Bk. 1. il. To, Vivienne. 
[IL 8-12] 338 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K,L+,Q,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Delacre, Lulu
270939 Us, In Progress: Short Stories About Young Latinos. 
An illustrated short story collection based on the diverse Latinos 
who live in the United States. il. [IL 10-14] 242 pages Harper 808-S. 
B+,CA,K+,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Di Bartolo, Jim
280273 Boy Who Became A Dragon: A Bruce Lee Story. The 
biography of martial arts films legend Bruce Lee. In graphic novel 
format. il. [IL 8-12] 233 pages Scholastic 791-B. B,K,L (AR) 19.48
Diaz, Alexandra
276581 Crossroads. Jaime, twelve, and Angela, fifteen, discover 
what it means to be living as undocumented immigrants in the 
United States, while news from home gets increasingly worse. [IL 
8-12] 327 pages Simon Fic. B,C,K,L,Q (RC)  21.58
276585 Only Road. Twelve-year-old Jaime makes the treacherous 
journey from his home in Guatemala to his older brother in New 
Mexico after his cousin is murdered by a drug cartel. [IL 8-12] 308 
pages Simon Fic. B+,C,K,L+,Q (AR/RC) 22.28
276633 Santiago’s Road Home. Fleeing abusive relatives and 
extreme poverty in Mexico, young Santiago endures being 
detained by ICE while crossing the border into the United States. 
[IL 8-12] 325 pages Simon Fic. B+,C,K+,L,W (AR)  21.58
Draper, Sharon M. (Sharon Mills)
290490 Blended. Piano-prodigy Isabella, eleven, whose black 
father and white mother struggle to share custody, never feels 
whole, especially as racial tensions affect her school, her parents 
both become engaged, and she and her stepbrother are stopped 
by police. [IL 8-12] 308 pages Atheneum Fic. B,C,L+,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
290491 November Blues. A teenaged boy’s death in a hazing 
accident has lasting effects on his pregnant girlfriend and his 
guilt-ridden cousin, who gives up a promising music career to 
play football during his senior year in high school. Jericho Trilogy. 
[IL 12-16] 316 pages Atheneum Fic. B,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*

Drury, Bob
290887 Heart Of Everything That Is: The Untold Story Of Red 
Cloud, An American Legend. The long forgotten story of the 
powerful Oglala Lakota chief, Red Cloud. Made possible by the 
rediscovery of Red Cloud’s long-lost autobiography. il. [IL 10-14] 
306 pages McElderry 978-B. B,K-,L-,Q (AR) 20.88
Engle, Margarita
311476 Bravo!: Poems About Amazing Hispanics. Bold, 
graphic portraits and beautiful poems present famous and 
lesser-known Latinos from varied backgrounds who have faced 
life’s challenges in creative ways. il. Lopez, Rafael. [IL 8-12] 45 
pages Holt 920-C. B,CA,K-,L+,Q,W (AR/RC) 22.28
311481 Dreams From Many Rivers: A Hispanic History Of The 
United States Told In Poems. A middle grade verse history of 
Latinos in the United States, told through the voices of many and 
varied individuals ranging from Juan Ponce de Leon to modern-
day sixth graders. il. Gutierrez, Beatriz (Gutierrez Hernandez) [IL 
10-14] 199 pages Holt 811. B,CA,K,L,W (AR) 20.88
311472 Enchanted Air: Two Cultures, Two Wings: A Memoir. 
The author’s memoir about growing up in Los Angeles and 
visiting relatives in Cuba. [IL 12-16] 192 pages Atheneum 811-B.
B+,C,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
311484 Soaring Earth: A Companion Memoir To Enchanted 
Air. In this follow-up to her award-winning memoir Enchanted 
Air, Margarita Engle details her teenage years in Los Angeles 
against the turbulent backdrop of the Vietnam War. In vulnerable 
verse, she addresses the notions of peace, civil rights, freedom 
of expression, and environmental protection that are once again 
under threat. Despite these circumstances, young Margarita was 
able to find solace and empowerment through her education. 
[IL 12-16] 157 pages Atheneum 811-A. B,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+ (AR) 
22.28
Faruqi, Saadia
325395 Place At The Table. Sixth-graders Sara, a Pakistani 
American, and Elizabeth, a Jewish girl, connect in an after school 
cooking club and bond over food and their mothers’ struggles to 
become United States citizens. [IL 10-12] 325 pages Clarion Fic. 
B,K,L (AR/RC) 20.88
325420 Thousand Questions. Told in two voices, eleven-
year-olds Mimi, who is visiting her wealthy grandparents in 
Karachi, Pakistan, for the first time and Sakina, daughter of the 
grandparents’ cook, form an unexpected friendship. [IL 8-12] 
310 pages Harper Fic. K,M,W (AR) 20.88
Florence, Debbi Michiko
343376 Keep It Together, Keiko Carter. Keiko, Audrey, and 
Jenna have always been best friends, and Keiko desperately 
wants it to stay that way, but now they are starting seventh grade, 
and everything seems to be changing; Audrey is obsessed with 
the idea of them all securing boyfriends, but when she and Jenna 
focus on the same boy their friendship starts to break apart--and 
then Keiko finds herself attracted to Audrey’s brother, Conner 
(who has generally been cast as the enemy), and suddenly she 
finds herself having to choose between the two. [IL 10-14] 293 
pages Scholastic Fic. B,K,L (AR) 21.58
Fountain, Ele
348353 Refugee 87. In the Middle East, fourteen-year-old Shif 
and his best friend Bini embark on a continent-crossing journey 
of survival after they are imprisoned and become refugees. [IL 
8-12] 247 pages Little Fic. CA,K,Q,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Galanis, Nika
363854 Shoshoni. Provides readers with essential information 
about Shoshoni history and the continued struggle for 
American Indians’ rights. Spotlight On The American Indians Of 
California. il. [IL 9-12] 32 pages PowerKids 979. 17.22
Gansworth, Eric L.
366074 If I Ever Get Out Of Here. Seventh-grader Lewis “Shoe” 
Blake from the Tuscarora Reservation has a new friend, George 
Haddonfield from the local Air Force base, but in 1975 upstate 
New York there is a lot of tension and hatred between Native 
Americans and Whites--and Lewis is not sure that he can rely on 
friendship. [IL 12-16] 359 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,C,K,L,Q+ (AR/
RC) 6.50*
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Getten, Kereen
376005 When Life Gives You Mangos. Story of a young girl 
who can’t remember anything from her previous summer after 
a hurricane. But a new girl in her village is about to make life much 
more interesting. [IL 8-12] 193 pages Delacorte Fic. C+,K,M (AR) 20.88
Giles, Lamar
379218 Last Last-Day-Of-Summer. When adventurous cousins 
Otto and Sheed Alston accidentally extend the last day of summer 
by freezing time, they find the secrets between the unmoving 
seconds are not as much fun as they expected. Legendary Alston 
Boys Adventure 1. il. Adeola, Dapo. [IL 10-12] 289 pages Houghton 
Fic. C,K+,M,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
379217 Last Mirror On The Left. Otto and Sheed, The Legendary 
Alston Boys of Logan County, are ordered by Missus Nedraw to 
bring a fugitive to justice in a world that mirrors their own but has 
its own rules. Legendary Alston Boys Adventure 2. il. Adeola, Dapo. 
[IL 8-12] 266 pages Houghton Fic. K+,L+,M (AR) 20.88
Goerz, Gillian
383044 Shirley & Jamila Save Their Summer. When ten-year-
olds Shirley and Jamila meet, Jamila is simply hoping for a friend 
in her new neighborhood, but Shirley is a detective and together 
they seek a missing gecko. In graphic novel format. Shirley & 
Jamila. il. [IL 8-12] 221 pages Dial 741. B,K,L,W+ (AR) 18.08
Grimes, Nikki
402528 Garvey’s Choice. When Garvey joins the chorus at 
school his newly discovered talent for singing gives him both 
the confidence to accept himself and a language his father will 
finally understand--the language of music. [IL 8-12] 108 pages 
WordSong Fic. C,K+,L,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.86
353894 Legacy: Women Poets Of The Harlem Renaissance. 
Using “The Golden Shovel” method the author creates wholly 
original poems based on the works of the groundbreaking women 
poets of the Harlem Renaissance. il. Brantley-Newsom, Vanessa. 
[IL 10-14] 134 pages Bloomsbury 811. B+,C+,K+,L+,M,W+ 22.28
402544 One Last Word: Wisdom From The Harlem Renaissance. 
In this collection of poetry, Nikki Grimes looks afresh at the poets 
of the Harlem Renaissance -- including voices like Langston 
Hughes, Georgia Douglas Johnson, and many more writers of 
importance and resonance from this era -- by combining their 
work with her own original poetry. il. Cabrera, Cozbi A. [IL 10-14] 
120 pages Bloomsbury 811. B,C+,K+,L+,M,Q+,W+ (RC) 22.28
402543 Ordinary Hazards: A Memoir. Explores the truth of a 
harrowing childhood in a compelling and moving memoir in 
verse. il.[IL 12-14] 325 pages WordSong 800-B. B+,C+,K,L,M+,W+ 
(AR) 22.98
Guerrero, Diane
406078 My Family Divided: One Girl’s Journey Of Home, 
Loss, And Hope. A TV star presents her personal story in this 
middle grade memoir about her parents’ deportation and the 
nightmarish struggles of undocumented immigrants and their 
American children. il.[IL 9-12] 251 pages Holt 364-B. B,L+,Q (AR/
RC) 22.28
Hayes, Amy
429410 Native Peoples Of The Southwest. An introduction to 
some of the largest groups of native peoples in the southwest, 
including learning about the main ways native peoples in this 
region lived, ate, dressed, and more. Native Peoples Of North 
America. il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 979. 16.34
Henderson, Leah
437715 One Shadow On The Wall. In modern day Senegal, an 
eleven year old boy has three months to prove to his aunt that 
he can support himself and his two younger sisters after they 
are orphaned to keep the family together, but a gang of bullies 
threaten him at every turn. [IL 8-12] 438 pages Atheneum Fic. 
B,K,L (AR) 20.88
Henzel, Cynthia Kennedy
439994 Mexican Immigrants: In Their Shoes. Provides a 
compelling look into the lives, challenges, and successes of 
Mexican immigrants. Immigrant Experiences. il. [IL 9-12] 32 pages 
Child’s World 305. Q (AR) 22.96
Hernandez, Carlos Alberto Pablo
440504 Sal & Gabi Break The Universe. In order to heal after 
his mother’s death, thirteen-year-old Sal learns to reach into 

time and space to retrieve things--and people--from other 
universes. Sal & Gabi Bk. 1. [IL 8-12] 382 pages Disney/Hyperion 
Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
440508 Sal & Gabi Fix The Universe. When best friends Sal and 
Gabi try to repair the damage they created when they altered the 
universe to help their families, they end up creating even more 
chaos. Sal & Gabi Bk. 2. [IL 8-12] 423 pages Disney/Hyperion Fic. 
B+,K+,M,W (AR) 20.88
Herrera, Juan Felipe
440732 Portraits Of Hispanic American Heroes. Twenty 
Hispanic American artists, scientists, athletes, activists and political 
leaders are profiled in this stunning picture book, complete with 
inspirational quotes and distinctive expressionist portraits. il. 
Colon, Raul. [IL 8-12] 96 pages Dial 920-C. L+,W (AR) 22.98
Higuera, Donna Barba
089588 Lupe Wong Won’t Dance. Lupe needs an A in all her classes 
in order to meet her favorite pitcher, Fu Li Hernandez, who’s Chinacan/
Mexinese just like her. So, when the horror that is square dancing rears 
its head in gym? Obviously she’s not gonna let that slide. [IL 8-12] 263 
pages Levine Querido Fic.B+,C,K,L,M,W+ 21.58
Hitchcock, Shannon
447508 Ruby Lee & Me. When a segregated North Carolina town 
gets its first black teacher, two girls--one black, one white--come 
face-to-face with how prejudice affects their friendship. [IL 8-12] 
207 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,CA,K-,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Holt, K. A.
460896 Benbee And The Teacher Griefer. Told in multiple 
voices, four summer school classmates band together to save 
their teacher and their academic futures after Ms. J.’s unorthodox 
teaching methods are questioned. Kids Under The Stairs Bk. 1. il. 
[IL 8-12] 336 pages Chronicle Fic. K (AR) 21.58
Hudalla, Jamie
469461 Chance The Rapper: Independent Master Of Hip-
Hop Flow. Chance the Rapper rose to fame in the late 2000s. He 
collaborates with many other musicians and gives back to his 
home city, Chicago, Illinois. Learn more about Chance’s life as a 
famous rapper! Movers, Shakers, & History Makers. il. [IL 8-11] 48 
pages Capstone 782-B. (AR) 24.66
650666 When Stars Are Scattered. Omar and his younger 
brother Hassan live in a refugee camp, and when an opportunity 
for Omar to get an education comes along, he must decide 
between going to school every day or caring for his nonverbal 
brother in this intimate and touching portrayal of family and daily 
life in a refugee camp. In graphic novel format. il. [IL 9-12] 256 
pages Dial 741. B+,K+,L+,M+,W+ (AR/RC) 18.08
Johnson, Varian
495808 Parker Inheritance. Twelve-year-old Candice Miller is 
spending the summer in Lambert, South Carolina, in the old house 
that belonged to her grandmother, who died after being dismissed 
as city manager for having the city tennis courts dug up looking 
for buried treasure--but when she finds the letter that sent her 
grandmother on the treasure hunt, she finds herself caught up in 
the mystery and, with the help of her new friend and fellow book-
worm, Brandon, she sets out to find the inheritance, exonerate her 
grandmother, and expose an injustice once committed against an 
African American family in Lambert. [IL 8-12] 331 pages Scholastic 
Fic. B,C+,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
496824 To Catch A Cheat. Because of his reputation for practical 
jokes Jackson Greene is the automatic suspect for anything that 
goes wrong at school--but when he and his friends are framed for 
a crime they did not commit, Gang Greene sets out to expose the 
students responsible, who are trying to blackmail Jackson into 
helping them cheat on an important test. [IL 10-14] 241 pages 
Scholastic Fic. K+,L,M,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Kadohata, Cynthia
505382 Half A World Away. Twelve-year-old Jaden, an emotionally 
damaged adopted boy fascinated by electricity, feels a connection 
to a small, weak toddler with special needs in Kazakhstan, where 
Jaden’s family is trying to adopt a “normal” baby. [IL 10-14] 225 
pages Atheneum Fic. B+,C,K,M,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
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Kelly, Erin Entrada
512263 Hello, Universe. Lives of four misfits are intertwined when 
a bully’s prank lands shy Virgil at the bottom of a well and Valencia, 
Kaori, and Gen band together in an epic quest to find and rescue 
him. [IL 8-12] 313 pages Greenwillow Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC) 20.88
Kendall, Christine
513444 True Definition Of Neva Beane. Twelve-year-old Neva 
and her older brother Clayton have been left with their grandparents 
for the summer. She’s having a difficult time dealing with changes 
to her body, changes with her best friend, and changes with her 
relationship with her brother who is now into social activism and their 
multicultural community (and into Michelle, the sexy girl across the 
street)--Neva is growing up and she is not sure that the dictionary has 
the right words to describe everything she is experiencing. [IL 8-12] 
222 pages Scholastic Fic. C,K,M (AR) 21.58
Khan, Ausma Zehanat
516441 Ramadan: The Holy Month Of Fasting. Explores the 
richness, diversity, and purposes of the month-long Islamic 
tradition of fasting during each day and gathering to eat meals 
with family and friends each night. Orca Origins. il. [IL 8-12] 87 
pages Orca 297. B,L+,Q 26.46
Khan, Hena
516477 Amina’s Song. Feeling pulled between two cultures after 
a month with family in Pakistan, Amina shares her experiences 
with Wisconsin classmates through a class assignment and a 
songwriting project with new student Nico. [IL 8-12] 280 pages 
Simon Fic. B+,K,L+,W (AR)  21.58
516469 Amina’s Voice. A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles 
to stay true to her family’s vibrant culture while simultaneously 
blending in at school after tragedy strikes her community. [IL 
8-12] 197 pages Simon Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
134935 More To The Story. As features editor of her school 
newspaper, thirteen-year-old Jameela Mirza wants to impress her 
father by writing a spectacular story about the new student, but a 
misunderstanding and family illness complicate matters. [IL 8-12] 
262 pages Simon Fic. B,C,K,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Kovacs, Vic
530219 Life As A Nigerian American. Learn about the lives of 
Nigerian immigrants who have made new homes in America, 
about critical moments in modern Nigerian history that provide 
context for current events in the United States and around the 
world, valuable ways Nigerian and American culture meld and 
interact, and more. One Nation For All: Immigrants In The United 
States. il. [IL 9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 973. L (AR) 15.99
Krajnik, Elizabeth
530427 Meghan Markle: American Royal. A biography of the 
life of Meghan Markle, including her path to royalty and the 
challenges she faced on her journey. Junior Biographies. il. [IL 
8-12] 24 pages Enslow Elementary 791-B. (AR) 15.97
530429 People And Culture Of Puerto Rico. An introduction to 
Puerto Rico, including its history, cultural traditions, landscape, 
resources, sports, music, arts, literature, and more. Celebrating 
Hispanic Diversity. il. [IL 9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 972. B,L 15.99
Kramer, Barbara
530586 Who Is Oprah Winfrey? The story of how a young 
Southern girl who was raised on a pig farm became one of the most 
influential and inspiring people in the world. Who Was-- ? il. Putra, 
Dede. [IL 8-12] 108 pages Penguin Workshop 791-B. (AR) 14.29
Krull, Kathleen
533239 American Immigration: Our History, Our Stories. 
Explores the timely topic of immigration over the last 400 years, 
from the arrival of the Pilgrims to present-day. il. [IL 8-12] 260 
pages Harper 304. B,K-,L-  20.88
533302 Sonia Sotomayor. In 2009, Sonia Sotomayor became the 
first Hispanic justice to serve on the U.S. Supreme Court, and the 
third woman to serve the Court. Women Who Broke The Rules. il. 
Dominguez, Angela. [IL 7-10] 48 pages Bloomsbury 347-B. CA,L,Q 
14.58
Lai, Remy
537349 Pie In The Sky. Knowing very little English, eleven-year-old 
Jingwen feels like an alien when his family immigrates to Australia, 

but copes with loneliness and the loss of his father by baking 
elaborate cakes. il. [IL 8-11] 380 pages Holt Fic. L+ (AR/RC) 18.08
Lai, Thanhha
537364 Inside Out & Back Again. Through a series of poems, a 
young girl chronicles the life-changing year of 1975, when she, her 
mother, and her brothers leave Vietnam and resettle in Alabama. 
[IL 8-12] 262 pages Harper Fic. B+,CA,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
LaMotte, Lily
540028 Measuring Up. Twelve-year-old Cici has just moved to 
Seattle from Taiwan, and the only thing she wants more than 
to fit in is to celebrate Amah’s 70th birthday together. Since she 
can’t go to Amah, Cici cooks up a plan to bring Amah to her and 
surprise her parents-by winning the grand prize in a kids’ cooking 
contest to pay for Amah’s ticket. In graphic novel format. il. Xu, 
Ann. [IL 8-12] 205 pages Harper 741. C,K,L,M,W (AR) 18.08
Larson, Hope
543601 All Together Now. When her band’s drummer and fellow 
guitarist start dating, life gets awkward for eighth-grader Bina, a 
talented musician and songwriter, whose discomfort only multiplies 
when her best friend Austin develops a crush on her. In graphic novel 
format. il. [IL 10-14] 178 pages Farrar 741. B,K+,L,M (AR) 18.08
Lawrence, Riley
551801 Who Are Immigrants? Presents a comprehensive look at 
the facts surrounding immigration. What’s The Issue? il. [IL 8-11] 
24 pages Kidhaven Books 305. 14.59
Levinson, Cynthia
567480 Watch Out For Flying Kids!: How Two Circuses, 
Two Countries, And Nine Kids Confront Conflict And Build 
Community. Kids accomplish remarkable feats of strength and 
beauty, as well as work to bring about change in their worlds 
in this exploration of the world of social circus. il. [IL 10-14] 216 
pages Peachtree 796-C. B,K,L,Q (AR)  6.50*
Levy, Janey
567589 Native Peoples Of The Northwest Coast. An introduction 
to the native peoples of the northwest coast, including customs, 
clothing, spirituality, and more. Native Peoples Of North America. 
il. [IL 7-10] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 978. 16.34
567646 Toni Morrison. A biography of Toni Morrison, including 
her childhood in Lorain, Ohio, through her marriage, academic 
career, editing career, writing success, and more. Heroes Of Black 
History. il. [IL 8-11] 32 pages Gareth Stevens 813-B. (AR) 16.34
Lin, Grace
573852 Where The Mountain Meets The Moon. Minli, an 
adventurous girl from a poor village, buys a magical goldfish, 
and then joins a dragon who cannot fly on a quest to find the Old 
Man of the Moon in hopes of bringing life to Fruitless Mountain 
and freshness to Jade River. il. [IL 8-12] 278 pages Little Fic. 
B+,C,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC)  22.28
Linde, Barbara M.
574354 Native Peoples Of California. An introduction to the 
native peoples of California, including culture, lifestyle, unique 
customs, and more. Native Peoples Of North America. il. [IL 7-10] 
32 pages Gareth Stevens 979. 16.34
Lockington, Mariama
582170 For Black Girls Like Me. Eleven-year-old Makeda dreams 
of meeting her African American mother, while coping with 
serious problems in her white adopted family, a cross-country 
move, and being homeschooled. [IL 8-12] 321 pages Farrar Fic. 
B+,C,K-,L,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Lopez, Diana
586614 Lucky Luna. Fifth grader Luna Ramos has a great many 
cousins, mostly on her father’s side, but one of them, Claudia, is 
a source of constant annoyance; their current feud begins when 
Luna is punished for locking Claudia in the restroom at another 
cousin’s unicameral--but when there’s a bullying situation at 
school, Luna realizes that, despite their disagreements, cousins 
have to stand up for each other. [IL 8-12] 179 pages Scholastic Fic. 
B,K-,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Lord, Cynthia
587014 Handful Of Stars. When her blind dog slips his collar, 
twelve-year old Lily meets Salma Santiago, a young Hispanic 
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girl whose migrant family is in Maine for the blueberry-picking 
season, and, based partly on their mutual love of dogs, the two 
forge a friendship while painting bee boxes for Lily’s grandfather-
-but as the Blueberry Queen pageant approaches Lily and Selma 
are confronted with some of the hard truths of prejudice and 
migrant life. [IL 8-12] 184 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C+,K,L,Q,W+ 
(AR/RC) 20.88
Lorenzi, Natalie Dias
587692 Flying The Dragon. When Skye’s cousin Hiroshi & his 
family move to Virginia from Japan, the cultural differences lead to 
misunderstandings. Will flying the dragon kite bring them together? 
[IL 9-12] 233 pages Charlesbridge Fic. K+,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 6.50*
Lucidon, Amanda
589886 Reach Higher: An Inspiring Photo Celebration Of First 
Lady Michelle Obama. A collection of photographs of Michelle 
Obama coupled with personal reflections and behind-the-scenes 
stories from an official White House photographer. il. [IL 8-12] 109 
pages Crown 973-B. K,Q 22.98
Lupica, Mike
590885 Strike Zone. Twelve-year-old Nick Garcia dreams of 
winning MVP of his summer baseball league, of finding a cure for 
his sister, of meeting his hero, Yankee pitcher Michael Arroyo, and 
of no longer living in fear of the government and ICE agents. [IL 
10-14] 249 pages Philomel Fic. B,K+,L (AR) 21.58
Magoon, Kekla
596671 Rebellion Of Thieves. Robyn Loxley plans to seize the 
opportunity to rescue her parents from the governor’s mansion by 
competing in the Iron Teen contest, although success could bring 
unwanted attention from Crown. Robyn Hoodlum Adventure 2. [IL 
8-12] 246 pages Bloomsbury Fic. B,K,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
596673 Reign Of Outlaws. Twelve-year-old Robyn Loxley has 
seventy-two hours to decide between sacrificing herself to save her 
parents and friends or continuing to lead the rebellion to rid Nott City 
from Ignomus Crown once and for all. Robyn Hoodlum Adventure 3. 
[IL 8-12] 264 pages Bloomsbury Fic. M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
596675 Season Of Styx Malone. Caleb Franklin and his younger 
brother, Bobby Gene, spend an extraordinary summer with their 
new, older neighbor, Styx Malone, a foster boy from the city. [IL 
8-12] 297 pages Wendy Lamb Fic. B,C,K+,L,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Maldonado, Torrey
597616 Tight. After his quick-tempered father gets in a fight and 
is sent back to jail, sixth-grader Bryan, known for being quiet and 
thoughtful, snaps and follows new friend Mike into trouble. [IL 10-
14] 180 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. B,L+,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
597619 What Lane? Biracial sixth-grader Stephen questions the 
limitations society puts on him after he notices the way strangers 
treat him when he hangs out with his white friends and learns 
about the Black Lives Matter movement. [IL 10-13] 125 pages 
Nancy Paulsen Fic. B,L+ (AR) 14.89
Marks, Janae
604073 From The Desk Of Zoe Washington. Avid baker Zoe 
Washington receives a letter on her twelfth birthday from her 
biological father, who is in prison for a terrible crime. [IL 8-12] 304 
pages Harper Fic. B+,C,W+ (AR/RC)  20.88
Marsh, Katherine
604967 Nowhere Boy. Fourteen-year-old Ahmed lost everything 
and everyone in Syria’s war. Now he struggles on his own in Brussels 
as a young Syrian refugee. Then he meets Max, an American boy 
who is lonely and homesick and a friendship begins to grow. [IL 10-
14] 362 pages Roaring Brook Fic. B,C+,K+,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
McCann, Michelle Roehm
617697 More Girls Who Rocked The World: Heroines From 
Ada Lovelace To Misty Copeland. A fun and inspiring collection 
of influential stories with forty-five more movers and shakers 
who rocked the world before turning twenty, covering a variety 
of achievements, interests, and ethnic backgrounds--each 
with her own incredible story of how she created life-changing 
opportunities for herself and the world. il. [IL 8-12] 309 pages 
Aladdin 920-C. B,L,Q (AR) 24.38
McKissack, Pat
628135 Let’s Clap, Jump, Sing & Shout; Dance, Spin & Turn 
It Out!: Games, Songs & Stories From An African American 
Childhood. An extraordinary collection of classic playtime 
favorites recalled from the author’s own childhood in the 
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American South. il. Pinkney, J. Brian. [IL 8-12] 173 pages Schwartz 
& Wade 305. B,C,K+,L+,M,Q+,W+ 26.48
McManis, Charlene Willing
629471 Indian No More. When Regina’s Umpqua tribe is legally 
terminated and her family must relocate from Oregon to Los 
Angeles, she goes on a quest to understand her identity as an 
Indian despite being so far from home. [IL 8-12] 211 pages Tu 
Books Fic. B+,K,L+,M (AR/RC) 22.26
Medina, Meg
635033 Merci Suarez Changes Gears. Thoughtful, strong-willed 
sixth-grader Merci Suarez navigates the difficult changes with 
friends, family, and classmates. Merci Suarez. [IL 9-12] 355 pages 
Candlewick Fic.  B+,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Moore, David Barclay
656232 Stars Beneath Our Feet. A boy tries to steer a safe path 
through the projects in Harlem in the wake of his brother’s death. [IL 
10-14] 294 pages Knopf Fic. B,C+,K+,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Moses, Rucker
429296 Kingston And The Magician’s Lost And Found. 
Returning to Brooklyn, where his magician father disappeared 
years before, twelve-year-old Kingston learns that magic is real 
and that if he enters the Realm, he might get his father back. 
Kingston Bk. 1. [IL 10-14] 275 pages Putnam Fic. B,C,K,L,W 21.58
Muhammad, Ibtihaj
663182 Proud: Living My American Dream. An inspiring all-
American tale of the tremendous obstacles, racism, and pressures 
the author has overcome as an unlikely fencer and the first Muslim 
American woman to compete in hijab. [IL 10-14] 289 pages Little 
796-B. B+,K+,L,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Myers, Carrie
666124 Michaela DePrince: From War-Torn Childhood To Ballet 
Fame. Michaela DePrince was born in Sierra Leone and grew up 
in the United States. She rose to fame as a ballet dancer in the 
late 2000s. Learn more about DePrince’s life as a famous ballerina! 
Movers, Shakers, & History Makers. il. [IL 8-11] 48 pages Capstone 
792-B. (AR) 24.66
Myers, Walter Dean
665884 Cruisers: Oh, Snap! The Cruisers are in trouble--again. 
Their freedom of expression spreads to a school in England. When 
photos start to go alongside the articles written by kids at both 
schools, things get suspicious, and they learn that words and 
pictures in a newspaper don’t always tell the whole story. Cruisers 
#4. [IL 9-13] 120 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K,Q (AR) 21.58
Narsimhan, Mahtab
667480 Mission Mumbai: A Novel Of Sacred Cows, Snakes, 
And Stolen Toilets. Dylan, an aspiring photographer, is spending 
a month in Mumbai with his friend Rohit Lal and his family, 
but knowing nothing of Indian culture, he cannot seem to do 
anything right (do not hit cows!)--and the situation is made worse 
by the tensions within the Lal family over whether Rohit should 
be raised in India, which Mr. Lal’s wealthy sister is pushing for. [IL 
9-12] 261 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K,L-,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*
Noah, Trevor
677984 It’s Trevor Noah: Born A Crime: Stories From A South 
African Childhood. The comedian and host of The Daily Show 
tells the story of growing up half black, half white in South Africa 
under and after apartheid. [IL 12-16] 294 pages Delacorte 791-B. 
B,K,L (AR/RC) 21.58
Nye, Naomi Shihab
684246 Everything Comes Next: Collected & New Poems. 
Contains Naomi Shihab Nye’s most beloved poems, including 
“Famous,” “A Valentine for Ernest Mann,” “Kindness,” and “Gate A-4,” 
as well as new, unpublished poems. It is an introduction to the 
poet’s work for new readers, as well as a comprehensive edition 
for classrooms. il. Lopez, Rafael [IL 8-12] 241 pages Greenwillow 
811. C,K+,L+,M 21.58
O’Brien, Anne Sibley
684909 In The Shadow Of The Sun. Twelve-year-old Mia is on a 
five-day tour of North Korea with her older brother, Simon, and 
their father, Mark, a food aid worker, but she is scared because her 
father keeps sneaking off at night, and terrified that her brother’s 
sullen, rebellious behavior (which has absolutely nothing to do 
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with the Koreans) is going to get them in trouble--and things get 
much worse when she is pulled into a deadly political game that 
seeks to expose North Korean atrocities, and her father is arrested. 
il. [IL 8-12] 303 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,L,Q,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Ogle, Rex
686638 Free Lunch. A story of starting middle school on the free 
lunch program, heartbreaking and true. Rex and his baby brother 
often went hungry, wore secondhand clothes, were short of 
school supplies and Rex was on the school’s free lunch program 
and subject not only to physical hunger but the humiliation of 
having it announced every day in the school lunch line. Rex’s is a 
compelling story of a more profound hunger-that of a child for his 
parents’ love and care. [IL 9-12] 206 pages Norton Young Readers 
362-B. B,K+ (AR/RC) 20.86
Okorafor, Nnedi
687330 Ikenga. In southeastern Nigeria, twelve-year-old Nnamdi 
is determined to avenge his police chief father, who was murdered 
while trying to rid the town of criminals, but Nnamdi feels powerless 
until he receives a magical object which gives him superpowers. [IL 
10-14] 227 pages Viking Fic. B,C,K,L+,M,W (AR) 20.88
Omoth, Tyler
690090 Cuban Immigrants: In Their Shoes. Provides a 
compelling look into the lives, challenges, and successes of Cuban 
immigrants. Immigrant Experiences. il. [IL 9-12] 32 pages Child’s 
World 305. (AR) 22.96
Orgill, Roxane
691414 Jazz Day: The Making Of A Famous Photograph. What 
happens when you invite as many jazz musicians as you can to 
pose for a photo in 1950s Harlem? Playful verse and glorious 
artwork capture an iconic moment for American jazz. il. Vallejo, 
Francis. [IL 8-12] 55 pages Candlewick 785. L,Q+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Oshiro, Mark
693555 Anger Is A Gift. Six years ago, Moss Jefferies’ father was 
murdered by an Oakland police officer. Along with losing a parent, 
the media’s vilification of his father and lack of accountability has 
left Moss with near crippling panic attacks. Now, in his sophomore 
year of high school, Moss and his fellow classmates find 
themselves increasingly treated like criminals in their own school. 
New rules. Random locker searches. Constant intimidation and 
Oakland Police Department stationed in their halls. Despite their 
youth, the students decide to organize and push back against 
the administration. When tensions hit a fever pitch and tragedy 
strikes, Moss must face a difficult choice: give in to fear and hate 
or realize that anger can actually be a gift. [IL 12-16] 463 pages Tor 
Fic. L+,Q (AR) 21.58
Palmer, Andrea
697554 Mohave. Introduces readers to the culture and traditions 
of the Mohave Indians. Spotlight On The American Indians Of 
California. il. [IL 9-12] 32 pages PowerKids 979. 17.22
Park, Linda Sue
700114 One Thing You’d Save. When a teacher asks her class 
what one thing they would save in a house fire, some students 
know the answer right away. Others come to their decisions 
more slowly. And some change their minds when they hear their 
classmates’ responses. il. Sae-Heng, Robert. [IL 8-12] 65 pages 
Clarion 811. C+,K+,M+,W+ 20.88
Perez, Celia C.
709456 First Rule Of Punk. Twelve-year-old Maria Luisa moves 
from Florida to Chicago with her mom and assembles a group 
of misfits at school into a band. il. [IL 9-12] 310 pages Viking Fic. 
B,C,K+,L+,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Ramee, Lisa Moore
738199 Good Kind Of Trouble. After attending a powerful 
protest, Shayla starts wearing an armband to school to support 
the Black Lives Matter movement, but when the school gives her 
an ultimatum, she is forced to choose between her education and 
her identity. [IL 8-12] 358 pages Harper Fic. B,L+,M (AR/RC) 20.88
Rau, Dana Meachen
740513 Who Is The Dalai Lama? Get to know the Dalai Lama, 
Tibet’s spiritual leader. Who Was-- ? il. Putra, Dede. [IL 8-12] 108 
pages Penguin Young Readers 294-B. (AR/RC) 13.99

Rauf, Onjali Q.
740514 Boy At The Back Of The Class. When quiet, nine-year-old 
Ahmet arrives in their classroom, a boy and his friends fail to draw him 
out but try a new plan after learning he is a Syrian refugee. il. Curnick, 
Pippa. [IL 8-12] 290 pages Delacorte Fic. B,K,L+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Title Entry
741816 Recognize!: An Anthology Honoring And Amplifying 
Black Life. An anthology featuring over thirty Black authors and 
illustrators to honor Black life past, present, and future. il. [IL 9-12] 
186 pages Crown Fic. K+ 20.88
Reid, Megan
745006 Who Did It First?: 50 Icons, Luminaries, And Legends 
Who Revolutionized The World. Features the iconic figures 
known all over the world whose “firsts” made an indelible mark in 
entertainment, science, politics, and sports. Who Did It First? Book 
3. il. Cruickshank, Jessica. [IL 9-12] 113 pages Holt 920-C. 22.28
Resau, Laura
747010 Lightning Queen. On the Hill of Dust, in the remote 
mountains of Mexico, an eleven-year-old Mixtec boy called Teo 
lives with his family and the animals that he has healed, but one 
day a Romany caravan rolls into town with a young girl who calls 
herself Esma, the Gypsy Queen of Lightning--it is the beginning of 
a life-long friendship that will change both their lives. [IL 8-12] 323 
pages Scholastic Fic. B,C+,K+,L+,Q,W (AR/RC)  20.88
747117 Tree Of Dreams. Twelve-year-old Coco Hidden has 
grown up in her mother’s chocolate shop in Colorado, along with 
her friend Leo de la Cueva, but recently things have not been 
going well; the shop is failing, and Leo is hanging out with the 
other boys, and barely wants to talk to her--but when they both 
win a culinary contest, the two children and their mothers find 
themselves on a trip to the Amazon in Ecuador, where Coco hopes 
to find the rare ceiba tree, and where the plight of the native 
people and their jungle gives her a new perspective and purpose 
in life. [IL 9-12] 336 pages Scholastic Fic. B,CM,K+,L (AR/RC) 21.58
Respicio, Mae
770616 House That Lou Built. Longing for an escape from her 
extended Filipino family, Lou plans to build a tiny house on land 
she inherited from her father, but difficulties quickly arise. [IL 8-12] 
231 pages Wendy Lamb Fic. M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Reynolds, Jason
748334 All American Boys. When sixteen-year-old Rashad is 
mistakenly accused of stealing, classmate Quinn witnesses his 
brutal beating at the hands of a police officer who happens to 
be the older brother of his best friend. Told through Rashad and 
Quinn’s alternating viewpoints. [IL 14-18] 316 pages Atheneum 
Fic. B+,K,L,Q (AR/RC) 17.38
748378 As Brave As You. Eleven-year-old Genie and his big 
brother, Ernie, learn about their Grandpop’s big secret that 
partially explains his oddities when they spend the summer with 
him in Virginia. Just when they think Grandpop can’t get any 
weirder, he comes up with a crazy idea to celebrate Ernie’s 14th 
birthday. But is Grandpop’s idea of bravery really brave? [IL 10-14] 
410 pages Atheneum Fic. C,K+,L,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.28
748642 Boy In The Black Suit. Soon after his mother’s death, Matt 
takes a job at a funeral home in his tough Brooklyn neighborhood 
and, while attending and assisting with funerals, begins to accept 
her death and his responsibilities as a man. [IL 12-16] 272 pages 
Atheneum Fic. B,C+,L,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.98
748704 For Every One. An inspirational letter written to the 
dreamers of the world. [IL 12-16] 101 pages Atheneum 811. 
B,L+,Q  (RC) 19.48
748675 Ghost. Ghost, a naturally talented runner and 
troublemaker, is recruited for an elite middle school track team. 
He must stay on track, literally and figuratively, to reach his 
full potential. Track Bk. 1. [IL 10-14] 181 pages Atheneum Fic. 
B+,C,K+,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
748598 Look Both Ways: A Tale Told In Ten Blocks. A collection 
of ten short stories that all take place in the same day about kids 
walking home from school. [IL 10-14] 188 pages Atheneum 808-S. 
B+,C+,K+,L+,M+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
748750 Lu. Lu knows he can lead Ghost, Patina, Sunny, and the 
team to victory at the championships, but it might not be as easy 
as it seems. Suddenly, there are hurdles in Lu’s way--literally and 
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not-so-literally--and Lu needs to figure out, fast, what winning the 
gold really means. Track Bk. 4. [IL 8-12] 218 pages Atheneum Fic. 
B+,C,K,L+,M,Q (AR) 20.88
748765 Miles Morales: Spider-Man. Brooklyn Visions Academy 
student Miles Morales may not always want to be a super hero, 
but he must come to terms with his identity--and deal with a 
villainous teacher--as the new Spider Man. [IL 12-16] 261 pages 
Marvel Fic. B,L,Q+ (AR/RC)  21.58
748789 Patina. Although Patina is the only “newbie” girl on the 
Defenders track team, she can flash past anyone in the eight-
hundred meter. But no amount of speed seems to be able to help 
her outrun the demons that plague her. Track Bk. 2. [IL 10-14] 233 
pages Atheneum Fic. B+,C,K,L+,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
749008 Sunny. Sunny, the Defenders’ best runner, only runs for 
his father, who blames Sunny for his mother’s death, but with his 
coach’s help Sunny finds a way to combine track and field with his 
true passion, dancing. Track Bk. 3. [IL 10-14] 159 pages Atheneum 
Fic. B+,C,K+,M,Q+ (AR) 20.88
Rhodes, Jewell Parker
749454 Black Brother, Black Brother. Suspended unjustly from 
elite Middlefield Prep, Donte Ellison studies fencing with a former 
champion, hoping to put the racist fencing team captain in his 
place. il.[IL 8-12] 239 pages Little Fic. B+,C,K,L,W (AR/RC) 20.88
749481 Ghost Boys. After seventh-grader Jerome is shot by a white 
police officer, he observes the aftermath of his death and meets the 
ghosts of other fallen black boys including historical figure Emmett 
Till. [IL 10-14] 214 pages Little Fic. B+,C,K,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Rhuday-Perkovich, Olugbemisola
749476 Naomis Too. Naomi E.’s dad is married to Naomi Marie’s 
mom. The two girls have learned to do a lot of things together, 
while also dealing with the ups and downs of middle school. [IL 
8-12] 308 pages Harper Fic. C,K,Q 20.88
908565 Two Naomis. A heart-warming contemporary novel 
about two girls in New York City named Naomi--one black, one 
white--whose parents begin to date. [IL 8-12] 204 pages Harper 
Fic. B+,C,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Roanhorse, Rebecca
757522 Race To The Sun. Guided by her Navajo ancestors, 
seventh-grader Nizhoni Begay discovers she is descended from 
a holy woman and destined to become a monsterslayer, starting 
with the evil businessman who kidnapped her father. Includes 
glossary of Navajo terms. [IL 8-12] 298 pages Disney/Hyperion Fic. 
B,CA,K+,L-,W 20.88
Robbins Rose, Judith
763924 Look Both Ways In The Barrio Blanco. The coming-
of-age of a girl caught between two cultures as she finds the 
courage to forge a new destiny. [IL 10-14] 341 pages Candlewick 
Fic. B,K,L,Q,W (AR) 6.50*
Rosenberg, Madelyn
805273 Not Your All-American Girl. Sixth-graders Lauren and 
Tara have always done everything together so it is only natural 
that they both try out for their middle school musical play, about 
an “all-American” girl in 1958; Tara gets the lead role, as usual, 
because in the teacher’s mind Lauren, half-Jewish and half-
Chinese, does not fit the image of all-American girl--Lauren is hurt 
but resolved to support her friend, but her two grandmothers are 
furious and they intend to do something about it. il. Danger, Chris. 
[IL 8-12] 243 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K,L,M (AR) 21.58
805271 This Is Just A Test. In 1983 seventh-grader David Da-Wei 
Horowitz has a lot to worry about--his bar mitzvah is coming soon, 
his Jewish and Chinese grandmothers argue about everything, his 
teammates for the upcoming trivia contest, Scott and Hector, do 
not like each other, he is beginning to notice girls, and Scott has 
persuaded him to begin digging a fallout shelter just in case the 
Cold War heats up. [IL 8-12] 243 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K,L,Q,W 
(AR/RC) 6.50*
Rubin, Susan Goldman
769530 Maya Lin: Thinking With Her Hands. A biography 
of civic activist Maya Lin, most famous for her design of the 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial. il. [IL 8-12] 99 pages Chronicle 720-B.
B+,C,K,L+,Q,W (AR) 21.58

Ryan, Pam Munoz
773724 Esperanza Rising. Esperanza and her mother are forced 
to leave their life of wealth in Mexico to work in the labor camps of 
California. [IL 9-14] 262 pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K,L+,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC) 21.58
773747 Mananaland. Twelve-year-old Max, who loves the 
legend Buelo tells him about a mythical gatekeeper who can 
guide brave travelers on a journey into tomorrow, sets out on a 
dangerous quest to discover if he is true of heart and what the 
future holds, armed with a treasured compass, a mysterious stone 
rubbing, and Buelo’s legend as his only guides. [IL 8-12] 247 pages 
Scholastic Fic. B+,C,K+,L,M,W+ (AR) 22.28
Saeed, Aisha
774514 Amal Unbound. In Pakistan, Amal holds on to her dream 
of being a teacher even after becoming an indentured servant to 
pay off her family’s debt to the wealthy and corrupt Khan family. 
[IL 10-13] 240 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. C,K+,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Salazar, Aida
774628 Land Of The Cranes. Nine-year-old Betita and her parents 
fled Mexico after her uncle was killed by the cartels, and settled 
in Los Angeles seeking political asylum in what her father calls 
Aztlan, the land of the cranes; but now they have been swept up 
by Immigration and Customs Enforcement, her father deported 
back to Mexico, and Betita and her mother confined in a family 
detention camp. il. Quang & Lien. [IL 8-12] 243 pages Scholastic 
Fic. B,CA,K+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
774632 Moon Within. Eleven-year-old (nearly twelve) Celi 
Rivera, who is a mix of Black-Puerto Rican-Mexican Indian is 
uncomfortable about her approaching period, and the changes 
that are happening to her body; she is horrified that her mother 
wants to hold a traditional public moon ceremony to celebrate 
the occasion--until she finds out that her best friend Magda is 
contemplating an even more profound change of life. il. [IL 8-12] 
231 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K+,L+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Saleh, Safia
774680 Islamophobia: Deal With It In The Name Of Peace. 
A reader-directed exploration of tolerance, inclusiveness, and 
situations where information and communication might create 
prejudice against Muslims. Deal With It. il. Shafi, Hana. [IL 9-14] 32 
pages James Lorimer 297. K,L 20.88
Say, Allen
781228 Inker’s Shadow. The continuation of this Japanese-born 
author/artist’s memoirs, including coming-of-age at a military 
academy and the discovery of what it means to be American. il. 
[IL 11-13] 79 pages Scholastic 741-B. B,C+,K,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Schwartz, Heather E.
791490 Lin-Manuel Miranda: Revolutionary Playwright, 
Composer, And Actor. Playwright and Broadway star Lin-Manuel 
Miranda is best known as the mind behind the smash-hit musical 
Hamilton. This title explores Hamilton and Miranda’s other works, 
as well as his life off-stage. Gateway Biographies. il. [IL 9-14] 48 
pages Lerner 792-B. (AR) 31.38
Seymour, Michaela
804482 Shasta. Educates readers about the history and culture 
of the Shasta nation, investigating how they hunted, ate, built 
homes, created crafts and tools, lived as a society, and more. 
Spotlight On The American Indians Of California. il. [IL 9-12] 32 
pages PowerKids 979. 17.22
Shang, Wendy Wan Long
805272 Way Home Looks Now. In 1972, after his older brother 
is killed in a car crash, Peter Lee’s mother is paralyzed by grief 
and his traditional Chinese father seems emotionally frozen--but 
Peter hopes that if he joins a Little League team in Pittsburgh he 
can reawaken the passion for baseball that all the members of 
his family used to share and bring them back to life. [IL 8-12] 250 
pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Shange, Ntozake
805303 Ellington Was Not A Street. The poet recalls her 
childhood home and the close-knit group of innovators that 
often gathered there. Includes brief biographical information 
about the men mentioned in the text. il. Nelson, Kadir [IL 8-12] 35 
pages Simon 811. B,CA,K+,L+,Q,W+ (RC) 22.98
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Sherman, Jill
811673 Reshma Saujani: Girls Who Code Founder. A biography 
of Reshma Saujani, attorney, first Indian American woman to run 
for Congress, and more. Gateway Biographies. il. [IL 9-14] 48 pages 
Lerner 340-B. (AR) 31.38
Simon, T. R. (Tanya R.)
821645 Zora And Me: The Cursed Ground. When Zora and her 
friend Carrie discover the town mute can actually speak, they try 
to uncover the mystery behind his silence, which has something 
to do with the tragic story of an enslaved girl that dates back 
fifty years before their time. [IL 12-14] 250 pages Candlewick Fic. 
B,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Slingerland, Janet
824288 12 Immigrants Who Made American Sports Great. An 
introduction to inspiring immigrants whose sports contributions 
made our country great, including China’s Yao Ming in basketball, 
Cuba’s Jose Canseco in baseball, Czechoslovakia’s Martina 
Navratilova in tennis, and more. Nation Of Immigrants. il. [IL 8-12] 
32 pages 12-Story 796-C. B (AR)  24.36
Sloan, Holly Goldberg
824643 Elephant In The Room. Missing her mother who has 
returned to Turkey to resolve an immigration problem, sixth-
grader Sila welcomes a very large distraction in her life when she 
helps a surprising new friend rescue a circus elephant. [IL 10-14] 
250 pages Dial Fic. B,K,L+,W  21.58
Sobol, Richard
833854 Growing Peace: A Story Of Farming, Music, And 
Religious Harmony. A photo-essay focusing on Jewish, Muslim, 
and Christian families in a Ugandan village who learned to live 
and work together peacefully. il. [IL 7-12] 40 pages Lee & Low 334. 
B,K,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*
Sonnichsen, A. L.
835302 Red Butterfly. In China, a foundling girl with a deformed 
hand raised in secret by an American woman must navigate 
China’s strict adoption system when she is torn away from the 
only family she has ever known. il. Bates, Amy June. [IL 8-12] 392 
pages Simon Fic. B,C,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Sotomayor, Sonia
836292 Beloved World Of Sonia Sotomayor. A middle grade 
memoir based on Sotomayor’s bestselling adult memoir My 
Beloved World, in which the Associate Justice of the Supreme 
Court details her achievements, which serve as a true testament 
to the fact that no matter the obstacles, dreams can come true. 
il.[IL 10-14] 343 pages Delacorte 347-B. B+,K+,L,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Springstubb, Tricia
841558 Every Single Second. The timely story of twelve-year-old 
Nella, whose friend’s brother kills an unarmed man in a shooting 
that impacts the community, the city, and the girls’ relationship. il. 
Sudyka, Diana. [IL 8-12] 359 pages Harper Fic. B,C,K+,L,M,Q+,W+ 
(AR/RC)  6.50*
Stone, Nic
857100 Clean Getaway. Set against the backdrop of the 
segregation history of the American South, take a trip with an 
eleven-year-old boy who is about to discover that the world hasn’t 
always been a welcoming place for kids like him. il. Anyabwile, 
Dawud. [IL 8-12] 227 pages Crown Fic. B+,C,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
857367 Shuri. Shuri, younger sister of T’Challa the Black Panther, 
must travel from Wakanda in order to discover what is killing 
the Heart Shaped Herb, and how she can save it. Shuri, A Black 
Panther Novel #1. il. [IL 8-12] 262 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K,L,W 
(AR) 21.58
Strong, Karen
861509 Just South Of Home. Twelve-year-old Sarah, her Chicago 
cousin Janie, brainy brother Ellis, and his best friend, Jasper, 
investigate a tragic event in their small Southern town’s history. 
il.[IL 8-12] 310 pages Simon Fic. L (AR/RC) 21.58
Sullivan, Tara
863495 Bitter Side Of Sweet. Kept as forced labor on a chocolate 
plantation in the Ivory Coast, Amadou and his younger brother 
Seydou had given up hope, until a young girl arrives at the camp 
who rekindles the urge to escape. [IL 12-16] 299 pages Putnam 
Fic. B+,L+ (AR/RC) 21.58

Title Entry
871412 Talk: Conversations About Race, Love & Truth. Thirty 
diverse and award-winning authors and illustrators capture frank 
discussions about racism, identity, and self-esteem. il. [IL 10-14] 
148 pages Crown 305. B+,C+,K+,L,M,W 20.88
Tan, Susan
871794 Cilla Lee-Jenkins: The Epic Story. Epics are all about 
brave heroes overcoming struggles to save the world, and this 
year, Cilla is facing her toughest struggles yet as she hates the idea 
of starting middle school, has to deal with her two younger sisters 
who don’t get along, and has to help her beloved grandfather 
learn English again after he suffers a stroke. Cilla Lee-Jenkins v. 3. 
il. Wulfekotte, Dana. [IL 8-12] 264 pages Roaring Brook Fic. 20.88
871802 Cilla Lee-Jenkins: This Book Is A Classic. Priscilla Cilla 
Lee-Jenkins has just finished her (future) bestselling memoir, 
and now she’s ready to write a Classic. This one promises to have 
everything: romance, adventure, and plenty of drama like Cilla’s 
struggles to be more Chinese, be the perfect flower girl at Aunt 
Eva’s wedding, and learn how to share her best friend. Cilla Lee-
Jenkins v. 2. il. Wulfekotte, Dana. [IL 8-12] 263 pages Roaring Brook 
Fic. B,L (AR/RC) 20.88
Tanaka, Shelley
307161 Breadwinner: A Graphic Novel. A graphic-novel 
adaptation of the story of eleven-year-old Parvana who must 
disguise herself as a boy to support her family during the Taliban’s 
rule in Afghanistan. il. Breadwinner Canada Inc. [IL 10-14] 77 
pages Groundwood 741. B,K- (AR/RC) 18.06
Tarpley, Natasha
872516 Harlem Charade. Seventh-graders Jin, Alexandra, and 
Elvin come from very different backgrounds and circumstances, 
but they all live in Harlem, and when Elvin’s grandfather is attacked 
they band together to find out who is responsible--and the search 
leads them to an enigmatic artist whose missing masterpieces are 
worth a fortune, and into conflict with an ambitious politician 
who wants to turn Harlem into an historic amusement park. il.[IL 
8-12] 297 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K+,L,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Thomas, Angie
879491 Hate U Give. Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between 
two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy 
suburban prep school she attends. These worlds are shattered 
when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best 
friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. What everyone wants 
to know is: what really went down that night? And the only person 
alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does or does not 
say could upend her community. It could also endanger her life. [IL 
14-18] 444 pages Harper Fic. B,C+,K+,L+,M+,Q+ (AR/RC) 22.28
Thomson, Melissa
881497 Tito The Bonecrusher. In a funny and heartfelt romp, 
Oliver enlists the help of his favorite pro-wrestler to spring his dad 
from a Florida correctional center. [IL 8-12] 232 pages Farrar Fic. 
B,C,K+,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Topacio, Francine
884848 Modoc. Provides readers with an all-encompassing 
perspective on the history of the Modoc and what their lives are 
like today. Spotlight On The American Indians Of California. il. [IL 
9-12] 32 pages PowerKids 979. 17.22
Torres, Jennifer
885661 Flor And Miranda Steal The Show. When Flor finds out 
that Miranda and her band could potentially put her family’s 
petting zoo out of business, she forms a plan to keep Miranda 
from an important performance that night. [IL 8-12] 184 pages 
Little Fic. B,C,K,L,Q,W (AR) 20.88
885684 Stef Soto, Taco Queen. Mexican-American Stef Soto 
is hoping to break free from her overprotective parents and 
embarrassing reputation from her family’s taco truck business, 
but she soon learns that family, friendship, and the taco truck 
are important and wonderful parts of her life. [IL 8-12] 166 pages 
Little Fic. B,C,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Torres, John Albert
885679 Ludacris: Hip-Hop Mogul: An Unauthorized Biography. 
In this biography of Hip-Hop mogul Ludacris, read everything 
about him from his life-changing internship at a radio station to 
his rise to fame as a rapper and movie star. Hip-Hop Moguls. il. [IL 
9-14] 48 pages Speeding Star 782-B. Q (AR) 19.46
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Vargas, Maxine
906042 People And Culture Of Costa Rica. An introduction to 
Costa Rica, including the history, rich cultural heritage, landscape, 
resources, art, cuisine, national parks, and more. Celebrating Hispanic 
Diversity. il. [IL 9-13] 32 pages PowerKids 972. L (AR/RC) 15.99
Vaught, Susan
906744 Things Too Huge To Fix By Saying Sorry. A family 
mystery leads Dani Beans to investigate the secrets of Ole Miss 
and the dark history of race relations in Oxford, Mississippi. [IL 10-
14] 342 pages Simon Fic. B+,C,L,Q+ (AR) 20.88
Venkatraman, Padma
907367 Bridge Home. Four determined homeless children make 
a life for themselves in Chennai, India. [IL 10-14] 194 pages Nancy 
Paulsen Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
907356 Time To Dance. In India, a girl who excels at Bharatanatyam 
dance refuses to give up after losing a leg in an accident. [IL 12-16] 
307 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. B+,C+,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Vivat, Booki
910288 Everyday Disasters And Impending Doom. Meet Abbie 
Wu. Abbie is in crisis-and not just because she’s starting middle 
school or because she’s stuck in a family that doesn’t quite get her 
or because everyone seems to have a Thing except her. Abbie Wu 
is always in crisis. Frazzled Bk. 1. il. [IL 8-12] 225 pages Harper Fic. 
B,C,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 18.08
910287 Minor Incidents And Absolute Uncertainties. When 
Abbie Wu goes to “Outdoor School,” with her older brother as 
a counselor, she is torn between excitement and anxiety but 
decides to make it a life-changing adventure. Frazzled Bk. 3. il. [IL 
8-12] 213 pages Harper Fic. (AR/RC) 18.08
910289 Ordinary Mishaps And Inevitable Catastrophes. It’s a 
new year in middle school and Abbie Wu is once again totally freaking 
out. But Abbie will learn that the unexpected can be surprising and 
even when things go wrong, it’s not the end of the world. Frazzled 
Bk. 2. il. [IL 8-12] 211 pages Harper Fic. K,Q (AR/RC) 18.08
Title Entry
916913 Walking On Earth & Touching The Sky: Poetry And 
Prose By Lakota Youth At Red Cloud Indian School. A unique 
collection of poetry by Native American students. il. Nelson, S. D. 
[IL 8-14] 80 pages Abrams 810. B 6.50*
Wang, Andrea
919420 Many Meanings Of Meilan. A family feud before the start 
of seventh grade propels Meilan from Boston’s Chinatown to rural 
Ohio, where she must tap into her inner strength and sense of 
justice to make a new place for herself. [IL 9-12] 364 pages Kokila 
Fic. B+,K,L+,M,W (AR) 21.58
Wang, Jen
919494 Stargazing. When two girls with two totally different 
personalities become neighbors, then best friends who share 
secrets, things take a heart-wrenching turn when one of them 
lands in the hospital, fighting for her life. il. Pien, Lark [IL 8-12] 208 
pages First Second 741. M (AR/RC) 18.08
Warga, Jasmine
920454 Other Words For Home. Sent with her mother to 
the safety of a relative’s home in Cincinnati when her Syrian 
hometown is overshadowed by violence, Jude worries for the 
family members who were left behind as she adjusts to a new life 
with unexpected surprises. [IL 8-12] 342 pages Harper Fic. C,L,M+ 
(AR/RC) 20.88
920466 Shape Of Thunder. The story of how magical thinking 
helps two girls, Cora and Quinn, to heal after they are affected 
by gun violence and loss due to Quinn’s brother shooting Cora’s 
sister to death in a school shooting. [IL 8-12] 275 pages Harper Fic. 
B,C,K,L+,M (AR) 20.88
Watson, Renee
922602 Piecing Me Together. Tired of being singled out at her 
mostly-white private school as someone who needs support, 
high school junior Jade would rather participate in the school’s 
amazing Study Abroad program than join Women to Women, 
a mentorship program for at-risk girls. [IL 13-17] 264 pages 
Bloomsbury Fic. B,C+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
922618 Some Places More Than Others. Amara visits her 
father’s family in Harlem for her twelfth birthday, hoping to better 

understand her family and herself, but New York City is not what 
she expected. [IL 8-12] 194 pages Bloomsbury Fic. B,C,K,L,M,W 
(AR/RC) 20.88
922614 Ways To Make Sunshine. The Hart family of Portland, 
Oregon, faces many setbacks after Ryan’s father loses his job, but 
no matter what, Ryan tries to bring sunshine to her loved ones. 
Ryan Hart 1. il. Mata, Nina. [IL 8-11] 177 pages Bloomsbury Fic. 
B+,K+,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
Weaver, Lila Quintero
924912 My Year In The Middle. In 1970 Alabama, Lu’s talent for 
running track makes her a new best friend--and tests her mettle 
as she navigates the school’s social cliques. il. [IL 8-12] 268 pages 
Candlewick Fic. B,K,L,Q,W (AR) 20.18
Weeks, Sarah
927982 Save Me A Seat. Ravi has just moved to the United States 
from India and has always been at the top of his class; Joe has 
lived in the same town his whole life and has learning problems-
-but when their lives intersect in the first week of fifth grade they 
are brought together by a common enemy (the biggest bully in 
their class) and the need to take control of their lives. [IL 8-12] 216 
pages Scholastic Fic. B,C,K+,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Wetzel, Dan
936878 Kevin Durant. The inspirational real-life story of NBA 
superstar, Kevin Durant, and highlights from his storied career! 
Epic Athletes 8. il. Baez, Marcelo. [IL 8-12] 147 pages Holt 796-B. 
B,K (AR) 20.88
Williams, Alicia
949807 Genesis Begins Again. Thirteen-year-old Genesis tries 
again and again to lighten her black skin, thinking it is the root of 
her family’s troubles, before discovering reasons to love herself as is. 
[IL 9-13] 364 pages Atheneum Fic. B,CA,K+,L+,M,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Williams-Garcia, Rita
952624 Clayton Byrd Goes Underground. When his blues 
musician grandfather dies and his mother forbids him from 
playing the blues, Clayton runs away to New York City and its 
subway system to find his late grandfather’s blues band. But on 
his underground journey through New York’s subways, Clayton 
has a few things to learn. il. [IL 8-12] 166 pages Amistad Fic.
B+,C,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 20.88
952714 Gone Crazy In Alabama. The Gaither sisters are about to 
learn what it’s like to be fish out of water as they travel from the 
streets of Brooklyn to the rural South for the summer of a lifetime. 
[IL 9-12] 293 pages Amistad Fic. B+,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
952892 One Crazy Summer. In the summer of 1968, after 
traveling to Oakland, California, to spend a month with their 
estranged mother, Delphine and her two younger sisters get a 
cold welcome as their mother makes them attend a Black Panther 
summer camp. [IL 9-12] 218 pages Harper Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+ 
(AR/RC) 20.88
953071 P.S. Be Eleven. The Gaither sisters are back in Brooklyn, 
where changes large and small come to their household as they 
grow up during the turbulent 1960s. Sequel to One Crazy Summer. [IL 
9-12] 274 pages Amistad Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Winston, Sherri
937101 President Of The Whole Sixth Grade: Girl Code. Third 
book--Working on an assignment for her journalism class, Brianna 
Justice learns about coding, and the difference between herself 
and a group of inner city girls. Brianna Justice 3. [IL 8-12] 262 
pages Little Fic. Q  20.88
Woodson, Jacqueline
964696 Before The Ever After. ZJ’s friends Ollie, Darry and Daniel 
help him cope when his father, a beloved professional football 
player, suffers severe headaches and memory loss that spell 
the end of his career. [IL 10-14] 161 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic.
B+,C,K+,L+,M+,W+ (AR) 21.58
964784 Brown Girl Dreaming. The author shares her childhood 
memories and reveals the first sparks that ignited her writing 
career in free-verse poems about growing up in the North 
and South. il.[IL 10-14] 336 pages Nancy Paulsen 811-B. 
B+,C+,K+,L,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 22.28
964704 Harbor Me. When six students are chosen to participate 
in a weekly talk with no adults allowed, they discover that when 
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they’re together, it’s safe to share the hopes and fears they have 
to hide from the rest of the world. [IL 10-14] 176 pages Penguin 
Young Readers Fic. B+,CA,K+,L,M,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Yang, Gene Luen
971368 Monsters & Modules. The Coders, to save humanity, must 
travel to the two-dimensional world of Flatland to find and return with 
a Turtle of Light that will help them in their final showdown with Dr. 
One-Zero. In graphic novel format. Secret Coders 6. il. Holmes, Mike. 
[IL 9-14] 98 pages First Second 741. K,Q (AR/RC) 16.68
971367 Paths & Portals. Hopper, Eni, and Josh discover a secret 
underground classroom where teachers, students, and robots 
many years ago had worked together to unravel the mysteries of 
coding. They’re eager to restart the tradition to become top-rate 
coders, but Principal Dean and the rugby team start taking an odd 
interest in their activities. In graphic novel format. Secret Coders 2. 
il. Holmes, Mike [IL 9-14] 94 pages First Second 741. K,L (AR) 16.68
971370 Potions & Parameters. Professor One-Zero won’t stop 
until the whole town embraces the “true happiness” found in his 
poisonous potion, Green Pop. And now that he has the Turtle of 
Light, he’s virtually unstoppable. Secret Coders 5. il. Holmes, Mike. 
[IL 9-14] 106 pages First Second 741. K,Q (AR/RC) 16.68
971361 Robots & Repeats. Stately Academy has hired a super 
villain as their new principal! The Coders must work their way 
through an elaborate and dangerous maze and find the one thing 
that can stop Professor One-Zero: the most powerful turtle in the 
world. In graphic novel format. Secret Coders 4. il. Holmes, Mike. 
[IL 9-14] 92 pages First Second 741. K,Q (AR/RC) 16.68
971373 Secret Coders. Welcome to Stately Academy, a school 
which is just crawling with mysteries to be solved! The founder 
of the school left many clues and puzzles to challenge his 
enterprising students. Some of them are programmed into the 
building’s stones. Using their wits and their growing prowess with 
coding, Hopper and her friend Eni are going to solve the mystery 
of Stately Academy no matter what it takes! In graphic novel 
format. Secret Coders 1. il. Holmes, Mike. [IL 9-14] 91 pages First 
Second 741. B,CA,K,M,Q+,W (AR) 16.68
971376 Secrets & Sequences. Hopper never dreamed there was 
a connection between the Bee School and her missing father--but 
it turns out that Albert Gracie was also a student of this mysterious 
coding school. His disappearance can only be the work of Dr. One-
Zero. The coders may be the only one who can stop his evil plot. 
In graphic novel format. Secret Coders 3. il. Holmes, Mike. [IL 9-14] 
102 pages First Second 741. B,K,Q (AR) 16.68
Yang, Kelly
971310 Front Desk. Recent immigrants from China and desperate 
for work and money, ten-year-old Mia Tang’s parents take a job 
managing a rundown motel in Southern California, even though 
the owner, Mr. Yao is a nasty skinflint who exploits them; while her 
mother (who was an engineer in China) does the cleaning, Mia 
works the front desk and tries to cope with demanding customers 
and other recent immigrants--not to mention being only one 
of two Chinese in her fifth grade class, the other being Mr. Yao’s 
son, Jason. Front Desk Novel. [IL 8-12] 286 pages Scholastic Fic. 
B+,C+,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 20.88
971389 Three Keys. The motel is struggling; and a new 
immigration law is looming. But if anyone can find the key to 
getting through turbulent times, it’s Mia Tang! Front Desk Novel. 
[IL 8-12] 271 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,K+,M,W+ (AR) 21.58
Yolen, Jane
973227 B.U.G. (Big Ugly Guy) Tired of being picked on at school 
for being a “furrin Immigrant” because he is Jewish, twelve-year-
old Sammy Greenburg learns the legend of the golem from his bar 
mitzvah coach but discovers that friends--and forming a klezmer 
fusion band--can be better than magic in defeating bullies. [IL 
9-11] 344 pages Dutton Fic. B,K-,L,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Yomtov, Nelson
973594 Immigrants From Afghanistan And The Middle East. 
In today’s uncertain world, many families are leaving their home 
countries and seeking a better life in the United States. Explores 
the stories of two families who left their home countries to find a 
better life in the United States. Follow their journeys to find out 
why they left their homelands and understand the challenges 
they faced in moving to a new country. Fact Finders. Immigration 
Today. il. [IL 8-12] 32 pages Capstone 973. B (AR) 22.70

Youngblood, Leslie C.
975781 Love Like Sky. Eleven-year-old Georgie is still adjusting 
to leaving Atlanta for a small town, having a stepfather, and being 
unable to get close to her stepsister when her six-year-old sister, 
Peaches, suddenly becomes very ill. [IL 9-12] 296 pages Disney/
Hyperion Fic. B,CA,L,Q (AR/RC) 20.88
Zia, F. (Farhana)
980189 Child Of Spring. In India, young Basanta struggles to 
accept her role as servant to a temperamental rich girl while 
dreaming of having a beautiful ring of her own. [IL 8-12] 188 
pages Peachtree Fic. K,L,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*
Zoboi, Ibi Aanu
924582 My Life As An Ice Cream Sandwich. In the summer of 
1984, twelve-year-old Ebony-Grace of Huntsville, Alabama, visits her 
father in Harlem, where her fascination with outer space and science 
fiction interfere with her finding acceptance. il. Piper, Anthony. [IL 
10-14] 250 pages Dutton Fic. B,C,K-,L,M,W (AR/RC) 20.88
Zuckerman, Gregory
984809 Rising Above: Inspiring Women In Sports. These are the 
inspirational real-life stories of female superstar athletes Serena and 
Venus Williams, Simone Biles, Carli Lloyd, and more -- role models all. 
For sports fans, aspiring athletes and readers of sports biographies. 
il. [IL 8-12] 215 pages Philomel 796-C. B,K,L,Q (AR) 21.58
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Acevedo, Elizabeth
040607 Clap When You Land. Two sisters grieve the devastating 
loss of their father who learn about each other after his death and 
must grapple with what this bittersweet new bond means for 
them. [IL 14-18] 417 pages Quill Tree Fic. B,K+,M+,W+ (AR) 22.28
040619 Poet X. A young girl in Harlem discovers slam poetry as a 
way to understand her mother's religion and her own relationship 
to the world. [IL 13-17] 361 pages Harper Fic. L,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
040621 With The Fire On High. Ever since she got pregnant 
freshman year, Emoni Santiago has been doing what has to be 
done for her daughter and her abuela. The one place she can let 
all that go is in the kitchen, where she adds a little something 
magical to everything she cooks, turning her food into straight-
up goodness. She dreams of working as a chef after she graduates 
but knows that is impossible. But once Emoni starts cooking, her 
only choice is to let her talent break free. [IL 13-17] 389 pages 
Harper Fic. C,L+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Alsaid, Adi
053654 We Didn't Ask For This. Central International School's 
annual lock-in is legendary. Bonds are made. Contests are fought. 
Stories are forged that will be passed down from student to 
student for years to come. This year's lock-in begins normally 
enough. Then a group of students led by Marisa Cuevas stage an 
ecoprotest and chain themselves to the doors, vowing to keep 
everyone trapped inside until their list of demands is met. [IL 14-
18] 346 pages Inkyard Press Fic. B,K+,L 22.28
Brown, Echo
158064 Black Girl Unlimited: The Remarkable Story Of A 
Teenage Wizard. From age six through her high school valedictory 
speech, believing she and her mother are wizards helps young 
Echo cope with poverty, hunger, her mother's drug abuse, and 
much more. [IL 14-18] 294 pages Holt Fic. B,C,K,L+ (AR) 21.58
Charles, Tami
207644 Muted. Seventeen-year-old Denver and her best friends 
Dali and Shak sing their way into the orbit of the biggest R & B star 
in the world, Sean "Mercury" Ellis. All the parties and perks seem like 
a dream come true until painful sacrifices, lies, and exploitation start 
turning the dream into a nightmare. Will Denver fight back and lose 
her big break or go along to get along and get broken in the process? 
[IL 13-17] 383 pages Scholastic Fic.B+,K,L+,M,W 22.28
Chee, Traci
209393 Reader. Set in a world where reading is unheard-of, Sefia 
makes use of a mysterious object to track down who kidnapped 
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her aunt Nin and what really happened the night her father was 
murdered. Sea Of Ink And Gold Reader Trilogy Bk. 1. [IL 12-16] 442 
pages Putnam Fic. B+,K+,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Deuker, Carl
275602 Golden Arm. Lazarus Weathers, a high school senior 
from the wrong side of the tracks, seeks to protect his half-brother 
while pitching his way out of poverty, one strike at a time. [IL 12-
16] 354 pages Houghton Fic. B+,K,L (AR) 21.58
Flake, Sharon G.
340071 Life I'm In. Turned out of the only home she has known, 
Charlese Jones, aka Char, boards a bus to nowhere where she is 
lured into the dangerous web of human trafficking. While Char 
might be frightened, she remains strong and determined to bring 
herself and her fellow victims out of the dark and back into the 
light. [IL 14-18] 321 pages Scholastic Fic. B+,M 22.28
Gratz, Alan
393471 Code Of Honor. When Iranian-American Kamran Smith 
learns that his big brother, Darius, has been labelled a terrorist, 
he sets out to piece together the codes and clues that will save 
his brother's life and his country from a deadly terrorist attack. [IL 
12-16] 278 pages Scholastic Fic. K,L,Q (AR/RC) 21.58
Grimes, Nikki
402514 Between The Lines. A group of high school students 
grow in understanding of each other's challenges and forge 
unexpected connections as they prepare for a boys vs. girls poetry 
slam. Includes author's note about foster home care. [IL 12-16] 
216 pages Nancy Paulsen Fic. B,CA,K,L,M,Q+,W (AR/RC) 21.58
Hammonds Reed, Christina
416784 Black Kids. With the Rodney King riots closing in on high 
school senior Ashley and her family, the privileged bubble she 
has enjoyed, protecting her from the difficult realities most black 
people face, begins to crumble. il. [IL 14-18] 362 pages Simon Fic.
B+,L+,W+ (AR) 22.28
Jackson, Tiffany D.
482764 Grown. When legendary R&B artist Korey Fields spots 
Enchanted Jones at an audition, her dreams of being a famous 
singer take flight. Until Enchanted wakes up with blood on her 
hands and zero memory of the previous night. Who killed Korey 
Fields? Before there was a dead body, Enchanted's dreams had 
turned into a nightmare. Because behind Korey's charm and star 
power was a controlling dark side. Now he's dead, the police are 
at the door, and all signs point to Enchanted. [IL 14-18] 371 pages 
Harper Fic. C,K,L,M (AR) 21.58
484834 Monday's Not Coming. When her friend Monday Charles 
goes missing and Monday's mother refuses to give her a straight 
answer, Claudia digs into her disappearance. [IL 14-18] 435 pages 
Harper Fic. B,C+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Johnson, Kim
496826 This Is My America. While writing letters to Innocence 
X, a justice-seeking project, asking them to help her father, an 
innocent black man on death row, teenaged Tracy takes on 
another case when her brother is accused of killing his white 
girlfriend. [IL 14-18] 406 pages Random Fic. B,K+,M (AR) 21.58
497096 You Should See Me In A Crown. Liz Lighty has always 
believed she's too black, too poor, too awkward to shine in her 
small, rich, prom-obsessed midwestern town. Liz has a plan that 
will get her out of Campbell, Indiana, forever. When the financial 
aid she was counting on unexpectedly falls through, Liz's plans 
come crashing down. [IL 12-18] 324 pages Scholastic Fic. B,K+,L 
(AR) 21.58
Joseph, Frederick
501149 Black Friend: On Being A Better White Person. Writing 
from the perspective of a friend, the author offers candid 
reflections on his own experiences with racism and conversations 
with prominent artists and activists about theirs-creating an 
essential read for white people who are committed anti-racists 
and those newly come to the cause of racial justice. [IL 12-16] 254 
pages Candlewick 305. B+,C+,K,L+,W 21.58
Khorram, Adib
517040 Darius The Great Is Not Okay. Clinically-depressed 
Darius Kellner, a high school sophomore, travels to Iran to meet his 
grandparents, but it is their next-door neighbor, Sohrab, who changes 
his life. [IL 12-16] 314 pages Dial Fic. B,CA,L,M,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58

518494 Dig. Five white teenage cousins who are struggling with 
the failures and racial ignorance of their dysfunctional parents 
and their wealthy grandparents, reunite for Easter. [IL 14-18] 392 
pages Dutton Fic. B,L,M+ (AR) 21.58
Lee, Lyla
556404 I'll Be The One. Follows a plus-sized teenage girl who 
shatters expectations on a televised competition seeking the next 
big K-pop star. [IL 13-17] 323 pages Harper Fic. (AR) 21.58
Lewis, John
568337 Run: Book One. Tells the series of events that prompted 
John Lewis to enter politics, working within the community, and 
organizing a campaign that took him to one of the most important 
seats in Congress. In graphic novel format. Run Bk. 1. il. Powell, Nate. 
[IL 13-17] 152 pages Abrams 328-A. B+,C,K+,L+,M+,W+ 26.48
Magoon, Kekla
596656 How It Went Down. When sixteen-year-old Tariq Johnson 
is shot to death, his community is thrown into an uproar because 
Tariq was black and the shooter, Jack Franklin, is white, and in the 
aftermath everyone has something to say, but no two accounts of 
the events agree. [IL 14-18] 326 pages Holt Fic. B,Q+ (AR/RC) 21.58
596683 Light It Up. Told from multiple viewpoints, Shae Tatum, an 
unarmed, thirteen-year-old black girl, is shot by a white police officer, 
throwing their community into upheaval and making it a target of 
demonstrators. [IL 14-18] 358 pages Holt Fic. C,M (AR) 22.28
Myers, Walter Dean
665886 Darius & Twig. Two best friends, a writer and a runner, 
deal with bullies, family issues, social pressures, and their quest 
for success coming out of Harlem. [IL 13-17] 201 pages Amistad 
Fic. B+,C,K+,L,Q (AR/RC) 6.50*
Philippe, Ben
714596 Field Guide To The North American Teenager. When 
Norris, a Black French Canadian, starts his junior year at an Austin, 
Texas, high school, he views his fellow students as cliches from "a 
bad 90s teen movie." [IL 14-18] 372 pages Harper Fic. (AR) 22.28
Quintero, Isabel
736598 Gabi, A Girl In Pieces. Sixteen-year-old Gabi Hernandez 
chronicles her senior year in high school as she copes with her 
friend Cindy's pregnancy, friend Sebastian's coming out, her 
father's meth habit, her own cravings for food and cute boys, and 
especially, the poetry that helps forge her identity. [IL 14-18] 284 
pages Cinco Puntos Fic. B+,C,K+,L+,Q,W+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
Reynolds, Jason
748746 Long Way Down. As Will, fifteen, sets out to avenge his 
brother Shawn's fatal shooting, seven ghosts who knew Shawn 
board the elevator and reveal truths Will needs to know. [IL 12-16] 
306 pages Atheneum Fic. B+,C+,K+,L+,M+,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
748592 Long Way Down: The Graphic Novel. As Will, fifteen, sets 
out to avenge his brother Shawn's fatal shooting, seven ghosts 
who knew Shawn board the elevator and reveal truths Will needs 
to know. In graphic novel format. il. Novgorodoff, Danica. [IL 12-
16] 317 pages Atheneum 741. C+,K+,L+,M+ (AR) 22.98
748959 Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, And You. A history of 
racist and antiracist ideas in America, from their roots in Europe until 
today. [IL 12-16] 294 pages Little 305. B+,K+,L,M,W+ (AR) 22.28
Saenz, Benjamin Alire
774517 Aristotle And Dante Discover The Secrets Of The 
Universe. Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a 
brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become 
friends, Ari starts to ask questions about himself, his parents, and 
his family that he has never asked before. [IL 14-18] 359 pages 
Simon Fic. B,C,K+,L+,M,Q+ (AR/RC) 6.50*
774519 Inexplicable Logic Of My Life. A story set on the 
American border with Mexico, about family and friendship, 
life and death, and one teen struggling to understand what his 
adoption does and doesn't mean about who he is. [IL 12-16] 445 
pages Clarion Fic. B,C,K+,L+,M,Q+,W+ (AR/RC) 21.58
Stone, Tanya Lee
857374 Girl Rising: Changing The World One Girl At A Time. 
The stories of nine girls in the developing world that demonstrate 
how education can break the cycle of poverty. il.[IL 12-16] 193 
pages Wendy Lamb 371. B+,K+,L,Q,W (RC) 25.08



Thomas, Aiden
879104 Cemetery Boys. Yadriel, a trans boy, summons the angry 
spirit of his high school's bad boy, and agrees to help him learn 
how he died, thereby proving himself a brujo, not a bruja, to 
his conservative family. [IL 12-16] 344 pages Swoon Reads Fic.
B+,C,W+ (AR) 21.58
879602 On The Come Up. Sixteen-year-old Bri hopes to become 
a great rapper, and after her first song goes viral for all the wrong 
reasons, must decide whether to sell out or face eviction with her 
widowed mother. [IL 14-18] 447 pages Harper Fic. B,L+,M+,Q+ 
(AR/RC) 22.28
Woodson, Jacqueline
964804 If You Come Softly. After meeting at their school in New 
York, fifteen-year-old Jeremiah, who is black, and Ellie, who is 
white, fall in love. [IL 12-16] 181 pages Putnam Fic. (AR) 21.58

973605 Frankly In Love. High school senior Frank Li takes a risk 
to go after a girl his parents would never approve of, but his plans 
will leave him wondering if he ever really understood love--or 
himself--at all. [IL 14-18] 406 pages Penguin Young Readers Fic. 
B+,K+,L+,M (AR) 16.68
Zoboi, Ibi Aanu
924656 Punching The Air. Amal Shahid has always been an artist 
and a poet. But even in a diverse art school, because of a biased 
system he's seen as disruptive and unmotivated. Then one fateful 
night, an altercation in a gentrifying neighborhood escalates 
into tragedy. il. Pasha, Omar T. [IL 14-18] 386 pages Harper Fic. 
C,K+,L+,M+,W+ (AR) 22.98
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